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MINUTES OF THE FIRST PLENARY MEETING

14 April 1955, at 3,00 p.m.

Presid.§!!i : Mr. F .W. Reichelderfer.
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de~~tes

or alternates to Erincipal delegates :
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The meeting opened at 3.10 p.m.

1.

Qpening of session

The President expressed to all present a welcome on behalf of
Organization, and then proceeded to introduce the following officials
were present on the platform :
'
G. Palthey

Specialized

the
who

Deputy Director of the European Office of the
United Nations, representing, in the absence of
Director Pelt, the Secretary-General of the
United Nations
agencie~

G.M.' Candau
A. Andrada

Director-General of the World Health Organization
'Secretary-General of the International Telecommunication Union,
Director 'of the Universal Postal Union

w.

Yalden-'I;hoIl}son

Assista'nt Director of, the International
Organization'
,

Labour
..

P. Sartorius

Representing the Food and Agriculture Organization

J.H. Heierman

Representing the International Civil Aviation'
Organization

P.C.Terenzio

Representing UNESCO

J.M. Read

'Deputy, United Nations High Commissioner for
fugees

Re-

Cantonal and conununal authorilies '

: J. Treina '
~i.

Revillard

M; Thevenaz

,
I
l
I

,', Second

Vice-Pres~dent

of

the Municipal Council

Administrative Counsellor

The President,' after remarking 'that Congl'ess was
for the'first time amidst the grandeur of the Pa1ais des
that of th0 88 Members of the' Organization not less than
at this sessio'n.'H~ then introduced Mr. Palthey who :gave
'dress oli behalf' of: the United Nati()ns:.

~.

~~ess

meeting in Geneva
Nations, stated
79 were represented
the, welcoming ad-

by the representative 'of the Secretali-Gehbral of the United

NatioLl§,

'Mr,
~

Couns e 1101' of State

~ltheyaddress\!d

the meeting as follows :

It is both an honour and a pleasure for me to represent the SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations today at the opening meeting of the Second
11

1 _ ,______CO~g~~S~ o~the Viorld Meteorological Organization and to welcome you on
~~---.-~~---

-----------. ------- ---

----~----,~-.--

--

-~----

---_.------ - ---.-----------,-'._-._--=-,='.
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his behalf to the Palais des Nations. This edifice, which marks a stage
in the history of relations between States and constitutes a symbol of
international collaboration, will be at your disposal for the duration of
your work. I invite you to make yourselves at home here, for you are not
b6ing received as unfamiliar guests but as esteemed members of the United
Nations family. Although one of the newest of the specialized agencies,
the World Meteorological Organization is not one of the least important,
either with regard to the extent and value of its activities or in seniority. The International Meteorological Organization, your predecessor in
international life,· provides one of the best illustrations of the development of an international body and the need felt by men during this century
to meet without regard for frontiers. Created almost spontaneously by the
will of persons occupied in a common field, the International Meteorological0rganization gradually consolidated its position and established itself .by adopting intergovernmental status, fina lly entering the large family of the United Nations as a specialized agency.
.
This group of organizations of the United Nations forms an entity, not
merely becausj? all the organizations receive their mandate from more 01'
less the same. sourc~- theiVieinberStates - but more particularly·because
they are governed by the same ideal and are pursuing the same aim, that of
ensuring peace throughout the world" Within the general framework of international activities, each agency has its own role. If the main object of
th<:" United Na·tions is ·to crea te and to rna inta in peace in the world, the
specl<3lized agencies have a task not less important, since. it is their
duty .in,their respective :fieids to improve the living conditions of all
nations ani:! to ensure that t\lis peace so widely sought after· is worth the
e.ffort. The actiVities. of the World Meteorological Organization, although
riot spec;tacular, are never.theless of great value. I t is sufficient to
glance at,!;he agenda for Congr:ess to see that its wOrk extends far beyond
the narrow limits within which a person unfamiliar with the Organization
might expect it to be restricted, Not only do you participate in the common task by your own efforts, but your work also constitutes a valuable
contribution to that of sister organizations occupied with other fields.
It· .;ould be superfluous for me to stress in the presence of scientists
such as yourselves the relationships between our respective problems. I
might
professionally, that you appreciate the interdependence of
pcientific disciplines •.

Si'iy,

The· ever-growing activity of the World iJIeteorological Organization in
the field of technical assistance is a current demonstration of this interdependence between our activities. By introducing new techniques in countries ·seeking its collaboration, WMO has become an indispensable auxiliary
of other agencies such as the organizations for Aviation, Health, Food and
Agriculture, It has become clear that collaboNtion between the internation. al organizations, with emphasis on the co-ordination of our programmes, is
becoming increasingly necessary as we expand our activities. It is not merely ·a question of trying to harmonize administrative structures and decrease
expenditure, but rather one of increasing the efficiency of our work and of
uniting our effort·s to attain our common aims.
I can assure you of the full collaboration of the United

Natiotls ,
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· especially during the coming week~, to assist the wqrk of this, your Second
Congress, Your discussions will be particularly important h()m both <i. technical and an administrative point of view •. In. this latter field, nO'~qbly,
you· will, be con1ple:t.ing the structure of the S€cretariat~' and" c·on~.id€rX;ig the
question of a perma0eptheadqt1ar.ter,? for your' Organizati.on. Weilre- entirely
at your disposal i.n connexio0with the latteJc question,to prOVide, you
with any details 01' information which you may requir~, I inow that you al· ready. possess a- Secretariat ~ornposed of,.? cornp~tent ~nd ~\ev.?t~d- staf~ which
will give you aU the support you need. It has shown? great spi;dt of collaborati.on during the material p:cc'parations for this Confer",nco.· I should
'like :to thank Dr. Swoboda and to express our. appreciat'iot'!'; f,?T the .. competence, courtesy candunderstan\ling which h.o "as always shown, in the c1is'cuss ions of our common problems ",'
In closing, Nil'. Pr?si<,lent, I should like to repeat the good wisnes of
the' Secretary-General 'pfthe -\Jnited /lJiHiohs for, the success of your 'meeting~

II

·-jl.

~.

"Addres'sesrby:ttmre~tatives

of the. speCialized agencies.

.

"'

'

~lr,., sartori~, ,rrPi'e,sehtg.tiVe of th? FOod and Agric~ltii:te Organizftion,
then addressed the meeting as fbll'ows
'; , .
j
, ,
••

."

":.: f·.rr.: .'

I
!

i
I

"

,_,r.1

•• -.'

•

•

•

~

1

_:"( _j

,-(

~

J"

~

1- ,

':".;

',~

. UIcount it ~g.reat pr.iyil.ege :to be here with you t~day' tb participate
inthe~ open:i.ngsession of JhE;Sec'opd COhg~ess·of. the World Nieteorological
. qrga·niz'at,ion.The -"toad
aniiAgr'i9YJttlre'
Orgal1~zation·ta'ke'~·'
akeehint~i-est
'd,,,
-;;
--"'-",J.,,
.->'-:!'-,-"
_
,",' '-," -'-,- ,,_. ,"_',",
intlW work of lVMO a.nd rriyDil;'ecto.r-General, pr~ Cardon, wotildvery much
haye 1ikedto-ha,ve~een\Vi.i:h .yo.Uill persdi{. 'Urffortunately, ':i'mPortanJ work
wti'ich,.'is. rio~i,pr.Oce~ding',a{ hfiadCjuaiters has, !!ladEi i t impbssibl'e .. for hiin to
a'bserii: h.iffi?~if from R"m:e- 'a:tthis' time;' He'i1h s therefore'cha'i-'geclme to con"e.y ,to you his si~cere v;ish ~hat younia¥.€Noy an iriteresti~~.andfr'ui tful
'".

,,

••

.'

sess,io~"

'-,-

"~'-_"_I

v.' ;

"FAO, perhaps more than any other specialized agency, -has very solid
. reasons for wishing the lVMO the maximum of success in its work,since our
.interests impinge at innumerable .points. I have already submitted to the
Congress a note whicl1sets out insome 'detail the diversl.tybf F'AO's interestin climatic and hydro,16gical data ,..and I will not weary you by repeating a text which is already in your hands. I wO,l.\ld like,ho,wever; to
point to one Or two directions in which close co-operiition bEitween' our
two organizations could bring Tesul tsof .lasting ben,efit to mankind.
FAO's task'is to help goVernments and peoples to makei:he best Of their
renewable resources, and' thus to help in raising living stilndards throughout
the' world.
.' .
·Every farmer, forester dndfisherman has a strong intere.st ,in the weather. Each' makes. use of his o'Nn weather experience and of .th,e inf.ormation
which he receivestb plan' his operations and .to guard aga:insth<l.z:ards. On
a larger 8ca'le,. 'communit ies' and governments use similar knowledge to'.reach
similar conclusions •.FAO itsdLis,interested in, the effectiYe 'use,a.t all
levels, of climatic and -hydrological data :in :agricultural, f.orestry,· fish': ·ery.:and
nutrition
progrO\ffillleS.
-"
., "
-'
.'

~
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Such data are of cardinal importance in any survey and appraisal of
resources, Only by descriptive and analytical methods, which take full
account of climatic and hydrological conditions, can renewable resources
be understood, and their potential productivity measured, The development
of observation systems, and the preparation of climatic classification
anq maps, are an essential part of the analysis of resources survey to be
undertaken by FAO, It will be part of FAO's responsibility to assist WiViO
by indicating the intensity of observation required in particular .areas
and regions, so that these needs may be related to other demands for
meteorological records,
I need hardly remind you that the pattern of land-use itself exercises
an important influence on climate and on water regimes. Indeed there are
many areas of the world where the protective function of vegetation is
much more important than its productive function. One of FAO's principal
tasks is to restore the vegetative cover to arid and semi-arid regions,
to recapture lost land for use •. Insofar as it achieves .success, it modifies
the phenomena with which the WJ1IIO is concerned,
.
But a knowledge of meteorological and hydrological conditions is also
vital to the execution of actual production programmes. I would mention
the re1a tion between humidity and the· spread of fungus diseases, the special influence of winds on insect migrations, conditions of temperature,
humidity and air movements which increase the hazard of forest fires, In
the field of locust control, for example, short and long-term forecasts
are required for operational planning, and the development of preventive
policy is likely to depend on an increased knowledge of meteorological
conditions and their fluctuations.
FAO's interest is to encourage the establishment of services for the
collection of observations and for the timely dissemination of this information in appropriat,e forms.
Hydrological data are no less important to production programmes. FAO
has already given considerable help to many countries in formulating and
implementing policy on water resources development and management,
It is not always sufficiently recognized how important it is to have
an exact knowledge of climatological conditions in dealing with problems
of transporting, storing, processing and preserving food and other agricultural products, I need only mention how serious are the problems of
,bulk storage of cereals, especially rice, in tropical regions. It is as
important to minimize losses on crops raised as it is to increase the crops
themselves.
Though few countries today are without a meteorological service, much
can be done to improve these services and to extend and improve the use
which is made of the data. Frequently the data collected are not of the
greatest use to research and extension workers in agriculture, forestry
and fisheries, while the deficiencies in hydrological data collected should
be specially remarked. FAO is dirC?ctly interested in, and would co-operate
wi th WMO in programmes aimed at promoting the collection of climatic and
hydrological data on a standardized basis throughout the world.

't

f

I

I
i
!;
i

I

I,,
j

1

I!
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F ina 11y, I would 1ike to say tha t FAO sees the forthcoming Interna tional Geophysical Year, with its world-wide distribution of observation stations, as an opportunity for the observation of the influence of large fo=
rest ,areas, and other kinds of ground cover, on local, regional and continental climatic factors and weathers.
In bringing you the good wishes of my organization, I am confident
that this Congress of the VlrAO will mark an important advance in man's conquest of his environment."
Mr. Heierman, representative of the International Civil Aviation Organization, then a~ssed the meeting as follows :
"It is an honour and a pleasure for me to bring to you and the Congress
the best wishes of the Secretary-General of the International Civil Aviation
Organiza tion.
r do not wish to lose myself i.n commonplaces but I have to repeat, on
this occasion, what I said back in Paris, when the Congress convened for
the first time, that is, that aviation n<,?eds meteorology. In 1951.we expressed the hope that a kind of co-operation would develop between WMO and
rCAO that would benefit both and, in retrospect, it may be said, that such
cq-operation has been established" over the years, on a firm footing.
Eyid~nce thereof is, .in the first place, the conclusion of working arrangements between the organizations, which enable each to operate most efficiently in aeronautical meteorology in the field that it is best equipped to
serve. The same arrangements have also formed the machinery for mutual consultation, support and joint action, where the latter is indicated.
The governments which authorized the working arrangements, between the
; two organizations, may now see the evidence that the principles of co-opera, tion established have' encouraged the provision of the meteorological services that civil aviation requires.
' ,
Mr. President, a most important' step in recent developments in aeronautical meteorology was set by the Council of rCAO, when on 1 April of this
year it adopted a new annex to its Convention, specifying the basic principles of the obligations of States for the provision of aeronautical meteorological service and outlining the responsibility for the use made of
the information provided.
These standards and recommended practices were the outcome of an example
of the closest possible co-operation between two specialized agencies.
N'ew procedures for meteorological services for international air navigel~
tion were also developed jointly and are now awaiting their final approval.
r should not indulge j.n a summing-up of other examples of mutual assistance in the furthering of the interests of both aviation and meteorology,
but the record is most encouraging in the fields of technical developments,
regional activities and technical assistance. rCAO is also ',looking forward
to' further progress in joint-financing arrangements.
In closing, Mr. President, may r wish !!\~IIO continued success and increasing effectiveness and once more convey rCAO's confidence in'intimate cooperation between our two organizations,"
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The Presi2ent then addressed the meeting as follows :
"The First Congress of the World Meteorological Organization opened
on 19 March 1951 in Paris and closed on 28 April. Those here who
are
"seeing" the WMO for the first time in this its Second Congress may loole
upon it as a youthful four-year-old, but in this·respect, as in several
others, our Organization enjoys a certain distinction. While WMO may have
the appearance of youth, it has in fact the experience of more than 75
years since its creation in Utrecht in 1878 under the name of the International Meteorological Organization. Its transformation in Paris in 1951
into a modern form of intergovernmenta 1 body with a sma 11 change in its
name from IMO to WMO did nct take away the knowledge and the wisdom in
international co-operation gained during the preceding three-quarters of
a century. The WMO may view wi th justified pride its long record as one
of the most venerable? and successful of inte·rnational bodies.
Before speaking briefly about some of the fruits of this long experience and also about the guiding principles that the Organization has derived therefrom, may I paint a quick word-picture of one scene from the
drama of the weather that passes in ever-changing variety before the eyes
of the meteorologist. This may be of interest to·our guests who may not
have yet perceived or understood the beauties and the mysteries of the
many different forms of clouds or the delicate patterns of the snowflake,
designs so infinite in thei!' variations and so exquisite in beauty that
they are copied by artists· and designers all OVCer the world who search for
the unique in be<'luty and originality' in pattGrn. The designs are reproduced
in some
of the finest· fabrics, laces and works of art that one .Il1qy find
anywhere. Perhaps this picture may be Glf interest even to meteorologists
who see thi.s daily drama in thei!' routine work and to whom the howling
gale, the cloudburst and the thunderbolt are so commonplace that :they no
longer hold terror but are rather mere objects of professional·contemplation.
To paint this picture quickly, while we were asleep last night 10,000
w0ather obs0rvers spread over most of the continents and on ships in many
parts of the oceans t\1l'oughout the world carefully observed th0 sky and
its clouds, and the stat0 of ·the weather, and read thei!' instruments which
meaturc the air temperature; pressure, wind and other significant weather
elements, Some of them made s01.mdings 0.£ the upper ai!' to high altitudes
by means of pilot-balloons· or radiosondes. These observations were quickly
put into message form ant:! transmitted by telecommunications to collecting
centres on the six continents and to certain mid-ocean islands where they
were consolidated into collective messages and representative portions were
soon made rGady for broadcasting from approximately 30 centres conveniently
situated for regional dissemination. Hundreds of weather stations at airports and in cities in many pa'~ts of the world intercepted these weather
reports and --used the data for preparation of \-VeatheT'maps, forecasts

and

storm warnings. ~n many places thcmaps and forecasts v·iere ready for publication within four or five hours after the original observations were made,
some of them transmitted from Weather stations tens of thousands of miles

;
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away, These vast facilities for exchange of weather information four times
each day, and in some regions even more frequently, constitute the best coordinated communications service to be found anywhere for any single purpose other than the general collection of news. Its efficient functioning
day after day with never a holiday is a marvel of international co-operation and modern telecommunications. The daily world-wide exchange of weather reports has been made possible by the many years of work and the careful development of plans brought forth by the IMO and the rIMO.

:j

j
J

1

I

1

i
I

There is no time today to trace the history of development of present
day world-wide services in synoptic meteorology although there are many
interesting episodes in its chronicles since 1878. There are a few persons
wi th us in this grand Hall who have had leading parts in developing the
international exchanges of weathel' reports and although I cannot invite
your attention to all of them, it seems to me most appropriate here to
speak of one who is the dean of meteorologists still active in the proceedings of the ~i}MO. He has given almost 5<0 years to the service of meteorology,
and to research in weather science with 40 years of this period as director
of the meteorological service of his country. He has laboured long and unselfishly to promote the highest standards in international meteorology and
to organize the means for world-wide exchange of weather information. He
has played a leading part in most of the major conferences of directors in Copenhagen in 1929, Warsaw in 1935, London 1946, Washington 1947, Paris
1951, and many others. He was President of the International Meteorological
Organization for several years, and during the war he devoted much time to
planning a reorganization of the IIviO and to the drafting of rules of procedure. I do not know that he has Civer declined when requested to undertake
a task that would advance co-operation in meteorology. I take this opportunityto express to him the deepest appreciation and gratitude for all that
he has done - I speak of Dr. Th. Hesselberg, director of the Meteorological
Service of Norway.

.j

J

,i

1

I
.1,

It is not often that we have the opportunity given here this afternoon
to speak about meteorology to an assemblage of representatives of the s~Eral
specialinld agencies vitally interested in the subject. It is unnecessary
to go into detail about the many different fields of human activity that are
deeply concerned with weather and with the plans and progress of the World
Meteorological Organization in doing whatever is possible to advance the applications of the science for the benefit of mankind - in agriculture, e.g.,
on which the world depends for food - in transportation by land, sea and air
whiCh facilitates world commerce and enables us to come to these meetings
from far regions of the earth with almost unbelievable speed, comfort and
certainty; and in many other fields - medical, social, scientific, economic
and labour - all essential in modern life and all more or less directly influenced by weather and climate.
We are living in an age of rapid progress. In some sciences, notably in
physics, discoveries and advances have come in rapid succession during the
past two decades. Although meteorOlogy also has shown progress during this
period, this progress has not been spectacular and accordingly some of our
colleagues in other sciences like to look .upon meteorology as rather unprogressive, Even a hasty examination of the subject shows that weather

'------
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science is confronted by difficulties not found in the sciences in which
rapid advances have been made - difficulties in the complexities of
the
several interdependent variables that determine weather and climate, and
in the impossibility of exact mathematical treatment of their processes .,.
difficulties also in the magnitude of the atmosphere with which the science
deals and in the impracticability of measuring directly many of the elements
that enter into the mechanics and the processes of the free air. One
is
justified in saying that the:re are few scientific problems in which the
research worker and the practio':ione:r have to struggle with as many variables
and as many unknown factors as in meteorology.
This very characteristic may have led the average meteorologist to be
somewhat conservative in h!..5 outlook on the possibilities for future progress. With this in mind it should be of benefit for the Congress to reexamine its approach to meteorological problems and its attitude towards
the responsibilities and the possibilities of its programme, particularly
with reference to encoUl'agement and cO"operation in projects by the national meteorological services ar::!. by the established ),esearch institutes that
have shown ability to solve sc;~l1e of the problems of meteorology, There will
be opportunity to consi.der these subject;s under agenda items that are before
the Second Congress.
In some parts of the vlOdd public interest has been aroused by rumours
of miraculous event3 in rr.eteorology, There have been exaggerated reports of
rain-making by artificial inducement of precipitation, and of large-scale
weather control and even modification of severe stOI'ms. Sober investigation
has shown that these claims GO far are largely without foundation and that
modification of '°leather on a gross scale is irr.practicable at least at the
present time; and perhaps undesirable because of the far-reaching consequences it would have on established eccno::lies and facilities in the various
cities and countries of the world, but nobody can say with certainty just
what the possibilities a:ce ar.d there seems to be common agreement among meteorologists that these possIbilities should be the object of more extensive
research, Although iUustra·sions and analogies can be very .misleading perhaps it is permissible to poi.nt out that the discovery a few years ago of
the jet stream in the upper air has led to a better understanding of cyclonic developmeno':s wh50ch fOl'me:cly seemed inexplicable; and as an illustra-(;j.on of the pr2ctical appEcation of 'chis l:nowledge we may point to the
more accurate; forecasts _of fdovemen-cs of tropical cyclones - hurricanes and
typhoons - 1',1bose cccc.sionaJ. spdc8n changes in caur-se and speed of movement

seemed wholly °err"tic and unpredictable before, No o~e knows now what further
understanding and improvements will come from more corr:plete soundings of
the upper air, No one can yet say wha>~ the p:~actical lim~tations of local
weather modification may eventually be,
The meteorological wo:cld 5.s watching with keen interest and anticipation .the research to'.va:rd prediction of the weather by numerical process commonly called numerical we,rcher prediction ~ by use of modern electronic
computors. These studies have urought preliminary results of great interest
to the weather forecaster bc:t there must be much more study before the possibilities and the limitations of this now promising development can be
known with :r:easonable· assurance. The stlldy is handicapped by inadequate

I
I

I
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UpPEU' air· soundings in some regions, particularly over the oceans, and
this' is'a deficiency of the kind which Congress may well take notice 'of
and end.eavour to find ways to promote co-operation among the national meteorological services for establishment of aerological stations in places
where the gaps in networks are most serious.

I,

Another subject that offers much promise for advancement in some branches of meteorology has already been mentioned' by one of the speakers the International Geophysical Year scheduled for 1957-1958. It is not necessary to describe this programme here since it is presented in documents
for the Congress and has been the subject of articles published in the WMO
Bulletin and other publications. It is sufficient to say that this programme
provides unprecedentedopportunities for the meteorologist to obtain data
to fill some of the most serious gaps in his knowledge of the behaviour of
the atmosphere as a whole. To gain the most from this golden opportunity
it Is. necessary for meteorological services everywhere to accomp1ish their
respective parts in the IGY plan. The Congress can do much to increase'
world-wide interest and to encourage co-operation in the: successful accomplisrunent of this programme.

I
!

1
!

I

These are a few of the subjects that give promise for progress in meteorology. During the next three weeks Congress will pe asked to consider
thoroughly these and many other proposals and to provide means for support
of those it finds desirable and possible. It is flot necessary to'dweil upcn
these responsibilities of the Congress although ~Je should never forget. them.
This is the supreme body of the World Meteorological Organization. On 'its
foreSight and decision rest's. tl18 success of international r:;o':'operation'in
meteorology - one of the inost vital sciences in the services
mankiha.
Governme'nts have sent their delegates here because they know the OrganiZation has important work to do. They expect tl1e Congress to carry out its
responsibilities with vision, courage and determination. This body meets
infrequently - in this instance only once in four years - and unless an
adequate programme is provided in this session the world may have to wait
unnecessarily for activities and services in meteorology that should be
in operation now.

of

In'its work the Congress will be guided by the purposes and principles
that'have been developed from the experiences of the past 75 years. The'
purposes are clearly stated in article 2 of the Convention and they need
not be repeated here, Many of the principles brought forth by the IMO and
the WMO are embodied in the Convention and in the Regulations. Most Of
these principles are accepted by all Members of the Organization as sound
principles for guidance but under pressure of modern demands a few of them
have been questioned because they sometimes present obstacles and result
in delay that is undesirable.
Among the principles that stand without question are the importance of
close international co-operation in meteorology and the natural "universal-.
ity" of the science. Members recognize also the importance of independent
initiative and action by the respective national meteorological services
within the framework of commonly agreed standards and practices which are
fundamental to world co-operation in meteorology. This principle of independence is in contrast to the concept of a highly centralized international

I

.
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bureau of meteorology as a weather service operating agency, a concept
that does not appear to be conducive to the best progress in meteorology,
at least not at the present time.
Among the practices that have been re~examined in recent years because
of their relation. to delays in executive action is the emphasis placed
upon voluntary co-operation of the world's best experts in meteorology in
each specialized subject as a mea·ns for dealing with technical problems.
This practice was evolved from the careful studies and experience of the
International Meteorological Organization. It is designed to solve problems
of a scientific nature where usually there is only one correct answer and
where hasty action based on the wrong answer results in waste and deiay
rather than in dispatch. It is important to distinguish this characteristic
in activities dependent on scientific fact as contrasted with action in many
fields
of industry and commerce where there may be several equally good
avenues of action toward an objective, and where speed may be more important
to success than accuracy in the literal sense. While recognizing that the
present system of the WMO in the use of experts imposes some limitations,
it is encouraging to know that discussion of.this subject has brought out
suggestions for ways in which··the good· features of our technical commissions
and our expert working groups can be retained and their difficulties overcome for the most part through better provision for their support and administrative assistance and guidance.
In closing these remarks it may be recalled that the World Meteorological Organization has shown qualities in which its Members may well find much
satisfaction and reason for pride. It has been outstandingly successful in
providing world-wide co-operation in meteorology for many decades. It has
fostered fellowship and good-will among its many participants. It has devoted its attention to the technical subjects for which it was established and
has tried to exclude extraneous issues. And while producing great results
in international co-operation and standardization among national meteorological services, it has continued to be one of the most economical
and
most efficient of international organizations. These are the principles and
the qualities that will bring the Second Congress to a successful conclusion."

The President stated that before Congress could be fully organized it
would be necessary to havG a report from the Credentials Committee. The Coordinating Committee had prepared a list of nominations to the Credentials
Committee based on a broad geographic distribution and a fair representation
throughout the world.
The list of countries whose principal delegates or alternates were
asked to constitute themselves into the Credentials Committee was as follows
Australia
Brazil
France

India
Netherlands
South Africa

II'
I

I

I
I
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Turkey
United States of America

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

This proposal was ad2.Eted.
The President expressed the hope that the Credentials Committee would
meet and report its findings at its earliest convenience.
The Pres ident announced tha t it was proposed to hold two meetings da ily,
excepting Saturday and Sunday, the meetings would be from 9.30 a.m. to 12.30
p,m. approximately and from 2.30 p.m. to 5.30 p.m. Congress had a heavy agenda
and it was hoped that it would be possible to proceed expeditiously to deal
with all the subjeCts.
The meeting rose at 4.15 p.m.
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MINUTES OF THE SECOND PLENARY MEETING
15 April 1955, at 9.30 a,rn.

~idem

: Mr. F.W. Reichelderfer.

Members of ~Q. :
Argentina, Australia, Allstria, Belgian Congo, Belgium, Brazil, British
Caribbean Territories, British East African Territories and Indian Ocean
Islands, British Malaya/Borneo Territories, British West African TerritOPi~
Bulgaria, Burma, Byelorussian SSR, Canada, Ceylon, China, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Dominican Republic, Egypt, Federal Republic of Germany, Federation
of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, Finland, France, French Cameroons, French Equatorial Africa, French Oceania, French Somaliland, French Togoland, Greece,
Guatemala, Haiti; Hong Kong, Hungary, India, Iraq, Ireland, Israel, Italy,
Japan, Lebanon, Madag'ascar, Mexico, Morocco (French Protectorate), Morocco
(Territories, 0,£ the Spanish Protectorate), Netherlands, Netherlands New
Guinea, New Caledonia, New Zealand, Norway, Philippines, Poland, Portugal,
Portuguese West Africa, Romania, Spain, Sudan, Sweden, Switzerland, Syria,
Tunisia, Turkey, Ukrainian SSR, Union of South Africa, Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland,
United States of America, Uruguay, Venezuela, Yugoslavia.
Non-Members of WMO :
Cambodia, Colombia, Iran, Liberia, Somaliland (under Italian trusteeship).
Organization§. :
United Nations, WorldHealth Organization, Food and Agriculture Organization
of the United Na tions, International-Civil Avia·tion Organization, International Telecomrnunication Union, International 'Air Transport Association.

Internatio.'2§_~

The meeting opened at 9.56 a.m,
§.

Consideration of .the2,'eport of the Credentials Committee (Agenda item
1.3)

The President informed the meeting that the Credentials Committee had
met during the previous evening but had not yet completed its report. Pending
report on credentials, he proposed, and Congress agreed, that Congress would
proceed with those items on the agenda which were primarily informational and
which were not expected to involve substantial debate nor voting.
,(Sea also paragraph ,14),
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Report by the PresJd'ent of, the O£9~nizattCl.ELon the aC,tiyities of the
E:2!."S'utJ'ye CommitteCl.3'nd the Secretariat (Agenda item 2.1) (Doc. cg-rr/69)
The Eresident presented his report to Second Congress. He drew attention
to the twenty-two new Members of the Organization since close of First Congress.
No withdrawals or suspensions of Members had taken place. The President discussed fully the work of the Executive Committee; action taken on the resolutions of First Congress, and the work of the regional associations and the
technical commissions. The only change in presidency of a technical commission
had occurred when Mr. John Patterson requested to pe relieved after compietion
of the session of the Commission for Instruments and Methods of Observation in
Toronto in September, 19~3.Mr. Patterson had given'mahY years of outslanding
service to the IMO and WlVlO and he continued actively in meteorological work,
The P:re.sidentrel'erred to other activi ties of the,Organiza'tion, including its
plirticipahoriin'the UN Expand~d Technical' Ashstance programme, in which the
proJ ~cts in meteorology approved for implemehtation ih l~. countries during
, 19~~. had tota11,ed .aimostUS t140,000. He.reported to Congress action on urgent
recommehdations of associa.tionsand COmmissions, takerLih accordance with
Genera). Reguli3t:ion 9(4), ail!:l sul:iseqvel)t1y appro51esJ pY theEXecutiveComrilittee.
The. report" again emphasTzeC;!the pHnCipal prol:ilems and,opportunities for technital ;p~ogress
awaihflgacti6n'
\ly Congress.
. ,
"
--- .
. ... --,. ': . -'. -"
l ' ' -;",
--~,

-~

After ,apP'J:ausei 'thei'ep6rt of the president was' opened. to. discussion.
,There beihg.ho questiohsor discussion; the'report was ~aopted and the meeting
proceeded with the nextagenc;!aitem.

8.

Reports E~§.identLof re310nal associations, with r~soiuti()ns ,and
(Agenda item 2.2) '-

~ffi!!)endations

8.1
Mr. Davies, the president of Regional' Association I, in presenting his
report in summary, invited attention in particular to the activities of the
working groups of Regional Association I. A climatological atlas for Africa
was under preparation. The Working Groups on meteorological telecommunications
and solar radiation had met and prepared Working plans, Mr. Davies also spoke
of the opportunities of WMO under the UN Expanded Technical Assistance Programme.
There being no questions or discl)ssion, the President stated that reports of the presidents of regional ,\ssociations would be referred t6the working committees of Congress for further examination of particular' points.

8.2
Mr, Basu, the president of Regional AssQciation II, presented his report in summary and referred in particular to the work of inter-regional
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barometric comparison which was being effected between Regional Association
VI and his own Region. He stated that despite the time required for election
of officers and organization of Regional Association II, the- association had
functioned well through co-operation of all concerned.
8.3

Mr. de Souza, the president of Regional Association III, summarized
his report andlmade reference to the new ocean weather station in the Gulf
-,f Santa Catarina and the plans for new upper air stations.
3.4

B~E2E~_~~_~~~_EE~~!~~~~_2~_~e(~!2~~!_6~~7°~!~!!2~_1Y_i~2E!b_~~~_~~~~E~!
~~~~~~L_~2_§~g2~~_g2~~E~~~

Doc. Cg-II 63,

Mr. Ihomson, the president of Regional Association IV, referred to
implementation of codes in Regional Association IV and to collective weather
message broadcasts, barometer comparisons and the work of the Eastern Caribbean Hurricane Committee and technical assistance projects in the Region. At
its first session, the regional association, in four days I meetings, adopted
a total of 44 resolutions and 7 recommendations. Mr. Thomson also informed
Congress of recent improvements in the Arctic network.
8.5

~~e2E!_~l_!~2_eE2~~~2~!_2!_~~~7i2~a'j!_6~~2~!~!!2~_Y_1§2~!~:~~~!-~~~!!!sl
IDoc. Cg-II 33

!2_§2g2D2_g2D~E~~~

Mr. ,B.,!rnett, the president of Regional Association V, in presenting
his report, described improvements in networks, collection of ship reports,
barometer comparisons and other technical subjects. He referred in particular
to the difficulties during the session of Regional Association V in obtaining
translation and interpretation services, especially because of technical words
used in the discussions. This point had been taken up by the Executive Cormnittee at its fifth session and was in one of the documents now before Congress.

8.6

Mr. Lugeon, the president of Regional Association VI, in summarizing
his report, emphasized that Regional Association VI has a large membership of
thirty states. The volume of work in the-Organization was considerable and,
in particular, problems in telecommunications were pressing. The Government
of Turkey had invited the regional association to hold a second session at
Istanbul before Second Congress, but the most urgent problems had been solved
by small working groups. However, there was a clearly-indicated need for an
early second session of the regional association and he hoped that a Member
would make an offer of host facilities.
(See also paragraph 51.2)
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9. •
Afte.- offe;irig fudhe.- opport~nity'for>q~~stions andcornmenisonthe
J::eports presented
paragraphS 8.1 to 8.6 above; the President sUggested
that the next item, a'gendEl itEtffi 2,4, on thef~nanciaI J::eport by the: se,cr:etaryGeneral be taken up at'th8 beginning of the third 'plenary session.
..,.

in

The.

i11~eting

rose at 12.35 p.m.
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MINUTES OF THE THIRD PLENARY MEETING
15 April 1955, at 2.30 p.m.

l:'~.sident

: Mr. F.W. Reichelderfer •

.M~!l'.l?!1::s

of WMQ :
Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil, British Caribbean
Territories, British East African Territories and Indian Ocean Islands,
British Malaya/Borneo Territories, British West African Territories, Bulgaria, Burma, Byelorussian SSR, Canada, Ceylon, China, Cuba,Czechoslovakia,
Denmark, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Egypt, Federal Republic of Germany,
Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, Finland, France, French Cameroons,
French Equatorial Africa, French Oceania, French Somaliland, French Togoland, Greece, Haiti, Hong Kong, Hungary, India, Iraq, Ireland, Israel,
Italy, Japan, Lebanon, Madagascar, Mexico, Morocco (French Protectorate),
Morocco (Territories of the Spanish Protectorate), Nether1ands, Netherlands
New Guinea, New Caledonia, New Zealand, Norway, Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Portuguese West Africa, Romania, Spain, Sudan, Sweden, Switzerland,
Syria, Tunisia, Turkey, Ukrainian SSR, Union of South Africa, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United r(ingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America, Uruguay, Venezuela, Yugoslavia.

,ljon-Me!,!lE'£:E2..2.!~~

Cambodia, Iran, Somaliland (under Italian trusteeship),
Internation~1-0rgani~~tio~

;
United Nations, International Civil Aviation Organization, International
Telecomrnunication Union, International Air Transport Association.

10.

Finan~~~Eort bv th~cretary-General (Agenda item 2.4) (Docs.

Cg-II!43 and 64)
The Secretarv-Gene·"al summarized the most important portions of his
report wlUcn had beenpr~pa:;:ed in accordance with the first half of paragraph
9 of General Regulation 92,
On the proposal of the j2T'incipal delegate from Ireland, Mr. Doporto,
Congress agreed to refer the report to the Administrative and Financial Committee.
(See also paragraph 58,1)

Two additions were introduced to the first provisional agenda

item
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3.6, Revision of resolutions of the First Congress of WMO, and item 6.10,
Retirement pension for the Acting Secretary-General at present in office.
The delegate...l.Eom the' Unit~d Kingdom (J'..tt. Durward) proposed three
changes in the agenda: one, that item 4.4 be moved to 5,13; two and three,
that item 6.4 should be first and item 6.3 should be last of the administrative questions.
There was no objection to transferring item 4.4 to 5.13, The change
was therefore adopted,
The President pointed out that the order of listing of the items under
6·should not· limit the chairmen of the committees in choosing the sequence
.best suited to the circumstances. HEl therefore asked whether the delegate from
the United Kingdom would agree to leave the sequence of the items under administrative questions as they.appeared on the provisional agenda. The sjelegate
fr,2!!! the United Kingdom agreed.
The President pointed out that further additions or changes in agenda
could be madeany time Congress so decided.
There ,;as no further discuss ion and the agenda was approved with the
addition of items 3,6 and 6,10.
Establishment of other committees ,2f

179)

Con9~

(Agenda item 1.2)(Ooc.

(;9-1

I

i
I
I

I

I

The President proposed the establishment of three working committees
1) the Administrative and Financial Committee, 2) the Progran~e Committee,
3) the Legal Committee. Besides these, other committees might also have to
be established. The terms of reference of these committees would be determined
largely by the items referred to each of them by Congress in accordance with
the general scope indicated by their respective committee titles. The various
items were allocated to the different con~ittees as follows
Item 2.4, Administrative . .and Financial Committee
Item 3.1, Legal Committee; item 3.2, Legal Con]uitteej items 3.3 and
3.4, originally allocated to the Legal Committee, were re-allocated by Congress to the Administrative and Financial Committee on the suggestion of the
s!elegate from South Africa who was seconded by the sjelegat,£",EI2!!!.J;he United
Kin9d~; item 3.5, Programrne Committee, item 3.6, Legal Committee.
Items 4;1,. 4.2, 4.3 -Legal Committee
Items 5.1 - 5.13 - Prograrnme Committee
Items 6,1 - 6.10 - Adminis trative and Financial Committee
Items 7.1 - 7.3 - will eventually be allocated to a Nominations Committee which will be established later
Item

8

- deferred for the present

(See also paragraph 20)
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The §elegate from tl).'LYnited Kingdom proposed that items 2.2 and 2.3
should also be allocated to a working committee. The President explained that
the nature of these items made it desirable that they-be studied by the Coordination Committee which would then recommend to allocate these reports in
toto or in parts to one or more of the above committees.
The meeting rose at 3.40 p.m.
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MINUTES OF THE FOURTH PLENARY MEETING
16 April 1955, at 9.30 a.m.

E!.fsident : Mr. F. W. Reichelderfer.

\

Members of WiIlO :
Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgian Congo, Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil,
British Caribbean Territories, British East African Territories
and
Indian Ocean Islands, British Malaya/Borneo Territories, British West
African Territories, Bulgaria, Burma, Byelorussian SSR, Canada, Ceylon,
China, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Egypt,
Federal Republic of Gcrr.lO.ny, Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, Finland,
France, Fl'ench Cameroons, French Equatorial Africa,
French Oceania,
French Somaliland, French Togoland, French West Africa, Greece, Guatemala,
Haiti, Hong Kong, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Ireland, Israel, Italy,
Japan, Lebanon, Madagascar, Mexico, Morocco (French Protectorate), Morocco
(Territories of the Spanish Protectorate), Netherlands, Netherlands New
Guinea, New Caledonia, New Zealand, Norway, pakistan, Peru, Philippines,
Poland, Portugal, Portuguese West Africa, Romania, Spain, Spanish Territories of Guinea, Sudan, Sweden, Switzerland, Syria, Tunisia, Turkey,
Ukrainian SSR, Union of South Africa, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of
America, Uruguay, Venezuela, Yugoslavia.
Non-Members of

V'~AO

Cambodia, Iran, Liberia, Somali land (under Italian trusteeShip)
lnteI.Qa t i~L Orga ni za ti2!2§.
United Nations, Food and Agriculture Organization, International Civil
Aviation Organization, International Air Transport Association.

I

The meeting opened at 9.40 a.m.
The President annourced that information had just been received that
Sudan had ;;cently~ecome a Member of W~D, and on behalf of the Organization
he expressed a cordial welcome to this new Member.
In announcing plans for working committees of Congress the President
recalled that all Members had the right to be represented on all committees. It
was very desirable for members of working committees to attend regularly at
all meetings so there would be continuity in the work, and delays due
to
absences could be kept to a minimum. General Regulations 56 - 71 defined rules
for the conduct of business and adherence to these rules should ensure an
orderly conduct of business. Regulation 71 was especially important.
13.
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Mr. Qwye.t:, chairman of the Credentials Committee, presented the first
report of the committee, reproduced in document C9-II/98. As reported in
paragraph 2, the committee had examined the credentials of the following
Members, non-Members and international organizations, and unanimously found
them to be in good form and order :

Australia
Austria
Belgian Congo
Belgium
Brazil
British Caribbean Territories
British East African Territories and
Indian Ocoan Islands
British Malaya/Borneo Territories
British Wes t African Territories
Bulgaria
Burma
ByelorussiaI'. SSR
Canada
Ceylon
Cuba
Czechoslovakia

Denmark
Dominican Republic
Egypt
Federal Republic of Germany
Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland
Finland
France
Fr8nch Camoroons

French Equatorial Africa
French Oceania
French Somali land
French Togoland
French West Africa
Greece
Haiti
Hong Kong
Hungary
Ie-eland
India
Iraq
Ireland

Israel
Italy
Japan
Lebanon
Madagascar
Mexico
Morocco, French Protectorate
Morocco, Territories of the Spanish
Protectorate
Nether lands
Netherlands New Guinea
New Caledonia
New Zealand
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Portuguese East Africa
Portuguese West Afrfca
Romania
Spain
Spanish Territories of Guinea
Sudan
Sweden
Switzer land
Syria
Thailand
Tunisia
Turkey
Ukrainian SSRUnion of South Africa
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland
United States of America
Urug~ay

Venezuala

Yugoslavia
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No£!-Memb~I.§.

Cambodia
Iran
Jordan.
International

Liberia
Somaliland (under Italian trusteeship)
Orqanizat~2fl~

United Nations Organization
World Health Organization
Food and Agriculture Organization
International Civil Aviation Organization
International Telecommunication Union
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics
International Air Transport Association
World Federation of United Nations Associations
International Federation for Documentation
Pacific .ScienceAssociation
The remaining paragraphs of the report of the Ci'edentials Commit.tee
dealt with the credentials.ofGuatemala (paragraph 3) , of Chiha (paragraph 4),
and of the German Democratic Republic (paragraph 5). The committee recommended
by a majority vote that the credent.ials of Guatemala and China should be
acc epted. A majority had a150 decided that the committee wasihcompetent to
consider credentials of the GerinanDemocratic Republic because no invitation
had been extend ed to that Government.
The President thanked the chairman of the Credentials Committee
his -report, whiCh was now before Congress for adoption.

for

The deleqate of USSR moved that the report of the Credentials COmIlJittee
should be examined paragraph by paragraph in accordance with General Regulation 65 •.

I
i

Accordingly, the Pres'ident placed paragraph 2, dealing with the credentials that had unanimously beenfound to be in good form, before the meeting
for consideration.
The deleqate from Ecuador called attention to the fact that Ecuador
was not included in the list submitted by the Credentials Committee.
The President stated that the credentials of Ecuador had just been
received and would be referred to the Credentials Cormnittee.
The deleqates from Ukrainian SSB~Iili§,h WesUfrioan I£rl'itbries,
and the People 1 s Republic of Bulqaria pointed out corrections to the names of
their countries as listed in the report of the Credentials Committee.
The President said that tllese and any other necessary corrections would
be made to the list as published in the minutes.
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Paragraph 2 of the report of the Credentials Committee was then unanimously adopted by the Congress,
After the President tabled paragraph 3 of the report of the Credentials
COmmittee, the Congress decided by 70 votes to nil to ~eRt the credentials
of Guatemala, Both States and Territories took part in this vote, since it was
purely a question of form of credentials and not a matterot membership.
The deleqate of US§E pointed out that the voting was not in accordance
wi th article 10 of the Convention, according to which voting should have been
limited to States.
The President said that article 10 of the Conventi.on was broad and that
the Legal Committee would be asked· if they thought the point should be more
closely defined. He suggested that Congress might now wish to vote on the
question as to whether this point was a question to be decided by all Members
or only by Member States.
The del~qate of USSR said that this question had been discussed at
First Congress when it had been decided that questions referring to credentials·could only be voted on by Member States, There was no reason to reexamine this question now. The question of Guatemala should be put to the
vote agai nand only Member States should be allowed to vote.
The President stated that on the advice of legal advisers he had ruled
that the question of Guatemala's credentials was only a matter of form, not
substance, and did not in any way affect membership.
The deleqate of USSB said that the question of credentials was intimately connected with the question of membership and that i f delegates of territories were allowed to vote on credentials, they would in fact be participating in a vote on a matter which affected membership,
On the motion of the del29ate_of_Mexico, supported by the deleqate of
the United Kinqdom, it was decided to recess for a period of 30 minutes.
On resumption after the recess, the deleqate of the PeoRle~Re~£1i£
£f Bulqaria stated that he considered that this was a question of principle,
The vote on credentials involved membership of Congress and only Member States
should vote on such an important matter. He suggested, however, that it was
not necessary to repeat the vote on Guatemala; it could simply be decided to
delete the votes made by Members other than Member States.
The President summarized the situation as follows: the interpretation
of article 10 of th-;; Convention was to be considered by the Legal Committee
and a decision by Congress on this matter now might prejudice impartial action
later by. the Legal Committee. He suggested that Congress should accept the
vote on Guatemala on the ruling by the chairman that this was a matter of form
and not of substance, namely, whether or not a telegram was acceptable for the
. purposes of credentials. It should ·be clearly understood that such a decision
would not prejudice the legal aspect of the interpretation of article 10 of

I
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the Convention and would not be considered to be a departure from the precedent established by First Congress.
This proposal was

~2~ted.

The President, in opening paragraph 4 of the report of
Committee to discussion, stated that this question might have
on the rights of membership, He therefore ruled that the vote
should be limited to Member States in accordance with article
Convention. The question now before Congress was the" adoption
reso lution :

the "Credentials
a direct bearfug
on paragraph 4
lO(a) (2) of the
of the following

liThe Congress decides not to consider, for the duration of its
second session, any proposals to exclude the representatives of
the Government of the Republic of China or to seat representatives
of the Central People's Governrrient of the People's Republic of
China.!!

The £hinese deleqate regretted that the dispassionate atmosphere of
the earlier stages of the-Congres's's proceedings had "been ruffled." He recallEd
that China, which" had previously collaborated with IMO, 'was a foundation Member of WMO and that its credentials had been recognized both at the First
Congress of the Organization and recently at the first session of Regional
Association
he thought that there could be no question of casting any
doubts whatsoever on China's standing as a Member, as conferred on it by the
terms of the Convention. WMO was a specialized "agency of the United Nations
and it should not be forgotten that the United Nations had adopted a resolution regarding the mode of representation of Member States which had since
been observed at all conferences and meetings of the specialized agencies.
H~s government's meteoro logical service, he went on, hadcompliedwith all
thedcomrnitments deriving from the provisions of the Convention. The so-called
"Centra 1 Government of the People's Republic of Chiha" could in no way be
regarded as the legal Government of China.

II,

The delegate of USSR reminded those present that at the opening meeting
expression had been givento many excellent thoughts about international collaboration. There was now, however, a false note in these remarks in that the
absence of" t[le i'eople' s Republic of China was a very great loss for international collaboration in meteorology. The USSR wished to support the telegram which.
had been received from Chou En-lai, the Foreign Minister of the People's
Republic of China, in which he had insisted that the representatives of the
People's Republic should take their legal place in Congress.
The delegate of USSR then proceeded with a review of the history of
the membership of China in the WIilO from the signing of the Convention in 1947
by Mr. Lee, who was now working in the Meteorological Service of the People's
Republic of China. At the first session of Regional Association II it had been
realized that certain important meteorological problems could not" be solved in
the absence of a representative of the People's Republic of China, bearing in
mind that the territory of China covered more than one-half of the area of Asia.
He now wished "to urge delegates to reject by secret ballot the proposal of the
Credentials Committee; this action would give WlVlO the opportunity of expelling·
the Kuomintang from WMO and would lead to international collaboration in meteorology with the People's Republic of China.
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The delegate of the United Kingdom stated that Her Majesty's Government
recognized the Government of the People's Republic of China, but,. for the
reasons explained by Sir Pierson Dixon to the General Assembly on 21 September
1954, they did not consider it wise or timely to debate the question of Chinese
representation at the present time. In these circumstances Her Majesty's Govemment in the United Kingdom believed that it was entirely appropriate to postpone consideration of this question during the present Congress of the World
Meteorological Organization as provided for in the motion under discussion.
He wished to quote the following sentences from Sir Pierson Dixon's
statement :
"Her Majesty's Government do not consider th2.t it would be wise or timely
to debate the question of Chinese representation at the. present time.
Differing views' upon it are strongly held. In a matter of this sort it
is unwise to force to a vote any issue on which this Council is so deeply and evenly divided. Our ove:;.'riding purpose must be to hold this
Organization together, and to make it possible for it gradually to gather
strength."
Delegates had gathered here to promote meteorology throughout the world
and it was entirely appropriate to postpone consideration of this question as
suggested in thO' resolution.
The sjelegate of the USA said that the procedure proposed in this resoIDtion had been followed in all specialized agencies. By adopting the resolution,
Congress would be able to handle in one dec.ision the numerous efforts which
would otherwise be made to obtain a change in the representation of China, and
would be able to proceed with its main work. The attitude of the USA with regJrd
to -China was quite clear and he wished to appeal to delegates to adopt this
resolution.-- _.
. ..
The delegate of InsJiE. considered the present representation of China to
be inappropriate. India would support collaboration with the People's Republic
of China •. Turning to what he considered to be the operative part of paragraph
4 of the report of the Credentials Committee, he stated that the resolution
was ··outside the terms of reference of the Credentials Committee I as laid down
in General Regulation 17. He therefore urged that the resolution should be
rejected.
The sjelegate £.LJ::.~lan2 stated that only delegates from the Central
Government of the People's Republic of China had the right to represent China,
as was ·emphasized in the telegram of 12 April 1955 from Chou En-lai. WMO was
concerned with the well-being of mankind, but some meteorological services,
such as that in Tai Wan, were devoted to other objects. Crews of Polish ships
had been attacked and subjected to inhuman treatment by naval vessels which
were assisted by weather reports from this meteorological service~
The sjelegate of the Union of South Africa remarked that a similar type
of discussion had taken place at First -CongreSS: Most delegates were anxious
to get on wi til the bus iness of what should be a scientific conference and in
accordance '."ith General Regulation 69(d) he therefore proposed closure of
the debate.
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The President called attention to General Regulations 68 and 69 which
la id down the procedure which would now have to be fo llowed.
The motion for the closure of the debate was then adopted by 64 votes
to 9.
The meeting then proceeded to vote on the resolution contained in paragraph 4 of the report of the Credentials Committee.
The .s!eli!gate of..J:,he Byelorussian SSR supported the demand made by
delegate of USSR that the vote should be by secret ballot.

the

The President stated that in accordance with General Regulation 47 a
secret ballotWould be held in which only Member Stat.es would participate.
He requested the delegates of the United Kingdom and of the Byelorussian SSR
to serve as tellers in accordance with General Regulation 48.

;;

The result of the secret ballot was as follows
Total ballot

55

Those in favour of the resolution

40

Those opposed to the resolution

12

Abstentions

I

3

The votes in favour being more than the two-thirds majority required,
the President declared the resolutioh adopted.
Taking account of the results of the vote, the deleqate of U§§B feit
he must make the following statement :

i

II
I

I
I,
,

liThe delegation of the USSR co.nsiders the decision of Second Congress
of the World Meteorological Organization, admitting the participation of
the Republic of Kuomintang of Chiang Kai-shek in the work of Congress, illegat, and not contributing to a successful fulfillment of the purpose of
WMO as laid down in the Convention. This decision does not facilitate international co-operation in the field of meteorology but makes it more difficult. ·The delegation of the Soviet Union considering that the Chinese !'eaple's
Republic is a Member of the Organization with full righ,ts, considers that
the legal representatives of China on the Second Congress of WMO can and
must be only the representatives empowered by the Central Government of the
Chinese People's Republic. I would request you to insert this statement in
the minutes of the present meeting of Congress,"
The President stated that the delegate of the USSR had the right to explain his vot~ but~ot to discuss the substance of the matter as the resolution
just adopted had adjourned debate on this subject. Any remarks comprising debate
on the substance of lilembership of China should not therefore be included in
the minutes.
The meeting rose at 12.50 p,m,
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MINUTES OF THE FIFTH PLENARY MEETING
16 April 1955, at 2,40 p.m.

President: Mr. F .W. Reichelderfer.
Members of WiVlO :
Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgian Congo, Belgium, Bolivia,
Brazil,
British Caribbean Territories, British East African Territories and Indian
Ocean Islands, British Malaya/Borneo Territories, British West African
Territories, Bulgaria, Byelorussian SSR, Canada, Ceylon, China,
Cuba,
Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Egypt,
Federal
Republic of Germany, Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, Finland, France,
French Cameroons, French Equatorial Africa, French Oceania, French Somali~
land, French Togoland, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Hong Kong, Hungary, India,
Indonesia, Iraq, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Lebanon, Madagascar, Mexico,
Morocco (French Protectorate), Morocco (Territories of the Spanish Protec~
torate), Netherlands, Netherlands New Guinea, New Caledonia, New Zealand,
Norway, Pakistan, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Portuguese
West
Africa, Romania, Spain, Spanish Territories of Guinea, Sudan, Sweden,
Switzerland, Syria, Tunisia, Turkey, Ukrainian SSR, Union of South Africa,
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland, United States of America, Uruguay, Venezuela, Yugoslavia,
Internatio~al

Organizations :

International Civil Aviation Organization, International Air Transport
Association.
The meeting opened at 2.40 p.m.
15.
The E.EQs~dent stated that he hoped to expedite election of chairmen
of working committees in accordance with Genera 1 Regulation 26 by having
these elections take place simultaneously. Vice~Presidents of the Organiza~
.tion could serve as convening officers for the Administrative and Financial

CO!tllHittee and the Programme Committee, which they served likewise for the
Legal Committep-o
The President requested that delegates consider his proposal during
the afternoon, and he would ask for the views of Congress latel',
Consideration 0~7repor1-0{ the C~dentiaJs Committee (Agenda
item 1.3) (Doc. Cg~II 98, continueciTISee also paragraph 14)
The President referred to the statement made by the delegate of the
USSR prior 'j;OC'Onclus ion of the fourth plenary meeting. At the time there was
no copy of the statement available to the President and during interpretation,

~---------
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the comment by the delegate of the USSR had appeared to be contrary to the
resolution first adopted which precluded reopening the debate on the subject.
The delegate of the USSR had the right to express his views on the results
of voting but not to reopen the debate. The President stated that after review of the written statement he could nrw inform the delegate of the USSR
that his statement about the decision by vote of Congress could be included
in the summary record of the meeting.
The President stated that the seating of delegations which had presented credentials up to the time of the report by the Credentials Committee
had now been completed.
The President sta ted that Congress had now reached paragraph 5 of document Cg-II/98, which was as follows :
"During .the pr,oc:eedings the delegate of USSR raised the question of the
notification of the German Democratic Republic concerning their desire
to atte.nd Congress. The delegate of the USSR proposed that the Credentials Committee should accept the notification ,a,s proper credentials
and reco(llmend that the German Demo,qaticGovernment should be permitted
to attend. However, a majority of, the, .Committee decided that it was
incompetent to consider t.he matter because no invitation had been extended to, the German Democratic Government."
This paragraph was now open for discussion.' ,
.

,

The deleqatecJ2L!he US§Bthanked the President for his explanation and
stated that the, President had taken the correct decision ,with respect to his
statement about the previous vote.
Mr, Solotoukhine went on to say that notifica'tiori had been made to
SeconctCongress on behalf of the German Democ;ratic Republic that delegates
might be permitted to be presen~t as observers under reso'lution 9 (1) (a) of
First Congress. The relevant part of this resolution reads as follows:
"The Organization shall invite, countries which are not Members of the Organization and which possess meteorological services, to send observers
to the meetings of the Congress and appropriate regional associations."
The Executive Committee and the Secretariat should have .invited to
Second Congress observers from all countries not yet Members of WMO, but
which had meteorological services, This had not been done and thus the' Executive Committee and the Secretary-General had failed to implement a resolution of First Congress. As a result, an important European State had not been
invited to be present at Second Congress. But, if certain States remained
true to their obligations, Second Congress might invite the German Democratic
Republic to take part in its deliberations. The German Democratic Republic had
a well developed meteorological service and had every reason to be represented
at Second Congress in the first instance as an observer. Later Membership of
the German Democratic Re'oliblit in the Organiz~ti6n migKt be decided. The NietEorological Service of the' German Democratic Republic was anxious to collaborate.
The German Democratic Republic had been invited to participate in the work of
Regional Association VI and he presumed that this partiCipation had proved
useful for the Members of the Regional Association. The Ge~man Democratic Republic also participated in the work of the IUGG and was in correspondence
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with the Secretariat of WMO. A delegation headed by Mr. Philipps was in Geneva
but could not enter the hall because of the opposition of certain countries.
The presence of this delegation in Geneva indicated the desire of the German
Democratic Republic to collaborate with "MO.
The Credentials Committee may have been correct in deciding that this
question did not lie within its competence, but the question was within the
competence of Congress.
The delegate of the USSR then made the following proposal:
"Being guided in the general policies of WM) as laid down in resolution
9(1) (a) of First Congress, and taking into account the statement of
the German Democratic Republic, Second Congress decides to invite the
Government of the German Democratic Republic to send representatives
to participate in the work of Second Congress as observers,"

Mr. Solotoukhine asked that his proposal might be voted on by secret
ballot.
The delegate of· the PeQple r s Republic of Bulgaria stated that resolu~
Hon 9(I) (a) of First Congress was clear and fully definitive. As a result
it was essential to invite to Congress all countries not Members of the
Organization but which operate meteorological services. First. ·Congress was
taking only meteorological affairs into consideration. The German Democratic
Hepublic had a meteorological service which was collaborating with the work
of the Organization. He hoped that none of the scientists present thought
that it would be wrong to invite the German Democratic Republic to Second
Congress. Article 3 of the Convention gilve wide powers for the invitation of
non-Member States and the provisions of this article would be n·egated if
Second Congress did not invite the· German Democratic Republic to participate
in its work.
He supported the resolution proposed by the delegate of the USSR and
the request fur a secret ballot.
The deleqate of the United Kingdom stated t.hat Congress must recognize
that what has t;;-be decided- is no·tthemeri ts of a meteorological organization
which exists in the eastern part of Germany but whether the Executive Committee
had taken a valid decision. Resolution 9(1) (a) was not mandatory but permissive.
The question was one of interpretation. The Executive Committee was the servant
of Congress and as such might always refer to its parent body. The Executive
Committee WeS not composed of international lawyers or of men expert in the
interpretation of legal points. It had referred to Members the question of the
invitations to Second Congress, and a postal. vote had been taken. The only
issue now before Second Congress was the validity of this action.
The de.1egate

Q.LEQ1~nd

supported the proposal of the delegate of the

USSR.
The delegate of Czechoslovakia stated that the meteorological service
of his country was in close collaboration· with that of the German Democratic
Republic, and he believed that similar collabo·ration was desirable for other

f·
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countries as well, He believed that Second Congress should implement resolu~
tion 9(I)(a) of First Congress. He supported the proposal of the delegate of
the USSR and similarly the request for a secret ballot.
The ,delegate of Switzerl!!nd stated that in addition to expressing the
views of his country he considered he had the right to speak as president of
Regional Association VI. Following verbal agreement with the Secretary-Gen~
eralof VIlMa, he, as president of Regional Association VI, had invited the
German. Democratic Republic to participate in the first session of Regional
Association VI. This invitation had been accepted and the results had been
excellent, Perfect relations had been initiated on a scientist-to-scientist
and man-to-man basis.
He favoured the admiss ion of the German Democratic Republic to Second
Congress in the capacity of an observer.
The delegate of the United Stat~.L2,LAmerica agreed with the able
statement of Sir Graham Sutton. The Members of the Organization had already
decided the issue and since that decision had been taken no changes in the
situation had taken place. He believed that Second Congress should uphold
the Executive Committee and should vote down the USSR proposal.
The delegate of France stated that his country took the same position
as the Unit'Eid Kingdom and the united States of America. It was not, opportune
to open a debate on the question since the matter had been dealt with in the
postal vote of Members undertaken by the Executive Committee.,
The gelegate of_Spain declared that the statement by the delegate of
the United Kingdom was in conformity with the views of Spain, A question of
poli tics was no concern of Second Congress. The action of the Executive Committee was entirely proper and there was no need to reopen the debate.
The gelegate_ofth~-YkraiDian SSR could not agree with the interpretation of facts expressed by various delegations. The texts of resolutions could
, not be interpreted loosely. The dec is ions taken by Second Congress must be
.. legal. The Executive Committee had violated a decision of First Congress and
.. had permitted an arbitrary interpretation to be taken. However the decisions
.. of .First Congress were clear-cut and easy to comprehend,· The· interpretation
of the United Kingdom was too free and too loose and .its acceptance would be
.
,
a bad pre,cedent.
He supported the proposal of the delegate of the USSR.
At this point, the Eres i2ent intervened to inform Congres; why the
Executive Comrnittee had acted as it did. The proposal of the delegate of the
USSR would be dealt with on a point of order which he would now explain, He
had discussed the question with several persons who had made studies of the
COrivention and the procedural questions involved and it appeared that if
questions were to be discussed involving whether or not the Executive Committee
and the Members in their postal ballot had decided contrary to the resolution
of First Congress, the substance should be studied 'by the Legal Committee first
so that the facts could be presented to Congress for copsideration, He had bc-en
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hesitant to rule on a subject as basic as this one but he did not wish to
prejudice the future findings of the Legal Committee on the subject, a consequence that had been brought out in' the forenoon meeting. The President
went on to point out to Congress as an illustration that, whereas resolution
9(I)(a) stated "the Organization shall invite", article 6 of the Convention
provides that "the President may invite" participation in Congress. This ~/as
permissive, not mandatory; moreover, there was an ambiguity in the understanding of the word "shall" and the Executive Committee had endeavoured to find a
solution that would best fit the intent of resolution 9(1) (a) as it was understood. It seemed best to obtain the decision of the Organization by postal
ballot and this was the conclusion reached by the Executive Committee. A
postal ballot was arranged. This showed that a majority of Members did not
favour issuance of an invitation to the German Democratic Republic at this
time. In his vieW nothing had occurred during the las t few months to change
the situation or justify him putting to the vote of Congress a proposal which
had already been decided by the Members. He endeavoured ·to conduct the business of Congress in an orderly manner. If Congress now voted on the USSR
proposal this would have the effect of implying an error on the part of the
Executive Committee and of reopening a question already decided by postal
ballot of Members. He therefore ruled that the USSR proposal was out of order.
If he was supported by Second Congress the matter would be closed for this
session. If the point of order was lost, the proposal of the delegate of the
USSR would be put to the vote.
The President ruled that the question of the invitation of the German
Democratic Republic to Second Congress had already been decided by the
Organization and could not be reopened at the present time except by twothirds majority vote of Congress.
The .gel~9~te of the USSR stated that a great many interpretations and
means of deflecting Congress from il correct decision of the question could be
found. He considered that the President of the Organization and the SecretaryGeneral were allowing a great mistake to occur by what he considered was a
discrimination against the German Democratic Republic. The Government of the
German Democratic Republic had addressed a letter to Second Congress, not to
the President, nor the Acting Secretary-General, requesting that an examiniltion might be made by Second Congress of its request to send observers to
participate in the work of Second Congress. He could trace no provision in
the Convention or the General Regulations of the Organization which gave the
President or the Secretary-General the right to withhold this letter from
Congress. The question was not the result of the postal vote. The question
was that of the request addressed to Second Congress by the German Democratic
Republic, which, as a democratic body, Second Congress should examine and on
which it should adopt a position. The past should not be linked with the
present.
The President asked the delegate of the USSR whether he Vias making an
appeal under:General RegUlation 59 against the ruling from the chair.
The delegate of the USSR stated that he had actually in his statements
not included a forward appeal.-HG did so how.
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,The question of the legality of action of the Executive Committee
could be examined in the Legal Committee. This was not however the question
before Congress at the present moment. There was before Congress a request
from the German Democratic Republic on which Congress should take a decision.
For Congress not to take such a decision wo.uld co'nstitute a violation of the
General Regulations and a discrimination 'against ,the German Democratic Repub~
lie. It was incorrect to state that there had been no recent developments.
New facts had been ,placed before Congress by the president of Regional Association VI (Mr. Lugeon). The German Democratic Republic and its meteorological
service was participating in the work of Regional Association VI. Further the
request from the German Democratic Republic, made to Congress, was a new item.
The President's ruling was incorrect.
The President stated that in accordance with General Regulation 59
further discussi;;r;-;;f the question was limited to himself and the appellant.
The delegate of the USSR (Mr. Syssoev) requested a vote by secret
ballot in aCCordanGeV;ithG(;naal Regulation 47.
The £elegate of the U]<rainian SSR supported this re<juest.
The Presiderit announced that the vote on, the appeal against his ruling
would be ta'ken' by7ecret ba llot in accordance with the request of the two
delegations. He appointed Canada and the Ukrainian SSR as te<llers for the
vote. He stated that as this question was clearly a qUes,tion of procedure,
all Members had the right to vote.
Th~'President announced the result of the vote as foliows :
In favour of the appeal

19

Against
Abs tentions

51
4

Seventy five votes in all had been cast, of which one ballot was
illegible.
The appeal against the President's ruling was therefore lost.
The President stated that the effect of the vote was that Second
Congress had approved the action of the Executive Committee in having a postal vote of Members on the question of invitations to Congress, and the vote
also had the effect of abiding by the majority decision of the Members not
to extend an invitation to the German Democratic Republic at this time.
The ~~te of Swit~rlani proposed that under article 6(b) of the
Convention Mr. Philipps be invited to participate in the work of Second Congress on a personal basis as an expert.
The £~leqate of Sweden supported this proposal.
The delegate.9f_the USSR made the following statement:
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"The delegation of the Soviet Union feels that the decision taken by
the Second Congress of WMO not to examine the statement of the Government of the German Democratic Republic concerning the admission of
their representatives to take part in the work of Second Congress as
observers, is wrong, because this decision is a violation of tho Convention of WMO and is contrary to the decisions of the First Congress
of WMO."
.
Th8 J::~ident stated that the proposal by the delegate of Switzerland
was not for decision by Congress but by the President himself, He would
inform Second Congress of his decision in due course,
17.
The President then referred to his remarks concerning election of
chairmen of committees he had made earlier in the meeting (paragraph 15 above).
There being no objection, the President announced that election cf
chairmen would proceed forthwith accoTding to General Regulation 26 in tho
ma'nner which he had' described.
18.
Th:e President stated that Second Congress would resume in plenary
meeting at 9,30 a,m. on Monday, 18 April, and would. continue the study of
agenda items carried. forward. from the present day.

The meeting rose at 5 p.m.
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II
i
i
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i

I

Memb~f

\lJi'J!Q :

Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgian Congo, Belgium, Bo,livia, Brazil,
British Caribbean Territories, British East African Territories
and
Indian Ocean Islands, British Malaya/Borneo Territories, British West
African Territories, Bulgaria, Burma, Byelorussian SSR, Canada, Ceylon,
China, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Dominican Republic,Ec\!q.dor, Egypt,
Federal Republic of Germany, Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, ,Finland,
France, French Cameroons" French Equatoria 1 Africa, Frenc,hOceania, French
Somaliland, French Togoland, French West Africa, Greece,Haiti, Hong Kong,
Hungary, Iceland, India, Indonesia, I1;aq, Ireland', Israel,ttaly, Japan,
Lebanon, Madagascar, Mexico, Morocco (French Protectorate); Morocco (Territories of the Spanish Protectorate), Netherlands, Netherlands New Guinea,
*lwCaledonia, New Zealand, Norway, Pflkistan, Peru, Philippines,Poland,
Portug<jl, Portuguese West j\frica,Romaf,l,~a", Spain, SpanishTerrit6ri~s 'of
Guinea, Sudan, S,,,eden, Switzerland, Syria, .Thailand, 'Tunisia, ,Turkey,
Ukrainian SSR, Union of South Africa, Union of SovietSodalist'Reptiblics,
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Nort\lGrn Ireland, United Sta1;es of
America, Ul"'uguay, Venezugla, Yugoslavia~"'"

~2D-Member~_2"I-,~IQ

~-'

-.,

:

Cambodia, JorDan, h'an, Liberia, Somaliland (under Italian trusteeship).
ll'ter!:!~tional QrgaD.!:za.1~_oJl~

:

United Nations, International Civil Aviation Organization, International
Air Transport Association.
The ",eeting opened at 9.50 a,m.

19.1
The President announced the presence at the meeting of Mr. Edward Warner,
president of-th;-Council of ICAD and Gxpressed to him the appreciation and
Releome of the WMO.
19.2
The President announced that chairmen of the working committees had
been electe"d - Mr. Davies as chairman of the Administrative and Financial Committee; Ml', Barnett as chairman of the Programme Committee; and Mr. Ferreira
as chairman of the Legal Committee. These committees would proceed with items
c,llocated to them throughout the coming week and the next plenary meeting
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would be on Saturday morning, 23 April.
19.3
The Co-ordination Cormnittee, established in accordance with General
Regulation 25, would meet for the first time at 12.30, Tuesday, 19 April, in
the President's office.
19.4
The President stated that a proposed date for termination of the present Congre~Shad been studied by the Executive Committee. A majority was in
favour of closing on 7 May, The decision, of course, rested with Congress.

19.5
During the preceding Saturday afternoon plenary meeting, two delegates
had requested the President to extend an invitation to Mr. Philipps to attend
Congress as an expert in accordance with article 6(b) of the Convention. The
EE.?..sident announced that he had invited Mr. Philipps to attend Congress as
an expert in recognition of his scientific standing and his valuable contributions and co-operation in meetings of Regional Association VI.
>

Establishment of a Nominations Committee (Agenda item 1.2) (See also
paragraph 12-)- - - - - - - - - - -..- - - - - - The f~~id~.! recalled that the memberShip of this committee should
represent broad geographical distribution as well as wide acquaintanceship
and experience. General Regulation 22 provided that the Nominations Committee
should consist of 12 principal delegates, each Region being represented. Since
some of the delegates from other Regions had not yet arrived, this item should
be postponed until a later meeting. Congress accepted this proposal without
objection.
(See also paragraph 27)
21.

Internal rules of the Second Congress (Agenda item 1.5)

_ _

~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _•

_________

b~ _ _ '~_

The President considered that the internal rules set down in General
Regulations-56to71 were adequate for conduct of business of Congress. If
no one had additions to suggest, he proposed that agenda item 1.5 be considered as completed for the present and that any desirable changes or additions
be brought before the Legal Committee. There were no objections to the proposal ..
(Soe also paragraph 30.1.1)

22.1
The President stated that document 100 announced the application of
Libya. More-:;:-ccently an application had been received from Jordan.
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22.2
The applications from Laos, Cambodia and Korea were in the process of
voting by Members, The President urged that those Members who had not yet
voted and who were represented here by delega Hons, should place their votes
during Congress, so that these applications could be decided.
(See also paragraph 56)
23,
The Eresidenj; expressed the OplnlOn that pending applications involved
a number of legal questions which should be studied in detail by the Legal
Committee, He therefore proposed to refer this item to the Legal Committee,
There was no objection and the proposal was !!;do.rj;ed,
(Soe also paragraph 57)

The Pre.§.ident announced that the Executive Committee had not been
able to close its sixth session because a number of items needed further
study, The Committee had agreed to hold other meetings, preferably during
the first week of Congress to concltide the sixth session. Accordingly the
President asked the members of the Executive Commiftee to meet in room IX

,

at 8.30 p,m', on 18 April.

The meeting rose at 10.10 a,m.

,

L
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23 April 1955, at 9,30 a,m.

f!/!ember.§._2.L !!MQ. :
Argentina, ·Australia, Austria, Belgian Congo, Belgium, Brazil, British
Caribbean Territories, British East African Territories and Indian Ocean
Islands, British iJlalaya/Sorneo Territories, Bdtish west African Territories, Bulgaria, Burma, Byelorussian SSR, Canada, Ceylon, China, Cuba,
Czechos lovakia, Denmark, Dominica n Republic, Ecuador, Egypt, F edera 1
Republic of Germany, Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, Finland, France,
French Cameroons, French Equatorial Africa, French Oceania, French Somaliland, French Togoland, French West Africa, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Hong
. Kong, Hungary, Ioeland, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Ireland, Israel, Italy,
Japan, Lebanon, Madagascar, Mexico, Morocco (French Protectorate), Morocco
(Terri tories of the Spanish Protectora te), Nether lands, Netherlands New
Guinea, New Caledonia, New Zealand, Norway, Pakistan, Peru, Philippines,
Poland, Portugal, Portuguese East Africa, Portuguese West Africa, Romania,
Spain, Spanish Territories of Guinea, Sudan, Sweden, Switzerland, Syria,
Thailand, Tunisia, Turkey, Ukrainian SSR, Union of South Africa, Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland, United States of America, Uruguay, Venezuela, Viet-Nam, Yugoslavia,
Non-Members of WMO
Cambodia, Jordan, Iran.
1~2j:~1 Orq~!}.t~tio!l§

United Nations, International Civil Aviation Organization, United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization.
The meeting opened at 9.36 a,m.

25.

Repprts bv presidents of techDl£!LLcommissior:~_(Agenda item 2.3)

In :introducing this agenda item, the President spoke of the importance
of the work of the technical commissions. On behalf of the Organization, he
expressed deep. appreciation to the presidents of technical commissions for
their devotion to the aims of technica 1 and scientific progress. Their work
as presidCents- was largely in addition to their regular duties and the Organization was greatly indebted to them for carrying forward the essential activities .-of the commissions.
.
(See also paragraph 51.2)
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The President regretted that Mr. Van Mieghem, president of the Commission for Aerology was not present at the meeting, but stated that his report
was contained in document Cg-11/39 and it would be open for discussion later
in plenary and in the working committee, together with the reports of other
commission presidentsG

25.2
Mr. Nagle, president of the Commission for Aeronautical Meteorology
presented hiS-report contained in documents Cg-I1/82 and Addendum 1.He pointed
out that the report consisted of three parts. The first part dealt with the
history of CAeM, its organization and certain extra-sessional activities. The
second part covered the work of the first session of CAeM which had beeh held
simultaneously with the fourth session of the Meteorology Division of ICAO at
1CAO headquarters in Montreal from 15 June to 14 July 1954. The recommendations and resolutions adopted at this session were summarized in the report
with an indication oJ their present status as regards approval by the 1CAO
Council and the WMO Executive Committee.
.
The third' part of the report listed the main items on the present work
programme of CAeM. The most important of these related to the proposed chapter
12 of the WMO Techn'ical Regulations and special impQrtancewas attached to
two items, namely further improvernent, of meteorologicill services for the approach and landing phases of aircraft operations, and the review of existing
procedures in the light of developments in the concept of operational control.
These items would be considered in close co-operation with ICAO in acco,NJance
with working arrangements between WMO and ICAO.
Mr. Nagle wished to call the attention of Congress to annex 1 of document Cg-II/82 - Addendum 1, which contained suggestions based on experience
during the first financial period concerning the future maChinery and ,organization of "MO.
Annex 2 to this document presented some
the vi tal problem of implementation by Members
view of the importance of this matter, he felt
the suggestions of CAeM should be presented to

I
I
i

"

I
I
l

results of a consideration of
of recommenda tions adopted. In
that it was very desirable that
Congress.

Mr. Nagle then went on to mention a number of outstanding recommenda~
Hons which had not been dealt with at the fifth session of the Executive
Committee; these were referred to briefly in document Cg.:.n/82 and in more
detail in separate documents under the appropriate agenda 'item.
Document C9~II/90 - Addendum 1, and document 93 - Addendum 1, dealt
with the revision of specifications necessary to turn them into chapter 12
of the WMO Technical Regulations, The recommendations referred to in these
documents were the results of the major proportion of the work of CAeM.
The question of qualifications and training of meteorological person~
nel employed in the provision of meteorological service for international air
navigation was dealt with in document Cg~II/85. This document covered the
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material of part 4 of chapter 12 of the lVMO Technical Regulations.
Document Cg-II/S6 dealt with climatological summaries. It was hoped
that this question had been resolved by CAeM; there were two alternative
solutions before Congress, either to include the whole of this material in
the'climatological chapter of the WMO Technical Regulations, or to include
such portions as were essential to aeronautics in part 5 of chapter 12 of
the Technical Regulations.

Mr. Nagle concluded his report with a reference to document,Cg-II/24
which contained proposals for the revision of the terms of reference of
CAeM. Some comments and explanations on these proposals would be given in a
document to be distributed later.
25.3
The President expressed regret that Mr. Burgos, president of the Commission forAgricultural Meteorology was not present at the meeting, but
stated that an opportunity would be given later ,for discussion of his report.
25.4
Mr. Mezin, president of the Commission for Bibliography
tions presented-his report contained in document Cg-II/67. The
was not specific to meteorology and it was therefore necessary
co-ordination with other organizations; the work of CBP had in
litated by such organizations as UNESCO, ISO and IFD.

and Publicafield of CBP
to have close
fact been faci-

The questions dealt with at the first session of CBP, which had been
held in Paris from 24 November to 13 December 1953, included the Bibliography,
Meteorologicai LEixicon, Universa 1 Decima 1 Class ification, abstracts, exchange
of documents and the Guide to Meteorological Library Practice.
The work of the Universal Decimal Classification had been continued
after the session in collaboration with the International Federation on Documentation. The Guide to Meteorological Library Practice prepared by CBP had
subsequently been approved by the Executive Committee and distributed to all
Members
II

The decisions of the s.ession had given rise to several resolutions
adopted at :the fifth session of the Executive Committee; in particular it was
resolution 26 (EC-V) which had led to the question of the World'Meteorological
Bibliography being submitted to Congress.
In conclusion, Mr. Mezin wished to thank all those who had participated
at the first session a'nd especially the staff of the Secretariat who had given
very valuable assistance.

f
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B~e£t!_ey_!~~_e~~~~s~~!_~f_!~~_~~~!~~!~~_f~~~~!!~~!£l£~y (Doc.Cg-II/53)

M~.ThornthwaHe', pres~dentof the Commission for Climatology, stated
that ois report was contained- in document Cg-II/53 and toe work of CCI could
be summarized very briefly ,in, the statement that a,session had been held,
various recommendations and resoluti()Os adopted and a nU!llber of working groups
established.
Mr. Thornthwaite wished to take this opportunity to thank Congress for
having eiected him as president of CCI : this had been an unprecedented step
as he was 'not a member of any national meteorological service or government
agency. He had been handicapped in his work by ignorance of WMO procedures
and by the fact that, unlike some of the other presidents of technical commissions,--he could only devote spare tiille to this work.

,Mr, Thornth\Nai te _spoke, wi:th emphasis about the importance oJ meteorological services to agriculture and other activities
well as to aviation
whico ,had received special a'ttention. He invited consideration of the new
climatology, which was more concerned with heat and moisture exchange between
the atmosphere and the Earth than with pprely statistical work. For adequate
treatment of climatology, it was essential to suppleinent"mapsof precipitation by information about the return flow of moisture from the ground to the
atmosphere. Activity in this field was needed for several international pro. gjaillllle~'~:,s!-t<;h,'i1~, :the 'ilrid"zon,e andi;oe. humid tropics programmes ,oLUNESCO,
the water resource development programme of ECOSCC and vario,us projects of FAO
which concerned water and climate.

as

.
. Mb~Thorn~hw1ine~s'ta-1;ed'r-Cwils,nmelY tq .corislder Wha1;WfYP. pCroposed
to dOaboufthesevast pr.oblems. H~thought WMOshould not wah for other
. ageriqies ,to ra'ise. thepemeteo;'olog"icai questionsJ:,ut.thatWMO should give
guidance. In. :l:tsit>le as the world's meteorological leader, scientific and
technical progress should be a prima'ry concern in the work of 'Congress.
In commenting on Mr. Thornthwaitels report, the President said that
WMO, in sessions of the Executive Committee iwd the commissions, had given
much attention to the meteorological problems of other specialized Jgencies.
The presidents of technical commissions gave most valuable assistance in
promoting meteorologica'l progress and, while -t;he 'directors of meteorological
services were well aware of the importance of technical progress, they had
also to solve the knotty problems o~ financing.
25;6

II
!

I
I

I

Mr. Perlat, president of the Commission for Instruments and Methods
of Observation, presented his report, contained in document Cg-II/48. He
paid trib1Jteto the work of the former president, Mr. J. Patterson, whose
"iUlportant 'contribution to meteorological instruments was recognised by everybody. To him was due the full credit for the organization of the {irs't session
of CIMO which had been held at Toronto from 10 August to 12 September 1953,
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Mr. Perl at then reviewed some of the more important subjects which
had been dealt with at the first session of ClMO. Many recommendations had
been adopted concerning different aspects of barometry which would be includEd
in theWMO Technical Regulations. With regard to international comparison of
barometers, he had been very happy to hear of the work which had been reportEd
by the presidents of the regional associations in this matter. The main outstanding problem in barometry was achieving a universal formula to reduce
barometer readings to a standard level and a working group was now dealing
with this question.
The discussion at the first session on the accuracy of radiosonde and
radi.owind observations had been facilitated by the possibility of holding
several joint meetings with CAe. The results of the first international comparison of radiosondes,which had been held prior to the session on the initiative of Mr. Lugeon, had enabled those present to take some useful decisions.
A CIMO working group was now preparing the way for a new international com~
parison of radiosondes in which manyrountries using different types of instruments would participate.
With regard to radiation, Mr. Perlat wished to refer to the very important recommendation which had been adopted due to the preparatory work by
the working group under the leadership of Mr. gngstr'om. A new working group
on the subject was now preparing material for the CIMO guide. Mr. Perlat
then referred to the V31'ious working groups which had been set up, during
and subsequent to the first session and paid especial tribute to the work of
the chairmen of these groups.
In connexion with the work of these groups, it was sometimes necessary
to send out questionnaires to meteorological services throughout the world.
The number of questionnaires was kept to a minimum and he wished to urge that
so far as possible they should be answered by all wi thin the time-limit
indicated.
In conclusion, Mr. Perlat wished to thank the staff of the Secretariat
for the assistance which they were always so ready to provide.
25,7

Mr. Frankcom, president of the Commission for Maritime Meteorology,
said that heaSSUmed that those present had read his report contained in
document Cg-II/34. The· first session of the C/v~Jl had been most successful and
12 resolutions and 31 recommendations had been adopted unanimously,
Turning to the work subsequent to the first session,·rvlr. Frankcom said
that one of the chief functions of CMM was to provide a network of meteorological observing stations over the oceans. He was disappointed in having to
report that despite appeals to maritime countries the number of selected
ships was still the same as in 1952. Detailed information on this matter was
giveri in the Cinnex to document Cg-II/34. He now proposed to develOp a plan
whereby countries would contribute at least a certain percentage of the tonnage of their merchant shipping to the selected ship scheme.
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He was happy to state that some countries in the southern hemisphere,
especially South Africa and New Zealand, had succeeded in obtaining collaboration from a number of ships other that} selected ships, The only sQurce of
observations for a vast area of the Southern Ocean was whaling ships, and
the scheme for obtaining their collaboration had been notably successful.
Mr. Frankcom then referred to the International Ice Nomenclature.
Finland, Sweden and USSR had pointed out some objections.to the scheme prepared by CMM but the first two of these objections had now been withdrawn
and, thanks to the co-operative attitude of the USSR representative on the
special working group, it seemed that within a short time a universally acceptable nomencLatme would be achieved.
With regard to deficiencies in maritime observations in certain parts
of the world, it'would seem that in the Persian Gulf there had been a considerable improvement.
,Turning to the activities of the various CMiVI working groups, Mr, Frankcom
stated that it was hoped to have a draft for an international guide on the application of meteorology to the care of cargo aboard ship completed in the near
future. Wofk was also proceeding on the study ofth'; best ways of making use
of all the marine data' availaple in various countries; this, work would be of
considerable importance in connexion with the preparation of a world' climatological' atlas.
.
A 'slight amendment t·o the terms of reference of CMNI had been proposed.
Although there was considerable overlap between CMM and other technical commissions, no difficulties had been experienced thanks to the ready collaboration of til?, v~rioi.Js;presidehts.
In conclusion, Mr. Frankcom wished to thank the chairmen of CMMworking
groups and the VilMO Secretariat for their ready assistance; he was also very
grateful to the President of WMO for his courtesy, encouragement and helpful
advice.

25.8

Mr, Bleeker, president of the Commission for Synoptic Meteorology,
presented his report contained in document Cg-II/71. The report is divided
into three parts : the period from the First Congress to the first session
of CSM; the first session itself, and the activities since the first session.
The central theme throughout the report is the Cloud Atlas, Under the leadership of Mr', Viaut, a great deal of work had been done on this project prior
to the first session of CSM. During the session many aspects of the question
were discussed, but most of the work had been done subsequently, The Atlas
was now almost ready and it was hoped that the final stages would be completed
by a small working group due to meet in Geneva in the near future. Tribute
should be paid to the active part of the Secretariat, especially Miss van der
Linde, in administering the photographic side of the preparation of the Cloud
Atlas.
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Mr. Bleeker said that since the first session there had been occasion
to send out numerous circular letters. Some statistics about the number of
replies received to these circulars were given in document Cg-II/71 and he
would leave it to those present to decide whether or not the response had
been satisfactory.
In conclusion, Mr. Bleeker wished to thank the Secretariat and the
presidents of the CSM working groups for their very value.ble co-operation.

The President stated that most discussion on the reports by the presidents of technical commissions would take place in the working committees,
but comments were in order at the present time if desired.
Mr. Schumann said that Mr. Frankcom had referred to the efforts to
increase theffieteOrological reports in theSciuthern Ocean. In this connexion
he wished to appeal to the USSR for collaboration by their whaling ships.
The Eresident emphasized that the brief summaries presented by commission presidents and the lack of detailed discussion in plenary did not indicate any lack of interest in the important subjects contained in these reports.
This procedure was simply based on recognition that the details could best be
discussed in working committees. He wished to pay great tribute again to the
valuable services rendered by the presidents of technical commissions and
also to thank those principal delegates and Membel's of WMO whose support had
enabled most of the presidents to attend Congress as members of their rGspec~
tive delegations. He had expressed appreciation of the WinO to these principal
delegates by letter.
It was agreed by Congress that all reports by the presidents of technical commissions should be referred for consideration to the Programme Com~
mittee on the understanding that points could be referred to the other committees as found necessary.

Mr. DWY!E, chairman of the Credentials Committee, presented his report
contained in document Cg-II/114.
There had been unanimous agreement that the following Members' credentials were in good order and should be approved :
Argentina
Bolivia
Ecuador

Indones ia
Pakistan
Peru

The committee had also unanimously recornfficmded that Congress should
provisionally cccept as credentials the telegrams accrediting the delegations
of Norway and Paraguay until such time as letters were received.

..
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The cQmmittee recQmmended that Congress accept the documents accrediting the Viet-Namdelegation. In this cQnnexiQn the USSR delegate had requested
the inclusiQn Qf the fQllowing statement in the report ;
"The delegate of SQuthern Viet-Nam present at the Congress dQes not in
fact represent the entire country; the SQviet delega tiQn is thus to
regard him as representing the whole Qf Viet-Nam."
The committee had also taken nQte of variQus communications amending
the lists of certain delegations to. Congress and of the confirmation of the
credentials of the Haiti and Iceland delegations and of those of the representative Qf Jordan.
The abQve repQl't was ~2Qpted withQut QbjectiQn, and the President
then extended a welcome to. the delegation 6f the new Member Qf WMO, Viet-Nam.
Establ.:i,.shmentcf a NQmin!!.!ions C,2!!!!!)ittee (Agenda item 1.2) (DQc.Cg-II/9)
(See also. paragraph 20)
The President called attention to General Regulations 21, 22 and 23.
Par-ticul,,"r Importance was attached to the provisiQn that eaoh Region should
be repr'esenteq Qn the committee and that any minority report should be presented to CQngress'.· .
.
.
Much timea.nd, thought had been given by the Qfficers to ,the compositiQn
Qf thE) Nomina.t.:i.ops Corrunitiee. The principles adQpted .in preparing prQPosals
for the Npm~n,itions CQm)ni ttee were that there should be broad geQgraphic distribution on the committee, anci tha t ffiGmbers of the committee ,shQuld, as far
as PQssible,be those who have brQad acquaintance with meteQrQIQgists thrQugh
attendance at meetings and Qther working arrangements, and that they should
be free to propose lists of candi.dates Qn their merits without having been
bound by prior coirunitments.

I

The President stated that he wished to recommend the follQwing list
as being faI;::-and"Te'presentative, and prepared with great care
RA-I

Sellick

J. ThQmas

principal delegate

FederatiQn of Rhodesia
and Nyasa land
French West Africa

A. SolQtoukhine
M. Po E

principal cielegate
principal delegate

USSR
Burma

IA.V.

F.X.R de SQuza
Vejar Gorrin

principal delegate
principa 1 delegate

Brazil
Venezuela

RA-IV

A. Thomson

principal delegate

Canada

RA-V

L.J

Dwyer

principal delegate

Australia

RA-II
RA-III

NClP~

§

principal delegate
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RA-VI

Th. Hesselberg
To K, Boga tyr
M, Doporto
F. Adali

principal
principal
principal
principal

delegate
delegate
delegate
delegate

45

Norway
Ukrainian SSR
Ireland
Turkey

The ,gelega12-2f Polansl proposed that Mr. zitek of the Czechoslovak
People's Republic should be included in the Nominations Committee and, in
reply to the President, he suggested that the name of Mr, Adali of ·Turkey
should be dropped, There being no other nominations, it was agreed to consider the different Regions one by one. The proposed representatives from
Regional Associations I, II, III, IV and V were agreed without objection,
In the case· of Regional Association VI it was agreed to consider each name
in the order listed above. The names of Mr, Hesselberg, ivlr, Bogatyr and
Mr. Doporto were agreed without objection.
The President stated that since this was not <1n election, and that
the question"Nised by the; delegate from Poland would be decided by a show
of hands if no one obj acted;
I t WilS agreed to decide by show of hands and
confirmed· the appointment of the principa 1 delegate
the Nominations Committee, The President then asked
tims Committee to meet with him-Ori"MOnday, 25 April

The meeting rose at 11.28 a,m.

as a Tesu1t the Congress
of Turkey as a member of
members of the Nomina~
1955 to elect a chairman.
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30. April 1955, at 9.30 a.m.
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President: Mr. F.W. Reichelderfer,
Members of fVMQ :
Australia, Austria, Belgian Congo, Belgium, Brazil, British Caribbean
Territories, British East African Territories and Indian Ocean Islands,
British Malaya/Borneo Territories, British West African Territories,
Bulgaria, Burma, Byelorussian SSR, Canada, Ceylon, China, Cuba, Czecho~
slovakia, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Egypt, Federal Republic of Germany,
Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, Finland, France, French Cameroons,
French Equatorial Africa, French Gceania, French Somaliland, French Togoland, French West Africa, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Hong Kong, Hungary,
Iceland, India, Indonesia, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Lebanon, Madagascar, Mexico, Morocco (French Protectorate), Morocco (Territories of
thecSpanish Protectorate), Netherlands, Netherlands New Gt.1inea,
New
Zealand, Norway, Pakistan, Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Portuguese East
Africa, Portuguese West Africa, Romania,Spain, Spanish Territories of
Guinea, Sudan, Sweden, Switzerland, Syria, Thailand, Tunisia, Turkey,
Ukrainian SSR, Union of South Africa, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of
America, Uruguay, Venezuela, Viet-Nam, Yugoslavia.
Non-Members of WliIO :
Cambodia, Jordan, Liberia.
Interna!ional-2rgani~ations

:

United Nations, International Civil Aviation Organization.
The meeting opened at 9.40. a.m.
28.

The President made the following announcements :

28.1

The Nominations Committee had met on Mopday and had elected
Hesselberg as chairman. The committee was now considering candidates
for office and a report was expected before 6 May.

I~,

I
I!

28,2
With the fortieth favourable vote, Cambodia had acquired the necessary
two-thirds majority for admission to Membership of WMG. Cambodia becomes a
Member of WMG thirty days after deposit of its instrument of accession at
Washington.
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28,3
In .consultation!Nith the Co-.ordination Committee it !Nas now estimated
that Congress would complete its business about 10 orll May. Present plans
for plenary meetings were announced ··briefly.
28.4

Order of business

-----------------

28.4.1 It had been suggested that paragraph 3 of the order of business of
the day - report of the chairman of the Administrative and· Financial Committee - be postponed until next week to give time for members to cons ider .
further their review of the scale of contributions (Agenda item 6.4). Thf'
Preside!2.! inquired whether Congress wished to postpone this item.
The del£9at~of ~elgiuill favoured deferring this question in order
that delegates might receive instructions from their governments on the subject. There being no objections, this item was postponed until the next plenary session on Monday.
28.4.2 Paragraph 4 of the order ,of business was a proposal by the de)e..9ations of Brazil and Spain to add the following new item to the agenda - Amendment of article 13 of the .conventio\l. (Composition of the . Executive Committee).
In accordance with Regulation 94 of the General Regulations of 'liMO, Congress
could modify its agenda any time it so desired, and the question would be
presented later in the iTleeting to determine whether Congress desired to add
this item.
29.

.lli:.E.2!t oLthe ch2irm2!:Lof the Programme Commitill (Docs. Cg-II!1l7
and 121)

29.1
The chairman presented his first report. Fiith the exception of paragraph 6, it was in the nature of a progress report, and required no action
by Congress. Concerning paragraph 6, - Compendium on the physics of clouds
and hydrometeors
(Agenda item 5.7.2 - Doc, Cg-II!15), the chairman. asked
that the following paragraph be included in the minutes :
"The Programme Committee recommends that WMOshould express its warm
interest in such a compendium on clouds and hydrometeors but should
agree that the preparation of such a publication could more appropriately be left to learned societies or private institutes."
Since 'there were no objections to the proposal,. the E!~iden1 directed that this 'recommendation should be recorded as a decis.ion of Congress.
29.2
The chairman then introduced his second report (Doc. Cg-II!121). It
referred to the following subjects :
Arid zone programme (Agenda iterH 5.5 - Doc. Cg-II!30),
Humid tropics (Agenda item 5.11 - Doc.Cg-II!20),
Water resource development (Agenda itero 5010 - Doc. Cg-II!49),
World climatological atlas (Agenda item 5,7,6 - Docs. Cg-n!17 and 44),

,

,
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all of which required action by Congress. In connexion with the first of
these, the c6mmittee presented a proposal, and in the last three, it submitted draft resolutions for'consideration by Congress.

I

I
I

29,2.1 !\r}.d z0l!e pr09~~~ (Agenda item 5.5) (Do<:;. Cg-II/30)
The President enquired whether Congress had any objection to the
proposal by the ci:mmIttee that WMO should continue to play its part in the
arid zone programme and that it should be recorded in the minutes oJ the
second session
"that Congress reaffirms resolution 13(1) of First Congress and notes
with approval the action taken by the Executive Committee in setting
up the arid zone panel."
'

1
J

I
j
1

I

There were no objections and the proposal was adopted.
29.2.2 liu0_~<:i__ ~.E~!:g~, (Agenda item 5.11) (Doc. Cg-II/20)
The President asked for discussi.ln of draft resolution P.I - Humid
tropics research, anneX 1 to document Cg-U/121. There was no discussion on
-the draft resolution, and it was unanimous ly adopte£j as submitted.
I See resolution 25 (Cg':II) : Humid tropic's research.
29.2.3 Watt')E2:~,~~ur~c!.evelQEIP.'§Qi. (Agenda item 5.1O)(Doc. Cg-II/49)
The President then put draft resolution P.2 - Water resource development (Doc, Cg-II/l2I; annex 2) to the vote. There were 68 votes for and none
against.
.
The draft resolution was adopted.

I See
!

I

I

resolution 24 (Cg-II) : Water resource development,

29.2.4 Wo~}d.9Jillla!.£.!:..ogi::<'l_~_~!J~(Agenda item 5.7.6)(00cs. Cg-II/17 and 44)
Draft resolution P,3 - Preparation of climatological atlases (annex 3
to Doc. Cg-II/121). The £!ileqate of Ireland wished to have the words "or
panel of experts" deleted from the last paragraph'of the draft resolution,
the reason being that panels of experts were not allowed for by First Congress
and no reference is made to them in the General Regulations.
The President asked the chairman of the committee whether he had any
objections to this amendment. The chairman had none. The draft resolution
was put to the vote and adopt~ unanimously, as amended.

ISee resolution 26

30.

j

(Cg-II) : Preparation of climatological atlases.

Report of the chairman of the ]&9al Committee (Doc. Cg-U/lll)

30.1
The chairman summarized his report. He requested specific action by
Congress on paragraph 6 (1)( d) 'and (e) concerning agenda item 4.1 - Agreement
with other international organizations, and on draft resolution L.1 concerning agenda item 4.3 - Agreement with host country.
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In~5:~~al 2.l:l1".§....£.L t~.~.J!~.9ond.~?,!:,.g.:;-_,,!~§' (Agenda item .1.5)

(See paragraph 21)
No objection was made to the conclusions of the comraittee
action on this item was necessary at this time.

that

no

30.1.2 (5~~:~e2~~}lh'?~~X6~Ti't"-Q~j:~oDa,L9.Nill1iz.?iion§ (Agenda item 4.1)'
The working arrangements concluded and the granting of consultative
status were noted with appreciation. The President then asked whether Congress wished to record in the minutes the TolTciwing paragraphs
"6(1) (d)

That since the WMO became a specialized agency of the United
Nations, ten Members of the WMO have agreed to apply the
Convention on the privileges and immunities of the specialized agencies of the United Nations to the WMO,

(e)

That the attention of the other Members of the WMO should
be drawn to the desirability of ratification of the Convention referred to above."
There were no objections.
30.1.3

Ag.!~~<:nt w~ th.:th<: ..h().!!.L~2unt:r:Y_ (Agenda item 4,3) (Doc. Cg- II/62)

Draft resolution L.l (annex 1 to Doc. Cg-II/lll).The President stated
that the English version of the draft resolution should be corrected as follows
In the last paragraph "approval of the Government" should be changed
to read "approval to the Government".
Draft resolution L.l was 2dof1ed as corrected,
See resolution 3 (Cg-II)

Approval of the agreement with
country,

the host

31.
The President asked approval of Congress to the new item to the agenda
Proposed by 't'"heCielegations of Brazil and Spain, as suggested in item 4 of
the order of business for the day, The delegate of Spain explained that the
proposal dealt with the desirability of increasing the number of members of
the Executive Committee, He observed that no other United Nations specialized
agency had as few as 15 members in its Executive Committee, He cited the
following examples of the analogous executive bodies of other specialized
agenc ies : FAO with 24 members; UNESCO with 22 members; WHO with 18 members
and with the possibility of increasing the membership to 24 members; ECOSOC
had one-third of the membership of the Organization on its Executive Committee. He proposed that the Executive Committee of WMO should have 18 members.
This, he thought, was justified by the increasing activities of the Organization. He wished Congress to empower the Executive Committee to deal with
the details of this question and to present it to decision of iViembers of WMO
by postal ballot before next Congress.
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The President asked for the opinion of Congress; There were no objec~
tions to the-acidition of the new item, and the President directed that it be
agenda item 3.7.
32.
The fresident announced that the next plenary session would be at
2;30 p.m. on Monday •

The meeting rose at 11.05 a.m.

"

j

I
1

'------
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MINUTES OF THE NINTH PLENARY MEETING
2 May,1955, at 2.30 p.m •

.E!esider:.1 : Mr. F.W. Reichelderfer.
Members of WMO :

--~ustralia;-Austria, Belgian Congo, Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil, British

Caribbean Territories, British East African Territories and Indian Ocean
Islands, British Malaya/Borneo Territories, British West African Territories, Bulgaria, Burma, Byelorussian SSR, Canada, Ceylon, China, Cuba,
Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Dominican Hepublic, Egypt, Federal Republic of
Germany, Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, Finland, France, French
Cameroons, French Equatorial Africa, French Oceania, French Soma liland,
French Togoland, French West Africa, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Hong Kong,
Hungary, Iceland, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan,
Lebanon, Madagascar, Mexico, Morocco (French protectorate), Morocco
(Territories of the Spanish Protectorate), Netherlands, Netherlands New
Guinea, New Caledonia, New Zealand, Norway, Paki.stan, Peru, Philippines,
Poland, Portugal, Portuguese East Africa, Portuguese West Africa, Romania',
Spain, Spanish Territories of Guinea, Sudan, Sweden, Switzerland, Syria,
Thailand, Tunisia, Turkey, Ukrainian SSR, Union of South Africa, Union of
Soviet Socia lis t Republ ics, United Kingdom of Grea t Britain and Northern
Ireland, United StatGs of America, Uruguay, Venezuela, Viet-Nam, Yugoslavia,
!:!£!}-Membe2:§.....Q f WMO
Cambodia, Jordan, Liberia.
l!:'te£~ti~L.QE.9.§Iniza..!ions

:

United Nations, International Civil Aviation Organization, World Federation of United Nations Associations.
The meeting opened at 2,35 p.m.

33.1
Mr. Davies, chairman of the Administrative; and Financial Committee,
presented hisreport contained in document Cg-II/U9. During the initial
discuss ions of this question in the committee, it had become evident that
there were two distinct view-points - the one favouring a system based on
the United Nations scale and the other a continuation of the present system
with perhaps some adjustments. The relative advantages and disadvantages of
these two systems were summarized in document C9-U/U9.
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After these initial discussions, the committee had established a
working group to reconcile, if possible, the two view-points. The report of
the working group, reproduced in 1;he appendix, document Cg-n/1l9, showed
that they had been unable to reach a generally acceptable solution, but a
compromise system had been put forward in which the existing assessments
would be adjusted upwards or downwards by an amount equal to one-half of the
difference between the present assessments and those which would correspond
to the United Nations system. (This scheme is referred to hereafter as the
"50 per cent proposal"). Mention had also been made of adopting a voluntary
scheme of contributions similar in principle to that used by the International
Telecommunication Union.
The report of the working group had been considered by the committee
and, as it had not been possible to reach agreement on the acceptance of any
of the proposed systems, it was decided that the matter should be referred to
Congress for solution~
Mr. D,:!vies reported that since the issue of documentCg-II/U9 a
furtl}er ,proposal for a compromise solution had been put forward in which
the exis,ting assessmeots would be adjusted upwards or downwards by an amount
equal,to one~qui'lrterC!f . the difference betwQen the existing assessments and
the United. Nations scalo; .(Thiss.cheme ,i,L.referred to hereafter as the
'.'25 per ,cent prQPosal".) .1;bis. new proposal.hadbeen discussed in committee
when it ,becgmecle.ar ,that there was.agood measure of :.support.
.

Tl:w'present posi tior,cotlld be surnrDaiized a"folio";~ : most, if' not
all;'delegahons in thecomrrtittee'were wiilincj to support,or at least to
give s'ympilthetic ccinsidiJiationio 'the 50 percent ot '25 per cent proposals.
Some of those who supported the 50 per cent proposal might find the 25 per
cent proposal acceptable if this latter proposal seemed likely to be a
generally acceptable solution.
(See also paragraph 59.1)

The delegate of the United Kingdom proposed formally that the United
Nations scale be adopted. This was the position taken by the Government of
the United Kingdom in all questions of contributions to United Nations agencies. The United Kingdom believed that an international organization of this
type must base' its scale upon some agreed impartial standard .such as the
United Nations scale. The WMO should come into line with other specialized
agencies by adopting the UN scale, the only logical way of settling this
difficult question •. It was agreed, however, that the "per capita" contributions of any Member should not exceed the "per capita" contribution of the
Member bearing the highest assessment, and the United Kingdom could accept
the modificiltions set out in the schedule at ilppendix 3, document Cg-II/I.
The dek£i'!te of_ the USSRemphas ized the complex nature of the question under discussion. In spite of a: very careful study of the matter, the
Secretary-General had been unable to propose any improvements on the existing
scale. Each of the proposals had its advantages and disadvantages.
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The Soviet delegation had always supported the retention of the present system, In the first place, this system had been found practical and,
although it was not ideal, further adjustments could be made as found necessary.

It must not be forgotten that, while WMO was a specialized agency of
the United Nations, it had its ONn inherent features which must be taken into
account when assessing the scale of contributions, For example, the meteorological service of the USSR was very extensive and the data reported from its
several thousand synoptic stations were used by other Members. Thus, the
expenditure in maintaining this network of stations was really a help to WMO.
It had been stated that, if a country possessed a large m,?teol'ological service, it followed that the country was rich, but this was not alwuys the case
and it was important not to make things more difficult for countries which
were already paying large sums in maintaining their meteorological services.
He considered that the systems adopted by such organizations as the
Universal Postal Union and the International Telecommunication Union, were
more appropriate for t;H\~O than the United Nations scale. I t was desirable that
a generally acceptable solution should be found to all questions discussed
within such a voluntary organization as \liMO and he therefore appreciated the
attempts of France to find a compromise solution, The Soviet delegation considered that a further consideration of the 25 per cent proposal, together
with the Secretary-GeneralIs proposal that the present system should be maintained, could lead to a solution. It was therefore suggested that a working
group should be set up to endeavour to obtain an agreed scale for submission
to Congress.

In reply to the President, the delegate of the USSR stated that his
proposa 1 should be cons idered as a motion to postpone debate on the United
Kingdom proposal under GenlYral Regulation 66.
The USSR proposal to postpone the debate was then put to a vote.
There wore 33 votes in favour and 29 against. There being less than the required two-thirds majority in favour, the motion was dGclared to be lost and
discuss ion on the United Kingdom motion was resumed,
The delegate of Poland, in supporting the USSR proposal, stated that
his country would be unableto accept any fundamental change in the scale of
contributions to WMO. H~ favoured tho present scheme of contributions with
possible adjustments in individual CGses,
While Poland had paid its contributions to l'ITviO regularly, difficultios
were experienced in obtaining foreign currencies due to certain restrictions
in exporting to all countries, Great efforts had been made in the post-war
period to improve the
Polish meteorological services and foreign currency
was needed for this purpose

q

In this connexion:- he wished to express grati""

tude to those countries which had helped in supplying meteorological instruments and he regretted that it was not possible to buy equipment from all
countries

y

The

2el~gatf-2i AustE~lia

made the following statement
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"When the present scale of contributions was accepted by resolution
28(1) of the First Congress of the World Meteorological Organization, it
should be r"membered that tw_enty-nine Members- of the Organization were
not altogether happy and sought reductions in their contributions. At the
same time, resolution 31(1) reflects the feeling of many of the fifty-nine
Members there present, and expresses their apprehension as to the adequacy
and equity of the criteria which had been used. At First Congress the
Australian delegation accepted the proportional contribution allocated to
Australia, but stressed the need for a further careful revision of the
criteria to be applied in the assessmont. Above all, the Australian delegation stressed the importance of adhering to the United Nations system
of conhibutions for rJMO.
Tho Australian delegation would propose that the United Nations
method of assessing contributions should be_adopted.- We believe that the
principle of "capacity to pay" on which the United Nations scale has been
calculated, is the basic principle on which scales of assessment should
be based in all specialized agencies. This United Nations scale is the
best'and fairest so far devised for international organizations by the
ten experts of the Committee on Contributions and the Genera-l Assembly of
the Ui1itedNations.
We think this is a simple issue. The Australiande.legatioh believQs
that the present scale of contributions to the F1M} is unjust to a number
of--countries. We would: agree with the delegate of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics that the measurement_ oLmeteorological benefit,is -a
very complicated question and we would suggest that anything other than
a purely empirical solution may be impossible. The Australian delegation
does not believe that the criteria to be taken into gccount in assessing
the pres-eht scale as outlined in the Secretary-General r 5 proposal presented in docllinent Cg-II/l can be applied in any consistent or rational fashion.
We believe that the evaluation of any meteorological benefit would become
a source of needless argument and dispute. We believe that all the really
relevant and practicable fac-tors embodied in the proposa 1 of the SecretaryGeneral are already comprehended in the United Nations method of assessment.
In making assessment automatic as far as WMO is concerned, the adoption of the United Nations scale would also have the material benefit of
avoiding the repeated negotiation of the scale at each Congress, to the
detriment of its meteoro 109ic2 1 -work.
It is for this reason that the AustraliatfClelegation strongly urges
Congress to adopt the United Nations scale of assessment as the basis for
contributions to WMO."
The sjel£gate of .!he Netherlands considered that the voluntary system
adopted by the International Telecommunication Union was very idealistic, _and
even an illusion in that it assumed that every Member would be able to assess
accurately its just share.
'
The United Nations scale probably was most attractive to 78 of the
86 Members whose contributions would thereby be decreased but, in his view,
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this scale would not do justice to the minority of 8 Members who would have
to pay for it.
He did not consid0r that a system which was applicable to the International Telecommunication Union or the Universal Postal Union would also
suit WMO, Tho old IMO system contained some elements which took account of
the meteorological factors and which might still be of value. He was convinced that by adopting the UN scale we would neglect these meteorological factors to an extent which would be detrimental to the Organization. It would
not be a fair or dignified solution.
The Netherlands delegation had attempted to approach the matter from
another angle. In the budget for the second financial period, submitted by
the Secretary-General, the ratio of the overall costs in the expenditure for
the Secretariat to the costs involved in the proposed rogular and expanded
programmes was roughly three to one. These figures could be compared with
the system of the! Internationa 1 Civil Aviation Organization in which a weight
of 25 per cent had been given to the "capacity to pay" factor and a 25 per
cent to the factor of interest, benefit and importance. But the adoption of
the 25 per cent proposal fer WMO would ignore the fact that tho present WMO
scale already took account of both the capacity to pay and the meteorological
factors. In the 50 per cent proposal, on the other hand, he believed that a
reasonable balance would be obtained.
Her MGj esty' s Government (Nether lands) prefel"red an assessment of

contributions according to the W~ scale but to obtain a practical solution
they wore prepared to support the 50 por cent proposal. While this would entail a large increase for some, the total money involved was small and the
total amount of a country's contribution··would not exceed more than a few
thousandths of the budget of its meteorological service. In his opinion, this
was a moderate remuneration for the essential benefit derived from the worldwide co-operation which was vital for the existence of meteorology.
In reply to the President, the delegate of the Netherlands stated
that he wished to put forward the 50 psr cent proposal as an ainendment to
the United Kingdom proposal.
The deleqate of Guatemala drew attention to the situation of some
small counhie"s "in wh-ich-theburden of contributions to the United Nations
Organization was very heavy. He requested that the assessment for Guatemala
should be reduced from two units to one unit. If this were not. possible, his
country would have to request much great",r assistance from ¥VMO.
The 3.eleg~te.-£.L"th€ Uni0!2.....'2i._ South~:frica stated. that while South
Africa would be among the larger beneficiaries if the United Nations system
were adopted, the stand they were taking in favour of this system had nothing
to do with the actual amount of their contribution to !'!MO, The South Afric<1n
delegation had, in f<1ct, authority to support a 50 per cent increase in the
budget irrespectiVE of the assessment. Contributions to specialized agencies
should, in their view, be based on a simple pattern derived from the best
advice aVuilablco The present system bore no relation" to the official criteria
adopted by First Congress and it hQd been accepted with misgiving and on the
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distinct. understanding that the scale would be revised by Second Congress.
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The thesis that meteorological benefits should be taken into account
in- the assessment of contributions wa_s reasonable and South Africa would be
prepared to agre.e to the International Civil Aviation Organization precedent
being f9llowed by WiVIO. But, unlike the case in ICAO, no proposal had been made
as to how the meteorological benefits were to be assessed for the WMO scale.
The USA agreement that in the assessment of contributions there should be a
distinction between the larger speda lized agencies, where capacity to pay
was the accepted criterion, and the smaller agencies with more modest budgets,
was also reasonable. If the USA were contributing on this basis in the larger
speCialized agencies; subject to the. 33 1/3 per cent maximum, South Africa
would look at the American proposal for WMO more sympathetically. But it was
not possible to forget the implication of the WMO assessments on the contributions to other speCialized agencies •
The other country that would be principally affected by the application oLthe UN scale was the USSR, and here too the present WMO scale was
. unreillistic. In 1951 a small number of units had been allotted to the USSR
·cEdnly:in.recognitJ.pn' of the. devastation caused in that cOl,mtry by the war.
This faC.tor.coulq no longe~ be giv€!n the. same weigh.tdueto the tremendous expan?ipn"q( the Soviet economy. In the United. Nations, the percentage of the
Soviet contrIbution for 1955 was double Qfwhat it WgS in 19p1.
o,Thr:;,South African delegation ,orecognized :tQedesirai:>ility of a speedy
solu.tio'[;,
this probiem and was,· :tller(lfore,prepared to ~econd the Netherlands, a'!l.enclment in ,fayotjr of·the 50 per cent 'proposal.

to,

'-~

;:

.i:

. TlfE! ,geleqate of the UriitedStates of America regretted the failure of
the efforts to' .achieve a comp:rom~se. His delegation was not prepared to support the;50 per cent proposal as it, loelieved that the conditions with regard
to the United Nations were not the same for WMO.
The WMO had a small budget and the capacity to pay was a comparatively
unimportant factor. Small countries could show their interest in WMO by paying
a higher percentage of the budget than they could do for the larger specialized agencies.

I
I

I

Some countries were making very large contributions to international
meteo.rology quite apart from their contributions to WMO. For example, 60 per
cent of the selected ships were from USA 'and the United Kingdom, the continental and sub-continental broadcasts were supported by only one-quarter of the
Members, and meteorologi9al pyblications of world-wide interest, such as bibliographies and volum·es containing climatic data, were carried out by a small
number of Members. The costs of such publications were many times greater than
the contributions to WMO.

!

The United States delegation considered that meteorological benefits
could be assessed and that, as at First Congress, reliance should be placed on
chejudgment of directors of meteorological services. The UN scale was resognized as being imperfect and a ··1arge measure of judgment had been necessary
'"n ,its es tablishment.

!

Although the United States delegation would prefer to maintain
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I
!
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present scale for WMO contributions, suitably adjusted where necessary, they
were prepared to accept the 25 per cent proposal with individual consideration of assessment in particular cases.
The delegate of the United Kingdom stated that, in view of what had
been said anCiinOrder to promote the ~ork of WMO, the United Kingdom was
prepared to support the Netherlands amendment. He therefore wished to with.draw. his original motion to adopt the full UN scale. In taking this step, it
should be made clear that the United Kingdom did not depart from the position
of principle on the UN scale and reserved the right to re-open the question
at a future Congress.
The United Kingdom request to withdraw its motion in favour of that
submitted by the Nether lands was agreed without obj ection, as a unanimous
consent to suspend General RegUlation 63 as provided in General Regulation 70,
last sentence, and the discussion then continued on the Netherlands proposal.
The;:!.'i!egate of Norway. suggested that, while .the present WMO scale
was based largely on the IMO scale which took account of what Members were
willing to pay, the.re might in principle be an advantage for WMO to approach
towards the UN scale. In doing so, however, there should be no attempt to
force the countries which were paying a large share of the money to pay more
than they were at present willing. He therefore supported the 25 per cent
proposal;

After a short recess, the President summarized that in ralslng no objection to the United Kingdom request that its motion should be withdrawn in
favour of the Netherlands amendment, Congress had in fact agreed that, in
accordance with General Regulation 70, a rule of procedure, namely General
Regulation 63, might be waived. He ",ished, however, to make this qUite clear
and to give Members a further opportunity of raising objection to this procedure.
There being no objection, the discussion on the Netherlands
was continued.

motion

The delegate of Inqia opposed the Netherlands motion for the 50 per
cent proposal, and expressed prefel'ence for the present VfN10 scale with minor
adjustments. This scale had been in existence for nearly four years with no
serious objections. I t was flexible and much better than a rigid scale like
that of the United Nations. It took account both of the capacity to pay and
of the meteorological factor, whereas the UN scale completely neglected the
latter.
The Indian delegation considered that there was no point in following blindly the UN scale; it would not be fair for a large number of Members
to pay less and for only a few Members to pay substantially more. They were,
therefore, opposed to the UN scale and to the 50 per cent proposal.
In view of the general desire which· had been expressed for a revision
of the scale of contributions it was felt that it might be desirable to move
slowly towards the UN scale and he therefore wished to propose to amend the
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present motion by substituting the 25 per cent proposal for the 50 per cent
proposal.
The delegate of South Africa requested that the motions be taken up
as provided in General RegUlation 61.
After some discussion as to whether the Indian motion should be considered instead as a separate proposal, it was understood that the intent of
the mover was to treat it as a simple amendment to the Netherlands proposal.
The motion before Congress was therefore the 25 pel' cent proposal. The ~
sident summarized 'the importance of the question and described the voting
procedure, stating also that previous discussion about. a single informal
indicatiori of preference as regards alternative proposals did not apply ~n
the present formal ballot.
At the request of the delegate of the United States of America, supported by the Qeleqate of Mexico, it was decided that the votingsiiOO'Id be
by secret ballot. The delegates of India and South Africa were appointed to
serve ~s tellers.
~Vhile the votes ;/1ere being: counted, the minutes' of the first, second
and thirS:l plenary meetings were ad02.!ed.

The result of the vote on the 25 per cent proposal was :

1
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ih'f"VO\.lr
against

24

abstentions

'6

49

The majority in favour of the motion being greater than the twothirds required, the motion in favour of the 25 per cent scale was declared
to be adopted. The President stated that this action excluded the substance
of the~iginal motion-and the question of scale of contributions was thus
decided;
The delS'31!te of China asked whether, in accordance with the' decision
just taken, the assessment for Members would follow automatically, or' i f Congress would be prepared to consider variations in special cases.
It was agreed by the Congress that any further discussion on
dual cas-es should be postponed for the time being.

indivi~

The President expressed thanks to all those who had worked towards a
reasonably satisfactory compromise. He hoped that it would be possible for
all Members to accept the solution which had been adopted.
, The meeting rose at 6.00 p.m.
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MINUTES OF THE TENTH PLENARY MEETING
6 May 1955, at 9.30 a.m.

E~12ent

: Mr. F.W. Reichelderfer.

Members of WMO :
Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgian Congo, Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil,
British Caribbean Territories, British East African Territories and Indian
Ocean Is lands, Bri tis:1 Malaya/Borneo Territories , British West African
Territories, Bulgaria, Burma, Byelorussian SSR, Canada,Ceylon, China,
Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Egypt, Federal
Republic of Germany, Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasalanq,j;:inland, France,
French Cameroons, French Equatorial Africa, French Oceania, French Somaliland, French Togoland, French West Africa, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Hong
Kong, Hungary, Iceland, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Ireland, Israel, Italy,
Japan, Lebanon, Madagascar, Mexico, Morocco (French Protectorate), Morocco
(Territories of the Spanish Protectorate), Nether lands ,: Netherlands New
Guinea, New Caledonia, New Zealand, Norway, Pakistan, Philippines, Peru,
Poland, Portugal, Portuguese East Africa, Portuguese West Africa, Romania,
Spain, Spanish Territories of Guinea, Sudan, Sweden, Switzerland, Syria,
Thailand, Tunisia, Turkey, UkrainianSSR,Union of South Africa,: Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland, United States of America, Uruguay, Venezuela, Viet-Nam, Yugoslavia<t
Non-Members of WMO
_._------

:

Cambodia, Jordan, Liberia, Somaliland (under Italian trusteeship).

Int.fE.!!;!J;i!2l!a 1_Q.!:£@1]i, zati!2l!1 :
International Civil Aviation Organization, International Air Transport
Association.
The meeting opened at 9.40 a,m,

Mr. Dwyer, chairlnan of the Credentials Committee, presented his report
contained in document Cg-II/127.
The committee had unanimously agreed that the credentials of the
representative of Chile were in due form and that he should be seated as an
observer. The committee had also taken cognizance of the confirmation' of
credentials of the Guatemalan and Norwegian delegations.
The report was

~doP~2

without objection.
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The President welcomed the representative of Chile as an observer.

N~. Barnett, chairman of the Programme Committee, introduced his third
report (Doc.-Cg-il7l28). It referred to the following subjects:

Publication of world meteorological data,
Entries in WMO publications,
Meteorological films, and
Consideration of terms 'of reference of technical commissions,
all of which required action by Congress.
,The delegate of the United States of America drew attention to certain paragraphs in the document which he-moved should be' included in the
abridged report of Second Congress, on-account of their importance.
The President stated that these paragraphs vlould be recorded in the
minutes of themeeting and would thus be available for inclusion in the
abridgedreportF':C~ngre~s appro'!ed. '
35.1

PUblication .of. world meteorological data (Agenda item 5.7.-::i)
. '\i5oc;-cg:II726-:-Add;;ndum-'I~-Boc;':'Cg:II758)
..

-

'

35.1.1 Syhoptic' surface observations and Qerologicaldata

.

-~--~-.--.-- -------'------.'~>~~'--.-~~~-

The President referred to the fourth paragraph of the text of this
item in document Cg-II!128, the inclusion of which in the abridged report of
5econd Congress had_been recommended by the United states delegate.
Second Congress agreed :
"That the essential point was that meteorological services should
store carefully the results of observations and be prepared to make
them available on request either in published form or by other means,
such as micro-film,and that the Secretary-General should assist
Members, as necessary, to obtain such material."

--

35.1.2 Publication of climatological statistics
---~-~~

I
I

-

-~--,

In opening the discussion on the draft resolution P.4
Monthly
climatic data for the world - annex I, document Cg-II!128, submitted to Congress by the Programme Committee, the President proposed, and Congress
~£E~2' that (2) of the preamble shouldbe-;e:Worded as follows:
"The offer made by the Chief of the United states Weather Bureau to
publish IMonthly climatic data for the world I under the sponsorship
of the World Meteorological OrganizatiGn."
'
The delegate of the USSR considered that all publications containing
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meteorologicill information on a worlel scale shou1c\,be prepared, edited and,
publisI1e;;l.;by·th€ S~ctetariat'or theOrga nlia tiD ri, in i ac c6'rda:nC~~ifth General
Reglollation 142. The USSR was fully conscious of the goodwill of the USA, but,
in his view, the work of the Organization could not be built on a basis of
this kind,. In particular, data on CLIMAT and CLIMAT/TEMP, which were of a
world':wicte 'nature', should be handled by the Secretariat, 'which, if necessary,
c0\11d seek help in regard to duplication. He wa,s opposed to the draft re,S'olution"
After expressing his view that the policy stated by the delegate of
the USSR was sound, that the present proposal was only a temporary means of
carrying on an important project and enabling the VilMO to partiCipate in it,
and, after ascertaining that no other delegates desired to speak, the Presi..,
.den,! then put draft resolution P.4 - Monthly climatic data for the world-=document Cg-U/128, annex 1, to the vote. The votes were 69 for and 8 against.
Draft resolution P.4 was ~dopted.

'I

See resolution 27 (Cg-II) : Publication of the "Monthly climatic data
for the world".

The Congress agreed to place the following paragraph in the 'minutes
of the ,meeting for inclusion in the final abridged report of the Second Congress,o
"

"In considering the inclusion of information in publications such as
fascicule III of 'publication No.9, the committee was of the, opinion
;that: information relati'rjg to any facilities within the territory of
<\Member should not be published without the approval of that Member.
It is recommended that the Secretary~General should follow this principleand should, when necessary, negotiate with ,the Members concerned with a view to making the information contained in WMO publication
No.9 as complete as possible."
35 3
0

~~!~~E~!~~!~~!_!~1~~ (Agenda item 5.13) (Oocs, Cg-1I/27 and 31)

The Congress agreed :
"To recommend that an international meteorological film loan service
should be established in the IiIi'!iO Secretariat and that an appropriate
sum should be included in the budget for the second" financial period o"
Congress agreed further that, on the subject of public information
films, the Secretary-Genei'al be instructed to collaborate with the 'United
Nations and the other specialized' agencies with, a view to encouraging in'formation authorities to provide film cov<?rage of theOrgariization l s, acti-
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35,4

Consideration of terms of reference of the technical commissions

·\Agenda-Item-5:~m5oc:-cg:II724-:-Addendtlfnr5ocs:-cg:lj729;-72;-94,

115 and 116)

.

The President asked for discussion of draft resolution P.5 - Structure
of technicaC commissIons - annex 2 to document Cg-II/12B. There were no objectionsto draft resolution P.5 and it was ~dopted unanimously as submitted.

ISee resolution 15

(Cg-1I) : Structure of the technical commissions.

The President tabled draft resolution P.6 - Technical commissions and
their terms of reference - annex 3 to document C9-II!12B,c and recalled that
·the chairman of the Programme Committee had informed Second Congress that
edi tirig action was required in section (B) of the draft resolution.
There were no objections to draft resolution P.6 and it was
unanimously, subject to correction of certain editorial errors,

~dopted

See resolution 16 (Cg-II) : Technical commissions and their terms of
ref erence.
.

.

-

.

' .

-

. ,

Election of the President and Vice-Presidents oftha Organizatl2.D
\Agru;~a {f"m 7:1)"\00c-.Cg-rr7I29) - - - - - - - . '.

,

.
.

-'--

'

Il·L )jesselbe,ci, chairman of the Nominations CommIttee, presented the
report of the Nominations Committee, in accordance with General Regulation 23.
in respect of the elections to the offices of President, first Vice-President
and second Vice-President of the Organizatlon. The report contained lists of
.candidates fdr election to the three offices.• The Nominations Committee had
complied wi thGeneral Regulation 23 and had agreed upon these lists •
. Mr. Hesselbergexptessed regrets that Mr. Reichelderfer, present President orthe Organization, had declined renomination for a second term and
stated that the committee had unanimously felt a change of presidents at this
time would be a great loss to the Organization, but he had received a letter
from Mr. Reichelderfer, the text of which was as follows:
"Dr. Th. Hesselberg, Chairman,
Committee on Nominations,
World Meteorological Organization,
Geneva; Switzerland.

2nd May 1955.

Dear Dr. Hesselberg,

I

The Committee on Nominations had honored me by offering to propose my
name for re;'election to the Presidency of WMO. The Presidency is indeed one
of the .greatest forms of recognition .the world has to bestow.on a meteorologist, and the opportunities of a second term as President are very alluring. This office is neither to be lightly undertaken nor lightly passed by.
It is, therefore, with the greatest reluctance that I inform you that I
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should decline the nomination for reasons stated below.
In this Second Congress we have seen again the paramount importance
of the technical and scientific purposes of the Organization, and we have
seen also the dangers of subordinating these purposes to other considerations outside the real aims of the WMO. In my opinion the foremost issues
to confront the WMO during the next few years will be preservation of its
scientific character and advancement of its technical standards and programme in meteorology. TheWMO must maintain its integrity in science and
its independence of thought in technical subjects in meteorology. The President in his capacity as presiding officer and general co-ordinator of
activities is expected to maintain a certain neutrality and must often
withhold his own views. I earnestly believe that I can better serve the
Organization by supporting the purposes stated above as a participant in
the debates of constituent bodies rather than as an Officer.
Remembering that this is a World Meteorological Organization and that
directors from other countries and other regions should have opportunity
to serve as President, I believe that a period of eight years - two termsis normally too long for the Presidency to remain in one country, In the
past when the Organization was small and much of the administrative and
executive work could be carried on by the Office of President, long experience and continuity in this Office were essential, but now we have
an Executive Committee and a Secretariat to provide the necessary experience and continuity in administrative functions which have grown
much too extensive for the Office of President. In future,Presidents
from different parts of the world can give more time to advancement of
the purposes of world meteorology in the different regions from which
they may be elected, and can thus promote greater world-~iide support for
the WMO programme.
It also seems to me undesirable for the first full-term President of
the new willa to serve for two terms for a total of eight years in the Office, thus establishing a precedent on re-election that might be regarded
as more or less binding on the Organization in the future.
Accordingly, after thoughtful consideration and with the deepest appreciation for the implied honor of being renominated to the Office, I
regret that I must respectfully decline.
Sincerely yours,
F.W. Reichelderfer."
§!~~~12~_2f_~E~~19~~~

36.1

The 12~sidenj: referred to the rules of procedure in regard to elections

~

According to article 10(a) of the Convention, paragraph 4, only Members
of the Organization which were States may vote on election of the President and Vice-Presidents of the Organization;
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According to ar:ticle lO(b) of the ConvenUon, election to the various offices in the Organization was by simple majority of votes cast;
According to General Regulation 47, voting would be by secret ballot,
AccordIng to General Regulation 53, a separate election would be held for
each office;
According to General Regulation 54(a) also, a simple majority of the votes
cast for or against would be sufficient to secure the election of a candidate. If, in the first ballot, no candidate obtained the majority required, a fur·ther ballot would be held, restricted to the two candidates
obtaining the largest number of votes in the first ballot.
In accordance with General Regulation 52, the President inquired for
nominations from the floor and hearing no further nominations he asked the
Congress if it was ready to vote for election of president.
The President appointed as tellers the principal delegates of Hungary
and the. Voi ted Kingdom.
The de~~~t~-.2Lth~Ukraini~§§B then asked for the floor.
He' cons idered that> delega'tes should be given a,n opportunity of making
comments or observations before' voting took place.
The Pr,)sident again asked if there. were comments before the
began, '

---,-

voting

The aeletjate of Bulaaria statea that Members haa been informed of the
biographical aetails of candidates for elecUon to the office of SecretaryGeneral, but that no such information was available in respect of the candidates for the. offices for which'voting was now about to take place. ,He requestea that the chairman of the Nominations Committee might inform the meeting in amplification of his report.
The President stated that it had not been the custom nor did it seem
necessary to give biographical data for candidates for president since these
candidates 'were 'directors of meteorological services and had been well-known
for many years to those active in world met~orology. The lists of candidates
had been published in advance and any delegate who desired further information could have made inquiries in the meantime. However, the chairman of the
Nominations Committee might reply to the delegate from Bulgaria if he desired.

\,.

I

I

The delegate of the Ukrainian SSR said that it could not be a matter
of indifference to Members that the persons to be elected must have the highest q1.1alifications. In particular they must possess a sense of balance. As
the President had stated in his opening address to Congress, reason must come
first and action afterwards. He spoke further in opposition to the candidacy
of Mr. Ferre,ira,
After a pause, and there being no further discussion, the President
announced that voting would commence.
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The result of the voting was as follows :

In favour of Mr .. Ferreira
In favour of Mr .. Lugeon
In favour of Mr .. Viaut

,

14
11

; 33

There were 58 Member States present entitled to vote.
abstentions.

There wel'e no

The Eresident declared that Mr. Ifiaut having attained a majority of
votes, was elected President of the Organization to take office at the end of
Second Congress. (Applause.)
The President-eilli then made the following speech

"Dear Mr.

President~

Ladies, Gentlemen and Colleagues,
I am, as you see, deeply moved. I will make no attempt to conceal my
feelings but merely say how sincerely touched I am by the confidence which
you have just placed in me. My election as President of the Organization
is both a great honour and a heavy responsibility. A great honour, because
this Organization embraces the whole world and its activities are of tremendous significance. A very great honour, too, for my election, to speak
frankly, is the crowning moment of a career with which you are all familiar.
You know how much of my life I have already given to this Organization and
how willingly I shall devot.e every ounce of strength and ability in the
coming four years to fulfilling the task which has fallen to me. A heavy
responsibility, for I realize the weight of the burden I have assumed; but
you know that I hilVe never shrunk from any task assigned to me by the U:lO
or 1.1MO~ fi'ly path, hOIi/ever, has been greatly smoothed by the work of my p:cedecessor, our President, Mr. Reichelderfer, the first President of the WOl'ld
Meteorological Organization 1 whose sterling qualities, tact and courtesy
are known to you all and, more than any other factor, have ensured the success of the work carried out by the Organization during the past four years.
You know, too, the care he lavished on the Organization when it was still
a tender growth and you have seen how far the Ol'ganization has already advanced.
His statement, the deeply moral texture of which will not have escaped
you, will guide my steps as well. \lie have alwAys thought very much along
the same lines and I may say, right from the outset, that I share to the
full the sentiments expressed by Mr. Reichelderfer, in particular, I feel,
as he ~does, that a PT8sident should not stay in charge of the Organization
fOl' more than four years.
I should nOV1 like to say a feW words about. our second Vice-President
who is shortly about to leave us. I have always had the greatest pleasure
in working with [>'11'. Sellick, with whom I have been linked by bonds of
unswerving friendshipC) Mr_ Hesselberg, who is also about to leave us, has
been my friend for over ten years; I have learned a great deal in the

'., . ._..
I
.
l

J
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course of these ten years of work alongside him, and have profited greatly not only from his ripe wisdom but also from his extensive knowledge of
the International Meteorological Organization and, subsequently, of the
World Meteorological Organizationo Speaking for myself, I much regret
that they are being lost to us because of their retirement, for the Organization leaned on them for support and never in vaino
Our Organization is now four years old, it has grown remarkably quickly, but how should it be otherwise under the guidance of such accomplished
masters as our President, our second ViCe-Pl"esident and Mr. Hesselberg ?
iV\y main concern will be to continue to fostel" the growth of the Organisation and to enable it to attain an uncontested degree of proficiency among
the other specialized agencies of the United Nations. It is also incumbent
upon our Organization to realize the purposes and objectives set out in
the Convention. I can assure you that I shall strive to achieve them to
the utmost, but in order to do so I shall need your advice and the cooperation of everyone interested in meteorology, but above all your cooperation, dear Colleagues, and in addition that of the representatives
of the governments, whose aid, particularly on the financial plane, is
invaluable
0

Another obligation falling upon the President is that of always
acting with complete objectivity and impartiality, as is imperative in
such a post as this; I can assure you that I shall never swerve from that
path in carrying out my duites a[1d, as some of you already know, I have
faithfully adhered to this principle as president of the Regional CommissionforE)lrope pf.the International Meteorological Organization. The
closest co-operation, too,is essential between the World Meteorological
Ol~ganizatiori and the specialized agencies of the United Nations, and with
the United Nations itself. Co-operation on these lines has been brilliantly initiated by our Secretary-General and his deputy, whose outstanding
qualities are known to you all, and it will be my endeavour not only to
continue this policy, but also if possible, to expand and develop it.
I think that these few remarks cover the main points I have to make
today, In conclusion, I should like to say how much I appreciate the
honour you have done me in putting me in charge of WMO. I am certain that
I can count on you to help me in fulfilling my task and thus furthering
the cause of the Organization and of meteorology throughout the world."
(Applause.)
36.2

Election of first Vice-President
---------------~----------------

In accordance with General Regulation 52, the President called for
nominations from the floor. There being no further nominations, the Pres isjent asked Congress if it was ready to vote, and after a pause, the Voting
commenced o·

The principal delegates of Sweden and Yugoslavia were appointed to
serve as tellers.
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After the voting was closed and during the period while the tellers
were counting the votes, Congress took up the provisional minutes for the
fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh meetings,
37 •

~doption

of the

minut.§!~

Ti1e provisional minutes of the fourth meeting were adoj2te.s!
amendment"
37.1

without

The provisional minutes of the fifth meeting were ."!sioDted with minor
modifications approved by Congress.
37.2

37.3
The provisional minutes of the sixth meeting were ."!dopte.s! without
. amendment.

37.4
The provisional minutes of the seventh meeting were adopted without
amendment.
38.

Electi~~2i-firs~ Vl£e-President (continued)

(See paragraph 36.2)
The result of the voting for first Vice-President was announced

as

follows

In favour of Mr. Barnett

In favour of f.ilro Ferreira
In favour of Mr .. Lugeon
In favour of Nira Okolowicz
Abstentions

17
; 28

II

2

none

The President announced that, as no candidate had obtained the l'equired
majority, a second ballot ",vas necessary with the two leading nominees, namely

Mr. Earnett and Mr. Fel'reira, as the candidates. A second ballot was then
taken. After completion of the voting, the President announced that the results of the voting would ·be presented immediately after the opening of the
afternoon meeting •
. (See also par2,graph 39)
The meeting rose at 12.30 p.m.

,------------------------------------------------.--

MINUTES OF THE ELEVENTH PLENARY MEETING
6 May 1955, at 2,30 p,m,

f.E~ident

Membe rs

0

; Mr. F,W. Reichelderfer.
f WNlO :

Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgian Congo, Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil,
British Caribbean Territories, British East African Territories and Indian
Ocean 'Isl~nds? British Malaya/Borneo Territories, British West African
Territories, Bulgaria, Burma, Byelorussian SSR, Canada, Ceylon, China,
Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Egypt, Federal
Republic of Germany, Federation of Rhodesia a.nd Nyasaland, Finland, France,
French Cameroons, French Equatorial Africa, French Oceania, French Somaliland, French Togoland, French West Africa, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Hong
Kong, Hungary, Iceland, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Ireland, Israel, Italy,
Japan, Lebanon, Madagascar, Mexico, Morocco (French Protectorate), Morocco
(Territ;;r-i~s of the Spanish Protectorate), Netherlands, Netherlands:New
Guinea, New Caledonia, New Zealand, Norway, Pakistan, Peru, Philippines,
Poland, Portugal, Portuguese East Africa, Portuguese West Africa, Romania,
Spain, Spanish Terri toriesofGuinea i,SudaQ, ,:'lW~_d<i!D" ,'''wii;~~r:J:a.!1d,. Syria,
Thailand, Tunisia, Turkey, Ukrainian SSR, Union of South Afric'a, ,Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics, United Kingdom of Great Brih'iriarid Northern
Ireland, United qtates of America, Uruguay, Venezuela, Viet-Nam, Yugoslavia-~"'-

- '-

'--.,

i '

"

'

I:J2!l:~lembers

of WlvlO :
Cambodia, Jordan, Somaliland (under Italian trusteeship).

I

I

I
I

l!]te.rnational OrganLzatl.o.'11 :
International Civil Aviation Organization, International Air Transport
Associationg
The meeting opened at 2.43 p.m.

j

i1
I

39.1

§!~9!1~~_~f_!~~_~~E~!_~~S~:~E~~~9~~! (continued)
(See paragraph 38)

The President announced the results of the second ballot for the
election of the first Vice-President. Of 58 ballots cast, Mr. Barnett received 30 and Mr. Ferreira 28 votes. The President therefore declared Mr.
Barnett first Vice-President. (Applause.) Mr. Barnett spoke briefly expressing his appreciation of the horrour of being elected to the office of first
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Vice-President and gave his assurances to serve to the best of his ability.

The candidates were : Mr. Ferreira, Mr. Lugeon and Mr. Okolowicz.
There were no nominations from the floor and no discussion. The delegates of
USSR and New Zealand were asked to serve as tellers and the voting started.
Result of the first ballot : of 58 votes cast, Mr. Ferreira obtained
42, Mr. Lugeon 7 and iVlr. Okolowicz 9. The President therefore declared Illr.
Ferreira eIected second Vice-PresidenL (Applat;";;e.) Mr. f~ira thanked Congress for the honour it had bestowed upon him. He reviewed briefly hiS activities with IMO and ~,MO and offered his record as guarantee of his future devotion and work.
Election of members of the Executive Committee (Agenda item 7.2)
(Docs. Cg-rI77 and 134)
The President invited attention to Regulations 53 and 54(a) which
covered the ::lecti;;-;;-of members of the Executive Committee. The President also
referred to article 13 of the Convention, especially paragl'aph (c) which
states that not more than one-third of the membel's of the Executive Committee,
including the officers, may come from one Region. He also recalled that· each
elected membership was to be filled separately so General Regulation 54(a) applied to each election.
40.1
The President then turned to document 134 and conveyed the wish of the
chairman of the Nominations Committee that Congress consider this document as
his repol't. He reported that the following names should be deleted from the
list of nominations for the reasons stated - Mr. 1.J. Dwyer had just today requested that his name be deleted. The names of Mr. A. Viaut and iIilr.H.A. Ferreira
Wel'e deleted due to their election as President and second Vice-President of
the Organization respectively. The list of nominations accordingly contained
the names of Messrs. Adali, de Azcarraga, Goenarso, Lugeon, Monasterio, Naqvi,
Nyberg, Okolowicz, ReiChelderfer, Schumann, Solotoukhine, Sir Graham Sutton
and Mr. Taha.

The President asked if there were any nominations fl'om the flool', There
were none and the President therefol'G declared the list closed.
Mr. Viaul, the delegate of Fl'ance, suggested, in view of the sel'vices
of Ml'. Reichelderfer as President of the Organization during the past four
years, that he be elected by acclamation and without vote. (Long applause.)
The President stated that this action was without precedent and, i f
anyone objected to the procedure proposed by Nil'. Viaut, the objection should
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be h';ard o _If there was any objection pe would turn the chairmanship over temporarily to Mro Viaut as Vice-President so that the objections could be considered impartiallyo
Mro Solotoukhine, the dele;~t~~f the USSR, ~skedt~b€"recognized
and supported ti)e p:rOP'O~al of the delegate of Fl'ance o (Strongapplauseo)
Mr. ~, acting as President, declared Mro Reichelderfer unanimously elected o
The President resumed the chairmanship'and spoke in expression-of his
,gratitude: and deep appreciation for election to the first elected place on
the ExeC\.ltive Committeeo

40 3 1 , The President then, asked the Congress i f it was ready to proceed with
election of amE;mb';;::- for the second "place on the Exec'Uti ve" ,Coinmi ttee In reply to a request from the floor, he explained that the name of 'Mro lugeon appeared on the list beC&LISehe, had tEjndered his l'e,signation as president of
Regional Assbciation.1[b9fL 3 May 195,50 '
_.
'
0

0

0

4;:3;;.

tb:~n 'i~e~an

:Firifand~ndVenez)1e

The ,Vo,ting
with the ,de le,gate" 'oJ
1a
aoUng .a.s teile.rs,. IihHethe-.baliot~:were .bei~g 'c'ounted, the Pre'sid~nt reviewed thel'egi~~aldis.t~ibution~f,~emb~"s ,of theEx~2uti~e Gomrni tteeso'
that delegates might be:Lnformed with 'respect tOCon~e[rtfon'~rH~ie13(¢)
Regions I, II and III each had one member on the ExecuHveCcinimHtee(presi'dents of the regional associations). Regions IV and V had two members each
(presldents'-ofthe regHlnalassociationsplus one other member) .' Regional
'Associ~Hon VI had two elected officf!rs, thePresident-~lectand the second
Vice-President--electo'Thisi'made a total of' three 'members on the Executive
COrnfnittee "for Il~giori VI at that time;
0

!

I

II
I

!

1,11': Schumann, delegate of South Africa, asked whether the vice-president of a regional association automatically became president of the association, ahd therefore a member of the Executive Committee, i f the president of
the association resignedo
'

The Presiden! said this was the case.

4003 03

.

0

I
I

'. -

~

Of 58 votes cast, Mro Solotoukhine had 22, Nlro deA~carraga 15, Sir
Graham Sutton 13, Mro Lugeon 3, Mr. Schumann 2, Messrs. Naqvi, Nyberg and
Taha 1 eacho
40 3 4

I

The first ballot

0

The second ballot

The President des.ignated the delegates from Romania and the Philippines to serVeastellers. While the ballots were beingC.o\1nted, the President asked the chairman of the Legal Comrnittee't~ introduce his report (see
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paragraph 41 below}.
A total of 58 votes 'were cast. Of these Mr. Solotoukhine received 34
and Mr. de'Azcarraga 24. The President therefore declared Mr. Solotoukhine
elected to the second membership on the Executive Committee.

40.4.1

The first ballot

------------

The delegates of Rhodesia and Nyasaland and of the Byelorussian SSR
served as tellers.
\',Ihile the votes were being counted, the President invited discussion
on the report of the chairman of the Legal Committee (see paragraph 41 below).
40.4.2 Total votes cast 58
Sir Graham Sutton 24, Mr. de Azcarraga 21, Mr.
Nyberg 6, Mr. Lugeon 3, Mr. Taha 3 and Mr. Okolowicz 1.
40.4.3

The second ballot

Mr. de Azearraga asked to be recognized and urged Congress members to
vote for Sir-Graham Sutton in order to expedite the elections.
The President stated that, in view of the scatter of'votes on the
first ballot~-had-no choice but to proceed with the second ballot in the
usual manner. He designated the delegates of Denmark and Thailand to act
as tellers.,

40.4.4 The results of the second ballot were as follows : total number of
ballots 56 (one abstaining, one vote invalid), Sir Graham Sutton 41, Mr. de
Azd.rraga 15. (Applause.)
The Prei!ident declared Sir Graham Sutton elected to membership on the
Executive Committee.
Sir Graham expressed his appreciation for· what he termed "the sporting

and gentlema-;;ly gesture of Mr. de Azca'rraga" which he declared made his election easiero

40.5.1

The first ba llot
The delegates of Belgium and Indonesia served as tellers,

r,-hile the votes were being counted, the President referred to Doc.
Cg-II/133 which explains the procedure for obtainingaDecision or an Exp~
j.~ of_preferenc~. He stated that the procedures in this document, although
rather lengthy, had the merits of simplicity and direct approach. He asked

.'f· · .· ·~'
"

~

I

I

!

II
I
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Congress whether i t accepted Doc. Cg-II/133 as a basis fOT the procedure, in
electing the Secretary-General which was to be dealt with during the next
plenary meeting on Tuesday, since there was no time to deal with it dUTing
the present meeting. There being no objections, the proposal was ~doptedas
noted in paragraph 42 below.
.
40.5.2 The Tesults of the first ballot were as follows ;; total numbeT of ballots 58 : MT. de AzcihTaga 24, Mr. Taha 14, Mr. O)co,lowicz 8, Mr,. Nyberg 5,
Mr. Schumann 4, Mr. Lugeon 3.
40.5.3

I
I

The second ballot
The delegates of Greece and Pakistan seTved as tellers.
Total votes 57 (EJn", not valid) ,Mr. de Azcarraga 31, Mr. Taha 26.

The President declared I',\r. de Azcarraga elected to the fourth place
on the Executive Committee; (Applause.)

40.6.1 Th~_~:t'~.1~~!._ba1~<J.!.
,
,

The President announced that the candidates' remaining on the list of
nominations
Messrs" Adali, :Goen,arso, Lugeon, Monaste;rio, Naqvi, Nyberg,
Okolowic:a.,.:SchUlllan:n and,;ffanil. "

Were

The delegates of Israel and Hungary were designated as

teller~.

40.6.2 The results of the ballot were : total votes 58 : MessTs. Taha 30,
Okolowicz 7, Nyberg 7, Schumann 6, Monasterio 3, Lugeon 2, Naqvi 2, Adali 1.
The President declared Mr. Taha elected to the fifth place
Executive Committee:-(Applause.)

on

the

The President announced that the names remaining on the nominations
list were Me'SSrS,-Adali, Goenarso, Lugeon, Monasterio, Naqvi, Nyberg,Okolowicz
and Schumann.
40.7.1

The first ballot
The delegates 6f Italy and Czechoslovakia served as tellers.

40.7.2 The results of the first ballot were; total votes 59 (one abstaining);
,iAessrs. Monasterio 15, Nyberg 13, Adali 8, Okolowicz 8, Naqvi 6, Schumann 5,
,Lugeon 4.
.

Since no candidate received a majority, the f~2ident arinourice(fasec0~d

","
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ballot on the two receiving the highest number of votes, namely Mr. Monasterio
and Mr~ Nyberg"
40.7.3

The second ballot
The tellers were the delegates of Austria and Mexico.

40.7.4 The results of the ballot were; total votes 58 ; Mr. Nyberg 33, Mr.
Monasterio 25.

The President declared Mr. Nyberg elected to the sixth and last place
on the Executive Committee. He warmly congratulated the new members of the
Executive Committee and members of Congress for their selection of a representative and well-qualified committee. In his complimentary remarks, he expressed appreciation to all who had been willing to have their names on the nomination list and stated that delegates were aware that any of these would have
given excellent service on the committee if they had been elected. He referred to the recently added agenda item proposing an inCl'ease in the membership
of the Executive Committee sometime in the fut1..1re.
The si£1£gate.~2.:L.!:L'2rw2Y asked to be recognized and drew the attention
of Congress to the difficult situation in Regional Association VI which had
neither a president nor a vice-president. He therefore suggested that Mr.
Lugeon be asked whether he was willing to withdraw his resignation,.

The Eresident stated that the above suggestion involved legal aspects
which needed further study because Congress did not normally intervene in
matters involving regional officers. He therefore proposed that decision be
delayed until he could offer an opinion on this subject at the next plenary
meeting"
41.

The second l'6oort of the chairman of the LeCjal Committee
----------::--7----------------------------,.----3.1) (Doc. Cg-ll 130)

(Agenda item

The Eh.!!_ir!§~.o f _.!Df-1£QaJ_C;.o.mmi.!.!ee, M:e. Fege i~, having introduced
his report during an interim period while votes were being counted, and having
proposed cel"'tain minor editorial changes, the report was subsequently opened
to discussion,

There beinCj no discussion, the President tabled draft resolution L.2
which was annexed to document Cg-II/130-:-----There being no discussion nor objections, draft resolution L.2
unanimouslY.!!si.swted •
See resolution 1 (Cg-II)

was

Discrepancy between English and French
texts of article lO(a) (2) of the Convention.

The E~sident announced that adoption of the resolution meant that
agenda item 3.1 was now completed.
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42.
The proposal in document Cg-II/l33 with reference to procedures of
Congress in reaching £~isions and ~ressions of preference having been presented and opened for discussion during an intel'im period while votes were
being counted, and there being no discussion and no objections, the E~si.gent
declared the proposal !!:3opj;ed by Congress.
The meeting rose at 6.40 p.m.
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lO May 1955, at 9.30 a.m.

Pre~l:st'lnt

: Mr. F .W. Reichelderfer.

M£!l.lber~.....2LJi!MO

:
Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgian Congo, Belgium, Brazil, British
Caribbean Territories, British East African Territories and Indian Ocean
Islands, British Malaya/Borneo Territories, British West African Territories, Bulgaria, Burma, Byelorussian SSR, Canada, Ceylon, Cl-iina, Cuba,
Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Egypt, Federal Republic of Germany, Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, Finland, France,
French Cameroons, French Equatorial Africa, French Oceania, French Somaliland, French Togoland, French Fiest Africa, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Hong
](ong, Hungary, Iceland, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Ireland, Israel, Italy,
Japan, Lebanon, Madagascar, Mexico, Morocco (French Protectorate), Morocco
(Territories of the Spanish Protectorate), Netherlands, Netherlands New
Guinea, New Caledonia, New Zealand, Norway, Pakistan, Philippines, Poland,
Portugal, Portuguese East Africa, Portuguese West Africa, Romania, Spain,
Spanish Territories of Guinea, Sudan, Sweden, Switzerland, Syria, Thailand,
Tunisia, Turkey, Ukrainian 8S11, Union of South Africa, Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland,
United States of America, Uruguay, Venezuela, Viet-Nam, Yugoslavia,

Non-Members of WMO

-~---~-~----

Cambodia, Iran, JOl'dan.
International Organizations
----------------

United Nations, Internationa 1 Civil Aviation Organiza tion, World Federation
of United Nations Associations.
The meeting opened at 9.40 a.m.

The President announced that the then estimated date for closure of
the session of Congress was Thursday, 12 May, and earnest efforts were being
made by all concerned to finish the work at that time.
\",Iith regard to the resignation of Mr, Lugeon from his position as president of Regional Association VI, the President announced that the legal aspects of the matter, mentioned at a previous meeting, had been looked into.
Mr. Lugeon had tl'ndered his resignation under the impression that this was
required by the regulations when submitting his candidature for election as
an officer of the Organization. This was not, however, necessary, and, as Mr.
Lugeon had now withdrawn his resignation, he was still the president of
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Regional Association VI,
The President also announced that agenda item 3.7 (Doc. Cg-II/123) on
the proposal to increase the membership of the Executive Committee might be
discussed later during the meeting.
44.

I£1!rth report of the chairman of the Programme Committee (Doc. Cg,..n/
138) - Technical Regulation~ the field of aeronautical meteorology
(Agenda item 3,5)

In presenting his report, contained in document C9-:-II/138, Mr. Barnett,
chairman of the Programme Committee,stated that a decision by Congress with
. regard to chapter 12 of the Technical Regulations was needed before the Programme Committee could make final proposals for the Technical Regulations. The
matter had been discussed at length in the .Prograrrime Committee and there had
been considerable divergence of views; ,a full account of the matter was given
in document Cg-11/138.
The 'first section of this document concerned part 1 of chapter 12 of
the Techr1fcal Regulations pToposedin document Cg-II/90, tM sedondsection
with parts '2aM 30f cliaplet12 'proposed 'in document Cg-'II/93,. the third sechon ,with, part :4 'o'f' chapter 12 'referr:ed to' in document Cg-II/6 ... Addenda 1 and
3, 'documentCg':'II/86of~d do cume ritC"f"II! 108 , and the finalsecfion with propos",d definitiolis of ;TechhicalHegulations and \'i!JD' Guides' c0ntairied, in draft
resollltLoDSP,LandP;f,i.'· " ' ,
'Tno Presidentthaliked 'Mrk' Barriett for his clear report 'on thj,s muchdebated subjectaridinvited discussions and questions on the report as a
whole.
The deleqate of the USSR stated that the Technical Regulations were
regarded as a most important task of Congress; they should be prepared in accordance wIth the principles laid down in the appendix to resollitioil 15 (I).
It was unfortunate that these well-thought-out principies had not been followed in the Programme Committee. Chapter 12 of the Technical Regulations conflicted with the first two principles laid down in this appendix. In his view
the draft regulations contained in documents C9-II/90 and 93 cohtained detailed procedures which were not perfect, which had not yet been tried in many
countries, and which would require con5iderable amendments,
The procedure laid down in paragraph 2.2.3.2 of the working arrangements between 1CAO and WMO was quite clear. The regulations in document Cg-II/
90 had been examined and approved by the Council of ICAO ahd there was no reason why the Exe~utive Committee'shoDld not be invited to consider this draft.
WMO should have its own independent policy, but in the case under review the
regulations had not been examined in detail at all by the Programme Committee.
In his view, about 80 per cent of the draft was not suitable in substance or
in spirit for such a serious text as the WMO Technical Regulations. The fact
that a number of delegates had objected to these regulations' could not be
ignored, and to try to make something obligatory which, by its nature could
not be obligatory, would be a fundamental'mistake; Most of the draft chapter 12

i
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should be issued as guides, leaving only the fundamental rules for inclusion
in the Technical Regulations. His delegation wished to propose that the exami~
nation of all this material should be left to the Executive Committee.
The deleqat~~nd called attention to the amount of detailed instructions contained in the draft chapter 12; if adopted as obligatory regula~
tions, it would make the implementation of the Technical Regulations verydif~
ficult. Very few countries had had experience with these instructions, and
many countries could not carry out all the small details. In his view chapter
12 could not be adopted as standard practices, it should instead first be
tried out and those parts which proved to be satisfactory CQuld subsequently
be adopted as standard practices •
.. , ..

The delegate of India did not consider that the inclusion ,of the pre~
sent chapter 12 in the Technical Regulations would be appropriate.,This chapter came within the category of regulations which fell within the province of
ICAO, and the responsibility for follow~up action should be with'ICAO. If chapter, 12 Were adopt'ed as Technical Regulations, differences .io'uld have to be' notif'ied to both WMO arid ICAO simultaneously, and this procedure would be liable
1;0 lead to confus ion.
'
In preparing the material for annex 3 to the ICAo Convention, material
which had been regarded as belonging to WMO had been omitted. Procedures for
ground-to-air and air~to~ground meteorologica 1 transitions came wi thin the
province of ICAO and should not be included in the WivlO Technica 1 Regulations.
Another difficulty was that the WMO and ICAO definitions of standard
practices and recommended practices were not the same, and this difference was
likely to lead to confusion. The inclusion of PANS in chapter 12 raised furthrr
difficulties. Th1s material consisted oflvhat was left after paragraphs which
'could be 'considered as 'ICAOstandard and recommended practices had beeri included in the annex, and it was qune clear, 'therefore, that the PANS were not appropriate for WMO recommended practices,.
,

,

Certa1n drafting 'conventions had been followed in preparing the other
chapters of the WMO Technica 1 Regulations, but no opportunity had been prov:iJ:W
for chapter 12 to be examined from this point of view, The inclusion of chap~
ter 12 in 'the Technical Regulations would therefore result in an uribalanced
dbcument~ The WMO practice with regard to the use of the terms "shall" and
'''should'' had not been followed in the' PANS material, and the proposed way of
overcoming this difference by means of an introductory note was not an elegant
way'of preparing the technical constitution of WMO.
In view of the above considerations it was therefore suggested that the
PANS and annex 3 should be attached to the WMO Technical Regulations without
having any status within WMO.
The deleqate of the Ukrainian SSR stressed the importance of having
experi.ence in implementing regulations before their adoption in the WMO Tech~
~ical Regulations. i',1eteorology was a science which was applied to many
as~
oects of human activities, and all these aspects should be taken equally into
~ccount. If we started to favour certain branches, there would be a one-sided
development and a serious mistake would be made which would hamper the development of VifiJlO. He was therefore opposed to the inclusion of chapter 12 in the
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WMO Technical Regula tions.
The delegate ofjJSA' recalled that WMO aims to put first thi.ngs first.
The. Technical Regulations were a first requirement for ipter_nili;ional co-ordination and standardization. One of the fields' of meteorologyj;hi'\i!:requir~9 Technical Regulations was aeronautical meteorology. lnternational co-.operation arid
standardization, together with uniformi tyin working relations~ips in met"eoro';
logical.services to .aviation had a special importance, . pinticularly in the
interna'ti<;inal air commerce of many countries in some parts of the world. These
Technical Regulations directly affected the safety of life in aviation and
the prevention of accidents to aircraft.
If Second Congress failed to adopt Technical Regulations for aviation,
i t would be necessary to wait for three 'or fouryeilrs until1;hecThird Congress

co'i.lld app'rove: the regulations, and this delay would',be a verYLserirusomission.
I t iriiglitbe 1;rue that chapter 12 was too lengthyatld ';OUldl1~~Elfo be
mOdified in thefuture,but the first requirement was to adopt Techrii¢.alRegulations r)Owin the most ,sati,sfactory forI!' -possible •. Chapter 12 w~sthe best
that could be prodUCed at this stage. ' ...'. - .
.
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. . . SuITU)1ing IIp, there were three pointstha,t should be taken. into
sideratiorl :
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(2) The <fraft texts Of the PANS arid annex had been sent to aU WMO
Members ehd'theircoimnents had beentaken·into·account. wrren-: preparing the
fcinal tex:tj"-;"- _'.'
-----," ,
."', "''''-<:':":0'0:,'' ·'.ii·".'-:;'
•... "(3)I'~ragraph 2.2.3.2 cif the wbi-Hng arrangein~hts between ICAO and
.w[~bstated thillsuch material should be reviewed'by9?ngr'es's, or by t'he Execu~
tivetomri1itt~e,
if Congress. were not in session.
-,"
-""
As Congress was in session, it was proposed that chapter 12 should be'
adopted by Congress for inclusion in the WMO Technical Regulatiqps.

I

I

The delegate of France expressed surprise at some of the arguments .' .
which ha9 been presented • H;-:;:ecalled the his:l:orical backg~oundto the'Clevelop:"
ment of regUlations with regard_to meteorological servitesJ'or avia~Hon aria eXplaine9 that Ii\IlO had establisher! the first regulations for meteorologi'Qa1 $ervices for international aviation and that lCAN, the forerunner of ICAO, had'
published the regulations prepared by INIO. Meteorologists \of VlMC) in t~e
course of joint meetings between WMO arid lCAO had drafted the' text which
formed the subject "f 'chapter 12 of the Technical Regulations. It was therefore reasonable for WfuD to publish that text.
Chapter 12 was the result of experience and practice gained over the
past ten years. Aviation was developing rapidly and parts of the. docum.ent might
not be perfect, they should neverthelessbe-ptihlished' in.the WMO·' Technical
Regu,lalions to. serve as a basis for .current work and for future .improvements.•
"

'

If published in theWMO TechnicalRegulations, chapter 12 would serve
iVIembers of WMO who were not contracting States to leAO. It waS ,very important

that wherever they went pilots should find identical procedures in aeronautical meteorology.
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Moreover, the working arrangements signed by the two organizations allowed for publication by WMO : Publication of part 1 under pal'agraph 2.2.3.2
of the arrangements, and of the l'emainder of the text in accordance with the
letter and spirit of paragraph 2.2,4. Additionally, it was understood that WMO
was entitled to incorporate any supplementary arrangements that it might consider appropriate to the highly complicated field of aeronautical meteorology.
The delega.!£..2Lth!'....§:yel.2£.!:l;?~~~.Q_SSR said that, while he was fully
aware of the importance of chaptel' 12 to countries who were not contracting
States to reAO, he was opposed to its inclusion in the WMO Technical Regulations, The Technical Regulations were a fundamental document of WIvIO and should
be approached with a full sense of responsibility. In spite of the suggestions
in the Programme Committee that chapter 12 should be examined in detail, this
had not been done. He could not agree that Technical Regulations should include
provisions of a temporary character which Telated to guidance rather than to
regulations. Chapter 12 would have to be changed frequently to keep pace with
developments in aviation, and it was difficult to see how this could be done
speedily if it were adopted ·as Technical Regulations. His delegation, therefore, wished to SUppOl't the proposal of the USSR.
The deleqate of the United Kinqdom expressed the view that thel'e was
ample evidence-:that;;;ariyStates'-were-r~ady to accept on behalf of WIvIO what
they had already accepted on behalf of ICP.O. It might well be that meteorology
would develop one-sidedly, but it was no cure to cut off the side which had
developed. It would be a great disaster for WIilO if chapter 12 were not adopted
as Technical Regulations.
The delegate of Bulgaria agreed with the suggestion of the delegate of
France that chapte~-Y2;;;ould~-be useful to Members of WMO who were not rCAO contl'acting States. At the same time he could not see how these regulations coUld
be made obligatory to Members who had not had experience with them. In the
case of Bulgaria it would be quite impossible to adopt all these detailed procedures as the necessal'Y facilities were not available. He would therefore vote
against the adoption of chapter 12 in the WMO Technical Regulations.
The delegate of Pakistan emphasized the Doint that chapte·r 12 contained
regulations for internatTonaT aviation and not f~r national aviation.· There
might be some lack of balance, but this was not of sufficient importance to
warrant the exclusion of chapter 12 from the WMO Technical Regulations. Guide
status would not be adequate for this material; it could always be revised at
a later date if necessary,
The dej29.§!te oLDeD!!1.0.:r:..~ considered that only if urgent action were
necessary should part 1 of chapter 12 be included in the WMO Technical Regulations. This did not appear to be the case, and the objections raised by WMO
Members, some of whom were contracting States of rCAO and some of whom were
not, indicated that it would be a wise thing to defer .action on this mattel'.
His delegation would, the:ceiore, vote against the inclusion of part 1
of chapter 12 in the WMO Technical Regulations. Although he agreed with the
action proposed for parts 2 and 3, he would abstain from voting on these points.
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He would also vote against the inclusion of pal't 4 of chapter 12 in the Technical Regulations,
There being no fUrther discussion, the President submitted the various
proposals contained in document Cg-II!138 to the vote,
The recommendation that the text appended to document Cg-II!90 should
be adopted as part 1 of chapter J.2 of the Technical Regulations was adQEte2
by 62 votes to 12,
The recommendations contained in paragraphs (a), (b) and (e) on page
4 of document Cg-II!138 were ~E2royed without objection,
The recommendation that annexes 1 and 2 of document Cg-II!93 should
be adopted as parts 2 and 3 of chapter 12 of the WMO Technical Regulations,
with a foreword indicating that these parts should have legal status as "recommended practices", was adopted by 64 votes to 9.
The recommendations contained in paragraphs (d), (e) and (f) on page
6 of document cg-n!138 were ~£E!oved without objection.
The recommendation tha t appendix i to document C9-II!86 should be included as part 4 of chapter 12 of the Technica-l Regulations was adopted by 61
votes to -14.
Congress then adopted draft resolution P.7 and draft resolution P.B
by show of hands. There-Wer;-no opposing votes,

1~'

I

See resolution 17 (Cg-II)

Definitions of the Technical Regulations
of the World Meteorological Organization,

See resolution 18 (Cg-II)

Definition of the guides of the World
Meteorological Organization.

Third report of chair~~of-1~gal~Q~lttee (Doc, Cg-II!131) - ~view
of
Regulations
- -the
- -General
----- - - - - (Agenda item 3.2)

Mr. Ferreira, chairman of the Legal Committee, presented-his report
contained in-doc~t Cg-II!13l, The results of the discussions on this matter
had led to the preparation of annex 1 to this document which contained a draft
of revised General Regulations of the World Meteorological Organization. While
there were at present 142 regulations, the new draft contained 147 regulations
with an additional one dealing with the date of implementation.
The following corrections to annex 1 were announced :
Regulation 60, paragraph (a), replace "Regulation 44" by "Regulation
47" and replace "Regulation 50 ter," by "Regulation 55",
Regula tion 62, replace "Regulation 59" by "Regulation 64".
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Mr. Ferreira referred to section 4 of his report which contained
certain'notes concerning individual regulations, which should be inserted in
the minutes of Congress, as follows :
Regulation 2. In view of the relatively short (90 days t) notice it is
important~hat proposals for amendments to the General Regulations should be
forwarded by airmail.
Regulation 72. It is essential that the abridged final reports of ses~
sions of the Executive Committee be expanded to il}clude sufficient background
information on the discussions which led to the adoption of decisions, statements and resolutions.
Regulation 78. It has proved possible in the past to distribute mimeographed provisionar-reports before the end of the session of a constituent
body. In view of the great advantages of this facility, it is hoped that it
will be possible to make this a general practice.
Regulation 79. 'Pne indication of a date of implementation is desirable
in all cases when action by Members is required.
Regulation 87. The attention of presidents of regional associations is
drawn to this regulation in view of its implications on the organization of
sessions. It is recommended that they should consult the Members of their re~
gional associations by correspondence in oider to obtain a decision well in
advance of a session.
Mr. Ferreira then referred to section 5 of his report which contained
minority views on the proposed new-f(egulations 17, 106, 109, 144 and 146.Apart
from these regulations, the draft in annex 1 had been adopted unanimously.
In the absence of any general comments or questions on the third re~
port of the chairman of the Legal Committee, the President proceeded with the
discussion and adoption of the regulations contai;~d in-annex 1 to document
Cg-II/131.
The definitions and Regulations 1 to 16 inclusive were
out obj ection.

~dopted with~

The delegill...,2.f India opposed the introduction of Regulation 17 as he
considered that it would hinder the implementation of paragraph (a) of resolu~
tion 9 (I), the intent of which was quite clear. The inclusion of'the phrase
"subj ect to the prior approva 1 of the Members of the Organization" in this
regulation would be restrictive and would involve a cumbersome procedure; such
a restriction would also be against article 2 of the Convention.
In the Legal Committee it had been argued that in approving the proce~
dure which had been applied towards implementing resolution 9 (I) with regard
to invitations to Second Congress, Members had expressed 'an opinion with regard to the future procedure in this matter. This argument was, however, un-,ound) in the enquiry sent out by the Secretariat, Members had only been asked
to express an opinion with regard to a specific action, and not with regard to
changing this regulation. If it had been intended that the result of this
postal ballot should be taken as an expression of opinion with regard to changing the regulation, this should have been clearly stated at the time.
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The object of !:'IMO was to secure wor1d-vJide co-operation in meteorology
and nothing would be lost by asking all countries to send representatives to
the various sessionso
In view of the above considerations, the Indian delegation' wished to
propose that the draft Regulation 17 contained in document Cg-tI/13l, annex 1,
should be amended by the deletion of the phrases : "subj ectto the prior approval of the Members of the Organization" and "was approved;'-.
The s!elegate oLYu9os1~via stated that he could
C1SlOn of the Legal Committee, because it would pres:erit
implementation of paragraph (a) of resolution 9(1) with
al co-operation in meteorology; He would therefore vote
dian amendment.

not agree with the dea restriction' to the
regard,tb internation,.in support of the In-

The delegate of Bulgaria ,;said that many arg)lIllents ha,d been put forward
in the Legal-cOiiiiiii ttee--:;;o-the0f ect that Members shQuld have some control over
invitations sent to non-Members. In his view any'such' control with regard to
inviting those non-Members which: have meteorological services could only rC'5ult
in discrimination, and he was therefore in favour ,of the!n_~i~n_ amendment.
;~

; 1 '

,The, s!eLegate of...:tI0rw~y sta-ted that, with: ,a view -to obtaining real
,co-operatioflonthe P<l1!'t ofWMO, hewQ,uJ.dsuppbrt _the Indian aWBnd-

woTld~wide

mento

.....

, The de'legate, of the USSR stated that the ex,cellent 'procedures for ensuring co-operation;v:Ji t,hnol!-Membe'(1sgs . 1a id .down~f),thI"Ciinventiptlal'\d', in
resolution _9( 1) had not been put satisfactorily into practioe.: It should Joe
the constant aim of WMO to co-operate with non-JIiIembers in meteorology and paragraph (a) of resolution 9(1) should therefore be incorporated in a, 'regulation.
The Soviet proposal to this effect was contained on page 2 6fdocLlIllent
cg-n/131; it seemed that this proposal conformed to the new Regulation 17 as
amended by the Indian proposal.
The s!eleqate of USA supported the new draft Regulation 17. There could
be no doubt that Congress was always free to change any decision previously
taken, but there could be no doubt also that Congi'ess had clearly expressed
its desire that Members should exercise' s'ome control over the invita,tions sent
to non-Members. The new Regulation 17 reflected the intention o {Melnbers , and
the USA delegation would therefore vote against the Indian ainendhient • .

I

The amendment proposed by Iridia was then put to the vote. There were
71 votes, 27 in favour and 44 against, and the amendment was therefore declared
to be lost.

i

. The new Regulation 17 was then put to the vote and was adopted
votes' to 16.

I

I
I

l

by

45

The' President then proceeded to the adoption of Regulations 18to 105
inclusive, t(; which no objections 'had been raised in the Legal Committee. These
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regulations were taken in groups, following the sub-headings in the text. Regulations 18 to 100 inclusive were ~dopted by Congress without objection.
When Regulations 101 to 105 inclusive were put to the meeting, the
,<:!elega.!2.-2i.Jipain suggested the postponement of the discussion to enable some
views on Regulation 101 to be expressed.
There being no objection, the discussion on Regulation 101 was postponed until the afternoon meeting.
(See also paragraph 47)
The meeting rose at 1.03 p.m.
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El]~ident

: Mr. F.I'V. Reichelderfer.

Members of WMO :
Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgian Congo, Belgium, Brazil, British
Caribbean Territories, British East African Territories and Indian Ocean
Islands, British Malaya/Borneo Territories, British West African Territories, Bulgaria, Burma, Byelorussian SSR, Canada, Ceylon, China, Cuba,
Czechoslovakia, Demnark, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Egypt, Federal Republic of Germany, Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, Finland, France,
French Cameroons, French Equatorial Africa, French Oceania, French Somaliland, French Togoland, French West" Africa, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Hong
Kong, Hungary, Iceland, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Ireland, Israel, Italy,
Japan, Lebanon, Madagascar, Mexico, Morocco (French Protectorate), Morocco
(Territories of the Spanish Protectorate), Netherlands, Netherlands New
Guinea, New Ca ledonia, New Zealand, NQrway, Pakistan, Peru, Philippines,
Poland, Portugal, Portuguese East Africa, Portuguese West Africa, Romania,
Spain, Spanish Territories of Guinea, Sudan, Sweden, Switzerland, Syria,
Thailand, Tunisia, Turkey, Ukrainian SSR, Union of South Africa, Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland, United States of America, Uruguay, Venezuela, Viet~Nam, Yugoslavia.
Non-Members of WMO
--------Cambodia.
lnt~rnati~l Org.':'.!!izat~£!2§.

;
United Nations, International Civil Aviation Organization, World Federation
of United Nations Associations.
The meeting opened at 3,05 p.m.

46.

~EEoint~ent of a S~£E~tary:General (Agenda item 7.3) (Docs. Cg-II/IO,

133 and 135)
The President recalled that at the conclusion of the previous meeting,
Congress had-completed action on Regulation 100 (agenda item 3.2, document
Cg-II/131, annex 1). The delegate of Spain had asked to be allowed to speak
o"n Regulation 101, but had subsequently informed him that he had been delayed.
The President, therefore, proposed that Congress might move on to the next
agenda item for the day, the appointment of the Secretary-General.
There being no objection, the President then stated that in accordance
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'lith article 21(a) of the Convention, the Secretary-General was to be appointed by Congress on such terms as Congress might approve. It was important
to note that the subject before Congress was an appointment, not an election,
He recalled that Congress had been requested at its eleventh meeting to give
careful consideration to the procedure suggested in document C9-II/133, and,
after allowing several days for review, he again asked if there were any objections to this procedure, After a long pause, there being no objections,
the procedure in document Cg-II/133 was declared ~doE!ed by Congress.
Congress also had before it document C9-II/135, which constituted the
report of the Nominations Committee, In preparing its report, which contained
a list of recommended candidates, the Nominations Committee had strictly observed the provisions of General Regulation 23. In accordance with l1egulation
52, ho would call for nominations from the floor. In each i'ound
voting the
candidate with the lowest number of votes would be eliminated from the succeeding ballot. If, on the voting for the final two candidates, one candidate
received a two-thirds majority of the votes cast for and against, that candidate would be deemed appointed by a Decision of Congress, in accordance with
Convention article lO(b). If, in the-finaCballot, neither obtained this majority, Congress would be asked to vote on that candidate who had obtained
the higher number of votes in order to determine whether he had the two-th:irds
majority required. If nominations from the floor gave a total number of candidates that was unduly large, Congress might decide to drop all those candidates in excess of five who received the lowest number of votes on the
first ballot. This action was described in document Cg-n/133, paragraph 5.

of

The President enquired if any member had any question or comment on
the procedure-o:ranyobjections and whether Congress was ready to proceed
with the appointment. There being no objections to the procedure, it was declared :!.dopJ;eq for use in acting on agenda item 7.3.
The delegate_.'2f S!Yit~rland referred to General Regulation 139 which
stated that the Secretary-General should not be retained in active service
beyond the age of 60 years. A recommendation would shortly be considered by
C(,nCjress which would have the effect of cancelling the proviso as to agelimit. He asked the President to consider whether it might be possible on
this account to arrange for the extension of the service of the present acting Secretary-General.
The President was of the opinion that the suggestion of the delegate
of Switzerlanct;;;;;oot of order, but in view of the fact that Congress had
agreed to the present consideration of agenda item 7.3, which· was, in fact,
an interruption of the oxamination of the General Regulations presented to
it by the chairman of the Legal Committee (Doc. Cg-II/131), he did not wish
to insist on this point of ruling out of order the proposed di.scussion of
Regulation 139 which, in turn, had bearing on the Secretary-General and, possibly, agenda item 7.3.
The dele9at~-2f tl:!e USSR emphasized to Congress the extreme importance
of the appointment which was about to take place. It should not depend on anything which was fortuitous and he thought that the present situation was a

(36
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little delicate, depending as it did on the delay by the delegate of Spain.
Congress should never take a decision lightly. The delegate of Switzerland
had drawn the attention of Congress, to an aspect of the question which

de-

served the highest ,consideration, The proposals of the Legal Committee would,
if accepted, cause a relevant change in the General Regulations, and should
be considered before further action was taken on the appointment of the Secretary-General. The Organization should never be guilty of partiality,
The President recalled that he had called for comments on the proposed
order of business and the proceclure at the opening of the proceedings. In any
case, it had originally been scheduled that the appointment of the SecretaryGeneral should be taken up by Congress, at a previous meeting, before the Legal Committee had finished its work on the General Regulations. Postponement
had delayed item 7.3 until today, If Congress so decided, it ,could be postponed again.
The de1~at~of~.£!!!h AfriE xecalled that the President had asked for
nominations from the floor. In this connexion he could see horeason why the
name of Mr. Swoboda might not have been proposed. He considel'ed that Congress
should proceed with the business of the appointment.
ThePregfclent stated that the delegate of Switzerlapd' J-iad drawn the
attention of-Congress to the fact that the age-'limit for tenure of the post
of Secretary-General was 60 years, and, with this limitationiriforce, the
regular nomination of Mr. Swoboda would have been questioned,
. The ,S!elgjate_gf the YDitedKihgclom proposed that Congress should return to the consideration of General Regulations 144 and 148 as contained in
document C9-II/l:31, annox 1, before \Jroceeding with the appointment.

I

I

A show of hands was then requested to obtain an expression of preference as to whether or hot to return to the consideration of the General
Regulations"

~

The result was as follows:

!

II
I

I
I
IL

Those in favour of proceeding with the
appointment of the Secretary-General

21

Those in favour of returning to the consideration
of the General Regulations (Doc. Cg-II/131, annex 1)

31

Accordingly, agenda item 7,3 was postponed and discussion was reopened
on agenda item 3.2,
(See also paragraph 48)
~,

Revl~of th~__ General Regula!i~ (Agenda item 3.2)(Doc. Cg-II/131)

(See paragraph 45)
The

deleg~~e

of SpaiD stated that Regulation 101 now before Congress
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was intended to replace C.."neral Regulation 96, Membership of the Executive
Corrunittee as defined in article 13 of the Convention was related essentially
to membership of regional associations as defined in article 18 of the Convention. Only Member States by virtue of their sovereign rights could modify
the Convention. But Congress was being asked to modify the Convention by virtue of the General Regulations. The Executive Committee has decided that General Regulation 96 could not be altered without alteration of the Convention,
The delegate of Spain then paid a tribute to Sir Graham Sutton for his efforts
to reconcile opposing views in respect of the interpretation of article 13(c)
of the Convention, and he urged Congress not to accept the new General Regulation 101, but to adopt a text originally drafted by Sir Graham Sutton as follows

~

"For the purpose of article l3(c) of the Convention a person who is a
candidate for membership of the Executive Committee and whose government belongs to more than one association shall declare in advance of
the election the Region to which he is considered to belong and during
the election shall be considered to belong to that Region only,"
The President said that the motion put forward by the delegate of Spain
was a new proposal.
The delegate of the United Kingdom rose to a point of order. He stated
that he had moved that Congress consider the pr·oposed new General Regula·tions
144 and 148 and that his proposal had been adopted by Congress on a vote.
The President stated that the vote which had been taken was an . eXpression of pref~ence by Congress to return to consideration of the General Regulations at the point where this had been left off at the conclusion of the
prevlous meeting. This explanation might make the point of order unnecessary.
The delegate of the USSR supported the proposal of the delegate of
Switzerland. He had wished that Congress might examine old General Regulation
139.

The President then proceeded to take a vote on the point of order made
by the delegate of the United Kingdom.
The delegate of the Ukrainian SSR objectGd that such action was unnecessary as the vote which had already been taken represented the views of
Congress on the point at issue.
The delegate of Spain referred to General Regulation 59 in respect of
procedure on-apoint of order.
The President said that he believed that the delegate of the United
Kingdom had understo·od that Congress had expressed a decision to consider General Regulations 144 and 148 and then to resume the appointment of the Secretary-General •. He himself had believed that the voting had indicated a desire
by Congress to resume examination of the General Regulations at General Regulation WI,

r
i

!

1

j
I

I
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The vote was taken on the point of order.

The result of the voting was as fa Hows
23
For the point of order
Against the point of order

40

1

The President announced that Congress would resume examination of the
General Regulations at No. 101 in accordance with his decision as sustained
by the vote against the point of order.

I

The delegate~EYE! stated that he supported the delegate of Spain
where the latter maintained that nothing in the General Regulations should
conflict with any article of the Convention. However, in his vieiN, General
Regulation 96 was not framed within the spirit of article 13(c) of the Convention. On the other hand, new General Regulation 101, which was now before
Congress, was a much more satisfactory expression of the intent of the article. He would go so far as to say that the revised text proposed by the
delegate oJ Spain was essentially identical in meaning with,:'?ld General Regulation 96.
'

I
!
II

, Tbe Pr\lsident stated that th"re were,t~/o~I'oposals before Congress,
first,. toact'opt GeneJ,'al Regulation iOl arid, secondfy, to '~adoptthe text submittect by the delegate of Spain.
,
On tbe Illotion vf lhe gelegate of EgyEj;, supporte<l.~.:th.!l..jeleg~....2i
L'ebanon, Congress <;lgreed in accordance with Genera 1 Regu~ation 41'to vote by
secret ba 11ot.
The mSijent then stated that a vote would be taken by secret ballot
on General Regulation 101 as submitted by the Legal Commi ttee, since this was
the first proposal offered. For its adoption a two-thirds majority of the
votes cast for and against was necessary. If the proposal was lost, a vote
would be taken on the proposal of the delegate of Spain.
The President appointed the delegates of Japan and the Union of South
Africa as tellers and voting took place by secret ballot.
While the ballots were being scrutinized by the tellers, Congress continued its examination of the Genera 1 Regu'lations.
General Regulations 102, 103, 104 and 105 were adopted.
The President stated that General Regulation 106 did not turn on General Regulation l~and he saw no reason why it should not be taken up next.
The s!elegate of the Netherla~ stated that the Netherlands delegation
was not satisfied with the proposed wording of General Regulation 106, as had
been stated in the third report of the chairman of the Legal Committee. He
believed that, both from a legal point of view and from the angle of procedure,
preference should be given to the following wording, which had been included

I
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in document Cg-II!131
"The Executive Committee may adopt resolutions anslng out of'recommendations of regional associations and technical commissions, provided that all Members and presidents of all technical commissions
have been given the opportunity to express their views on these matters prior to the decision by the Executive Committee. Such comments
shall reach the Secretariat not later than on the date indicated in
the covering letter. The action taken by the Executive Committee will,
in all cases, be subject to confirmation by Congress at its next session in conformity with article 7(h) of the Convention."
Continuing, the delegate of the Netherlands stated that it was not
his intention to re-open in Congress discussions which had taken place at a
lower level, in the Horking Group on G.eneral Regulations, and in the Legal
Committee. He would not press his point as a proposal or an amendment' in the
plenary meeting. However, since there remained certain uncertainties and incongruities in 'the 'General Regulations, as were evident in· a comparison of
procedures given in General Regulations 56 and 106, if such an action would
be acceptable, he would propose that Congress request the Executive Committee
to pay further attention to the practical application and to uniformity in
principle ·and in procedure in respect of those two General Regulations.
General Regulation 106 was adopted by Congress.
The proposal of the delegate of the Netherlands was

ad0E.!~2

by Con-

gress.

The

E~ide.D.1

announced the result of the vote on General Regulation

101
Number of votes cast

78

Number of abstentions

5

For the proposal

46

Against the proposal

27

Lacking a two-thirds majority of the votes cast for and against, the
proposal was lost. General Regulation 101 was thus rejected by ·Congress.
A vote by seCl'et ballot, on request of two delegates, was then taken
on the proposal of the delegate of Spain. This proposal was lost bya majority
of 31 votes against to 19 votes in favour.
The delegate of Spain asked for clarification. As the new General Regulation 101, which had been intended to replace old General Regulation 96,
and his own proposal had failed to .secure adoption by Congress', he wished to
know whether old General Regulation 96 was still valid.
The President stated that olel General Regulation 96 remained valid
until explicitly cancelled.

~r
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The delegate of EgyE1 pointed out that old General Regulation 96 was
in fact identical with the proposal of the delegate of Spain, which had been
rejected by Congress. He asked for a vote on old General Regulation 96.
'The President observed that a regulation in force continued in force
until revoked and did not have to be reaffirmed by vote. Howe~er, the delegate
of Egypt had the right to propose 'a motion questioning the legality of a General Regulation or to propose that Regulation 96 be cancelled or revoked.
Congress should not take a legal decision by a hasty vote without having given
it careful study or obtained advice.
The delegate of the USSR stated that in effect Congress had been examining the worthiness of the General Regulations which had served the Organization during the first financial period. Two proposals in this connexion
had just failed but no vote had yet been taken on the continuing validity of
old General Regulation 96. The delegate of Egypt had beencortect in presenting his motion for the consideration of Congress. He was not entirely satisfied with, the manner'in which the results of the voting on General Regulation
101 had 'been announced and 'he proposed that this;votemighthe,taken again.'
"rhe,President stated that the result of the voting was shown; unless
overruled by two-thirds majority of Congress, by the report signed by the
two tellers. The vote was: valid, and,;,th,e report ',Of the :resUlts was 'correct. He
declared the question settled.
The delegate of Egypt stated that many delegations considered that
old General Regulation 96 should not be retained. If it were put to the vote
and failed to obtain a two-thirds majority of the votes ca",:i;, it could be referred to the Legal Committee and the Executive Committee for further examination.

I

The President stated again that the General Regulations adopted by
First Congress remained in force until cancelled. Second Congress was not required to re-affirm a General Regulation. The Chair could entertain a motion
or proposal to alter or cancel a General Regulation.
The dele9ate of Egypt pointed out that there was a text for old General Regulation 96 in document Cg-I1/21. He considered that Second Congress
should take a vote on this text.
The President stated that there was nothing in document Cg-II/2l requiring General Regulations presently valid to obtain a two~thirds majority
to keep them in force.
The delegate of ~ asked whether an amendment to hew General Regulation 101 might,be accepted by Congress.
The delegate o~in objected that as General Regulation 101 and also
a proposal concerning 'it had both already been lost when put to the vote, it
would be out of order to examine a new amendment to it.
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After ascertaining from the delegate of Egypt that his proposal was
in effect a motion to cancel the regulation, the President then put to the
vote a motion to cancel old General Regulation 96.
The result of the voting was as follows :
For the motion
Against the motion

7
32

Old General Regulation 96 thus remafned in force.
General Regulations 107 to 118 were adopted by Second Congress without obj ection.
General Regulation 119 was also adQEted by Second Congress.
The delegate of the USSR now referred to old General Regulation 114.
He could not say that it was entirely satisfactory. The Executive Committee
had examined it at its third and fourth sessions. The fact was that there
was no satisfactory procedure in relation to membership of regional associations. He proposed that old General Regulation 114 be modified and retained
according to the following text :
"Application to belong to an association shall be made to the association concerned which shall decide in accordance with its usual procedure","

The delegate of Ind.t3! considered that the cancellation of old General
Regulation 114 was premature. It might have been the desire of the 'Legal Committee that membership of a 'regional association was an automatic consequence
of membership of the Organization. There were, however', two concepts in favour
of old General Regulation 114 :
(1) The regional association was afforded an opportunity of examining
applications for membership:,
(2) There was a defini.te procedure for choice of regional association
by a Member.
He considered that Congress should not dismiss these concepts lightly. He
proposed that old General Regulation 114 be retained in the text proposed by
the delegate of the USSR.,
The President sought to clarify the situation. New General Regulation
119 had been adopted by Congress and Congress now had before it a proposal
made by the delegate of the USSR and supported by the delegate of India to
add a sentence in regard to membership of regional associations which would
appear to contradict Regulation 119 just adopted.
The dele9at2....£L~USA stated that he had supported deletion of old
General Regulation 114 on the grounds that it was contrary to the text of
article 18(a) of the Convention. There should be no question as to right of
a Member to membership in a regional association. A Member had an automatic
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right to belong to that regional association in which its networks lay or extended. It had been the intention of, the Legal Committee to delete old General Regulation 114 and this was a position which the USA delegation supported.
The minutes and the abridged report of Second Congress should contain a directive to the Secretary-General that any new Member be invited to declare the
regional association to which it considers itself to belong.
The chairman of the Le~l Committee stated that the Legal Committee
had recommended to Congress General Regulation 119, which had been adopted by
Congress and that old General Regulation 114 be cancelled.
A vote was then taken on the cancellation of General Regulation 114.
The result of the voting was as follows ;
For the cancellation of old
General Regulation 114

57

Against

11

The President accordingly declared that old General Regulation 114
wascancellect:-ThTS"d'ecisfon automatically precluded further conslderation
of the proposal made by the delegation of the USSR and supported by the delegation of X,ndia.
General Regulations 120 to 143 were adopted by Second Congress without objection.
,

~

The President then stated that the Netherlands delegation had asked
that a reservati~-on General Regulation 144 be included in the report of the
Legal,Commiti;ee.
The 2el£9~~e of the Netherlands stated that, in the view of his delegation, the text of General Regulation 144, as before Congl'ess, was unsatis,factory. The wording of the text indicated that the period of engagement
of the Secretary-General might be limited to a single financial period, his
contract being renewable and he being in competition with other candidates.
This was a most Unsatisfactory state of affairs for the highest salaried officer of the Organization. The Secretary-General was a man who had to be not
only the best obtilinable in respect of personal, administrative, organizational, financial and scientific qualifications, but one completely devoted to
the Organization. He had to make a break with his past on taking up duties
with the Organization and he should be free from any concern as to the continuing nature of his functions. The oath to be taken by'a Secretary-General
imposed an extremely high standard of efficiency, conduct and loyalty, and
it seerned to him inconsistent that such qualities should be blunted by the
axe of possible dismissal. It was unfair that so much should be asked and so
little given in a four,years I term. The factor of instability and discontinuity was too rampant. At present a complete set of new officers and one
half of the Executive Committee had been elected and the office of SecretaryGeneral was also due to be ,filled, Furthermore, the functions Of the Secretary-General were such that a period of some years would be required for him
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to become thoroughly familiar with the many duties of his high office. Finally,
in a four years! term the Secretary-General could not obtain the pension benefits to which those who had served in the United Nations or at specialized
agencies for a minimum period of 5 years were entitled.
He strongly advised against the adoption of General 'legulation 144.
The delegate of
Netherlands.

N0E~.Y

supported the proposal of the delegate of the

In reply to a question from the President, the chairman of the Legal
Committee stated that new General Iiegulation 144 replaced oldGeneralReg;:;Iation139, which stated that the Secretary-General should not be retained in
active service beyond the age of 60 years.
New (eneral Regulation 144 was then put to the vot.:.
The result of the voting was as follows
For General Regulation 144

41

Against

22

Lacking the necessary two-thirds majority of the votes cast for and
against, the proposal was lost and General Regulation 144 was not adopted.
The deleg~~ of S!:[itzel:land then drew attention to the fact that failure. to adopt draft General Uegula Hon 144 had resulted in contil1uipg old ['.egUlation139 in force and the age-limit contained in Regulatign 139 made it
impossible for Mr. Swoboda to continue at his post. This was a sad fact whiCh
he deeply regretted, as Mr •. Swoboda possessed all the high qualities which
had been so clearly stated by the delegate of the Netherlands as being requisite in the person of the Secretary-(ieneral.
The delecpte of the Netherlands stated that his delegation was entirely impaTtial in connexTC;-;;- with theappointment of a Secretary-Genera 1, but he
considered that the restriction imposed by the old General Regulation 139 was
impracticable and it should be cancelled.
The delfgate of the Union of South Africa stated that during the meeting the majority had on two occasions to
tothe minority. This was en"!!irely due to the operation of the. two-thirds majority of the votes cast for and
against the rule. The Executive Committee should be directed by Congress to
examine the revision of this rule.

bow

The President observed that, although the intervention of the delegate
of the Union of South Africa was not the main question under discussion and
might be declared out of order, the question was an important one which would
be taken up at the proper time and place.
A vote was then taken, on the proposal to cancel old General Regulation 139.
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The result of the voting was as follows :
For cancellation of General Regulation 139

35

Against cancellation

12

General Regulation 139 was thus cancelled by Second Congress.
General Regulation 145 was adopted by Congress without objection.
General Regulation 146 was ad.Qpted by Congress, the following reservation being made by the 2elegaj;e of the Netherlands :
"I.n Regulation 146(3) the following duties of the Secretary-General
are mentioned: I , •• to act as representative in negotiations with all
these authorities I , The authorities meant here are 'states or Territories
which are not Members of the Organization, international organizations and
othersl, This is a task which differs fundamentally from his duty to direct
the work of the Secretariat "md his other administrative functions. Here
the Secretary-General is not the highest administrative officer of the WMO
but the man who represents this Organization on a high international level.
The question arises whether the standing required for this function
does not get into
corner when the Secretary-General in other spheres
holds asubordinatepositioh~" In this cohtHlXidhthe wording6f the first
paragraph of Regulation 146"rnay'" be lnetiHoned in whidl t[ie~ Secreti:lry';Oeneral is instructed to 'comply with any directives issued by the Executive
Committee-land rule 7 of resolution '10 (EC~II)where he is appointed to be
Secretaryini meetings -of the ExeclitiVe' coitnnHtee )mdof it"!; bomiiiiHees~· Although at this juncture it does' hot seem opportune to propose expllci t changes in the Regulations concerning the position ot the Secretary-General,it
is thought useful to point out the danger involved by a devaluation of his
position.

a

In future, especially when a revision of the Convention is taken up,
the above comments might be taken into consideration."
General Regulation 147 was adopted by Congress without objection •.
In discussion of General Regulation 148, the £eleqate of the USSR proposed that the date of entering into force of the present General Regulations
should be 10 May 1955.
"
The ,S!iligate of

Swij;zerl~

supported this proposal.

The President pointed out that the proposal of the delegate of the USSR
constituted an amendment to the draft General Regulation 148 now before Congress. The amendment would be voted on first.
The amendment to General Regulation 148 proposed by the delegate of the
USSR was then put to the vote.
The result of the voting was as follows
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For the amendment

26

Against

33
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The amendment was thus lost.
The main proposal on General Regulation 148 was then put to the vote.
The result of the voting was as follows
For General Regulation 148 as drafted
Py the Legal Committee

;

Against
General Regulation 148 was thus

47

~dopted

8

by Congress.

The delegate 2f-British-l~st~f!~ drew attention to the fact that
Congress would complete its action on the General Regulations if it adopted
draft resolution L.3, page 5 of the English text of document Cg-II/131.
nie' delegate of Au~trali!'l. enquired whether General Regulations adopted
by First Congress and not included in the set of General Regulations which had
just been adopted by Second Congress still remained in force.
The President stated and the chairman of the Legal Committee confirmed
that the purpose of draft resolution L.3 was to cancel any General Regulations
not included in the set of General Regulations adopted by Second Congress.
In reply to a question by the delegate of the United Kingdom, the President, stated and the chairman of the Legal Committee confirmed that the date
of cancellation of the old General Regulations would be the, same as that of
the entry into force of the new General Regulations.
The President then proposed that the statement of the chairman of the
Legal Committee might be incorporated into draft resolution L.3, section (2)
of DECIDES which would then read :
"(2) To cancel resolution 21(1) of the First Congress of the World
Meteorological Organization with effect from the same date as
the entry into 'force of the said General Regulations."
The delegate of Romania asked for clarification as to the cancellation
of resolution 21(I)-an(i its-annex. He considered that the General Regulations
should be cancelled by voting on them one by one.
The .E~sid~nt recalled that before Congress had begun formal considera,tion of 'the General Regulations he had called for comments on the proposed procedure. At that time no objections had been lodged. The Chair could not change
the procedure accepted by Congress without objection unless Congress reversed
his decision ..
The delegate of the Ukrainian SSR was not satisfied as to the propriety
of the proce~

96

i

I

I

I
I

The President stated that the adoption of new General Regulations
would be incOmpletewithout ti,e formal cancellation of the old General Regulations and the procedure in use was the common practice in such cases.
Draft resolution L.3 as amended was then put to the vote and was adQEte2 by 76 in favour and none against.
resolution 10 (Cg-II) : General Regulations of the World Meteorological Organization.

;

~l

u
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The 2~legate of British West Africa then pointed out that by adopting
draft resolution L.3 Congress had tacitly cancelled old General Regulation 96
which earlier in the meeting i t had voted to retain in force.
The President p~oposed and Congress agreed that this matter should be
referred to the Legal Cormni ttee. Except for this point, Congress had now completed action on agenda~item 3.2 •

48.

.6:ePbill.:t~:L~.§ecretary-Q.~~!~l (Agenda item 7.3) (Docs. Cg-II/lO,
133, and 135 ), ,
,','
,

(See paragraph 46)

TheP~esident requested th~t Congl'essCons ider; ttii'1F:itet.lsuf ficientl y
to C9fl1pJ~j;e the li,st of nominations', including' any to' beinade,
the .floor.
He read the list'
candidates iriciude'd iri the'report of 1:h';; ~lo'mlrii:djons Committee, viz'
W,Bleeker
D.A. Davies
A;H. Nagle
L.A. Ramdas
J. Van Mieghem.

of

hom

He asked if there were nominations from the floor for candidates for
appointment as Secretary-General.
The delegate of the United Kinqdom proposed Mr. J.N!. Stagg. Mr. Stagg
had great scientific and administrative experience. He was 'the principal deputy director of the Meteorological Office in the United Kingdom and he had
been for some years secretary-general of the International Union of Geodesy
and Geophysics,
The ,gelegate 9f Norway spoke briefly in support of Mr. Davies for Secretary-General. From their collaboration in the Executive Committee he knew
his qllalifications and had to recommend them. Mr. Stagg was also well-qualified.
The 2elegate of Switzerland proposed Mr. N. Vander Elst, director of
the Meteorological Service of the Belgian Congo. He had rendered outstanding'
service in Washington during the framing of the Convention. He was travelled,
,', he spoke four languages,he was young, tactful and technically and scientifically-qualified as an engineer. He had been into the stratosphere with Professor Piccard.

L
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There were no further nominations from the floor.
The President announced that Congress would resume consideration of
this item in plenary-session at 9.30 a.m. on the following day to appoint a
Secretary-Genera 10 In accordance with regula tions, he would receive lastminute nominations from the floor if there were any more.
(See also paragraph 50)

The meeting rose at 6 35 porno
0
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11 May 1955, at 9,30 a,mo

.E~Jd~

Members

0

; Mr. F.W. Reichelderfer.
f

r~JiO

:

Argentina, AUstralia, Austria, Belgian Congo, ,Belgium, Brazil, British
Caribbean Territories, British East African Territories and Indian Ocean
Islands, British Malaya/Borneo Territories, British West African Territories, Bulgaria, Burma, Canada, Ceylon, China, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Egypt, Federal Republic of Germany,
Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, Finland, France, French Cameroons,
French Equatorial Africa, French Oceania, French Somaliland, French Togoland, French West Africa, Guatemala, Haiti, Hong Kong, Hungary, Iceland,
India, Indonesia, Iraq, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Madagascar, Mexico,
Morocco (French Protectorate), Morocco (Territories of the Spanish Protectorate), Netherlands, New Caledonia, New Zealand, Norway, Pakistan,
Peru, Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Portuguese East Africa, PortugUese
West Africa, Romania, Spain, Sudan, Sweden, Switzerland, Syria, Thailand,
Tunisia, Turkey, Ukrainian SSR, Union of South Africa, Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, United Kingdom of 'Great Britain and Northern Ireland,
United States of America, Uruguay, Venezuela, Viet-Nam, Yugoslavia.
k:!2D-MembeEs of WMO :
Cambodia, Jordan.
International Organization1
United Nations, International Civil Aviation Organization, World Federation of United Nations Associations.
The meeting opened at 9.40 a,m.

During the intervals when ballots on item 7,3, appointment of Secretary-General were being counted, Congress could deal with items 2 and 3 of
the order of business (fifth report of the chairman of the Programme Committee, and approval of the minutes).
49.'1

Congress could also have preliminary discussions of items 3.7 and 8the proposal by Spain and Brazil to increase the memberShip of the Executive
Committee and to decide the time and place of the next Congress.
49.2

49.3
The application of Jordan and Libya for Membership in \liMO should appear on the order of business for the next plenary session.
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(See paragraph 48)
The President explained that the appointment of a Secretary-General
would'be in accordance with article 21 of the Convention and the-procedure
described in document Cg-II/133. Congress would first indicate its preference
Nhich must be finalized as a decision by a two-thirds majority vote. When the
lJrevious plenary session closed, the following candidates had been nominated
for the pos t of Secretary-Genera 1 _: _
W. Bleeker
D.A. Davies
A.H. Nagle
L.A. Ramdas
J.M. Stagg
J. Van Mieghem
N. Vander Elst.
The above list includes those nominated in the Nominations Committee and those
nominated from the floor.
The President opened the question for discussion-.
The del££ate oI-Belgiu0 stated that, although he believed that the
qua-lifications of all the candidates were very clearly_ known, he felt, nevertheless, inclined to give a few more- details on the scientific standing of
Mr, Van Mieghein. He referred to Mr. Van Mieghem's qualifications as one of
the foremost contemporary theoreticians in meteorology, his acfivities in'research and his work in the experimental and practical matters of aero logy as
a result of which he was elected president of the Commission for Aerology.
Furthermore, the Executive Committee had appointed him to represent the "HvIO
on the Special Committee of the International Geophysical
He- believed
that, with his profound knowledge and personal qualifications, Mr. Van Mieghem
was highly recommended.

Year.

The President enquired whether there were any more nominations from
~he floor. Th~being none, he declared the nominations closed and repeated
the voting procedure. Each member should vote for one 6f the candidates on
the list. The procedure pertained to a decision as regards appointment of the
Secretary-General and was not an election so all members were entitled to vote.
The voting proceeded and while the ballots were being counted, Congress dealt with other ·items cif business (see items· 51, 52, 53 and 54 below).
50.1

First ballot

------------

The delegates of Burma and the Federal Republic of -Germany were designated as tellers. A total of 74 votes was cast, distributed as follows:

II
if
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W. Bleeker
D.A. Davies
A,H. Nagle
L.A, Ramdas
J.M. Stagg
J. Van Mieghem
N. Vander Elst

I

D

I

II

I

7
10
12

10

In accordance with the prooedure accepted by Congress, the name of the
candidate who had received the fewest votes was dropPQd from the list and the
voting was repeated for the remaining candidates, namely Messrs. Davies, Nagle,
Ramdas, Stagg, Van Mieghem and Vander Elst.
Second ballot
-----------_ ...
The delegates of Uruguay and Sudan were designated as tellers. A total
of 77 votes was cast (one abstention), distributed as follows:

50.2

D.A. Davies
A.H. Nai:Jle
L,A. Ramdas
J,M.Stagg.
J. Van Mieghem
N•. l(~,nder Elst

I

4

17
14

22

19
8
5
9
13

. ,Mane of ·the cilndidates pav,i,ng obtaJoed a tWQe'thirds ,\l!'!10Fi:tyof~tl}e;
vates, the vQtingpro'qeeded on the·remaining candidates after the name of Mr.
Stagg, who had received the fewest number 'of votes, was deleted from the list
of candidates.
.. .
.
.
50.3

Third
ballot
..."-----------

The delegates of British Caribbean Territories and Japan were designated as tellers. A total of 77 votes waa cast (one abstention), distributed as
follows ;

D.A. Davies
A,H. Nagle
L.Ao Ramdas
J. Van Mieghem
N. Vander Elst

25
23
7
8

13

Voting was again repeated since none of the candidates had obtained a
two-thirds majority and the voting proceeded after the name of Mr. Ramdas was.
deleted from the list since he had received the fewest votes.
50.4

Fourth ballot

-------------

The delegates of Ireland and USSR were designated as tellers. A total
of 76 votes was cast (two abstentions), distributed as follows:
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D.A. Davies
A.H. Nagle'
J. Van Mieghem
N. Vander Elst
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27
22
12
13

None of the candidates having obtained a two-thirds majority, the
voting procee<jed after deleting 'the name of Mr. van"~lieghein from the list of
candidates.
50.5

"
Fifth
ballot
- ...... _... ----......

.-,:

,

The delegates of Pak,istan and the'Dominica'ri Republic we:r.e' designated
as teller'~'. A total o'f77,jotes was cast (3 abstentions), di'stributed' as
follows ~',
" -,
D.A. Davies
A. H. Nagle
N. Vander Elst

34
24
16

None of the candidates having obtained a two-thirds majority, the
voting proceeded after striking the name of Mr. Vander Elst off the list of
candidates.
50.6

Sixth ballot

The delegates of Haiti and Hungary were designated as tellers.
total of 77 votes was Gast (9 abstentions), distributed as follows:
'D.A. Davies

A.H. Nagle

A

41
27

The Pr'esident announced that 'neither candidate had rece'ived a twothirds, majority and that according to the agreed procedure in document Cg-II/
133, the next step would be to vote on appointment of Mr. Davies as SecretaryGe'neral sinc~ he had received the greatest number of ,votes and ,Congress now
had to reach a decision by two-thirds majority. He enquired whether Congress
wished to: ,have ,another secret ballot or whether delegates wished to make a
proposal from the floor.
The delegate of South Africa proposed that Congress should offer the
appointment to NIT. Davies and that the voting should be for or against the
proposal.
The delegate of Ireland proposed that the voting be by secret ballot.
The delegate of Switzerland asked to be recognized and stated that in
view of the fact that none of the candidates nominated had obtained a twothirds majority, he wished to propose that Mr. Swoboda be invited to remain
as Secretary-General of WMO. He assured Congress that he was speaking not only
in his own name but also in the names of several colleagues. He based his proposal on the fact that the age limit for Secretary-General was due to be suppressed soon.

~
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The President referred to document Cg.,n/133 detailing the procedure
to be followed in the appointment of the Secre,t~ry-General and stated that
Congress had expressed its preference ,and ·;th"tcfyowU might reach a decision.
Accordingly, he ruled that the proposal of'So:uthAfrica: should be followed,
,The'de'legate,of 'l!§SR 'expressed the opinion tha·t ·thel lruling,.of the
President"Was<contrary ·to the ,procedunl"'adopted 'by 'Congress,·He)thereJore. "endorsed the proposal of the delegate from Switzerland.
'. .
.1·.H'
The President read paragraphs 2(d) and (e) of dO<;llll!~Qt, Cg~II/133 ,
which clearly indicated that the procedure which was being: cfoT16wedhad been
agreed llPQ,n.b,Y CongrE'!ls pot onlyjus,t))",fore the ,Voti.ng,si;arted but also in
plenary 'jjl~et\dgs wheni't was 'presenteq seve,ral Wig .!leforewa's'Correct •. He
the'ref6r'd')h;iedthatvotin~ont11,j appointment 'oflvIl.' d~v{es 'sh6ul'd
'cil;riied
out in accordance with the proposa 1 of the delegate of South Africa.
",.,.

be

The deleqate of Venezuela suppbrted the·Irish.proposal for voting by
secret b a l l o t . '
50.7
1'-'

:§JJ~ttiK'baii'd-t;j, : < , ;, .
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The delegates of Romania and the United KIngdom were designated' 'as'
tellers. A total of 77 votes was cast (1 abstention), distributed as follows:
:"';

l

In favour

r~'-.f.:,,~f'i.-.0J
,

I

<---
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'The' P";esideht declared ttle 'decision of 'Congress,' 'accotdfngto' Uie'
vote, was that Mr, Davies should be a'ppointed Secretany~General of the WMO.
(Applause.)';:,,"

Mi. Davies spoke bdeny expressing 'appreciatiorU:f()*,~,,:r:i.§., appointment.
He' 'stated ,that his feeling was an 'admixture of humility 'andconfidence."He
,felt sure that he cO,uld 'profit by th» wisdom, experience ,anci'advice of;the
Pres ident,'Vice.-Pres idents and';members,of the .'Executive' C6minittee" ; ,He i. pa'id
tribute ,toM'!:'. Swoboda., ,a nd the, ',high ';s ta ndardne . had; iHtLi'ls;,.R"ecretary-Genera1.
He a Iso.:expTessed his pleasure' for the 'opportunities which hisappointmeht
would offer to serve meteorology as the leader of "thEi' 'effici'eht~'add ·:hard"
workingU members of the Secretariat.
.

- ,';
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Fifth r§Eor) oL th~hai~of
(Doc. Cg-II 140)
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th~Programme

Committee

I,; ;
During the voting interim period on item 50.3, ~hiie'ballots were
being cQunted,the chairman of the Programme. Gommitteehadreadhis 'fifth
repor,t which:"was composed of s.ix sections.C~ngfes';;:deal.t--with~~ach section
sep·aNtely. " "
'0,..
. 1 , " ' . ,
- ; ,.:
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51.1
The report recommended that Congress endorse the outline of a plan
for the preparation of a World Meteorological Bibliography, annexed to the
report, and designed for guidance of the Executive Committee.
The Presid3nt, after giving opportunity for discussion, put the above
recommendation to the vote. It was unanimously adoeted.
51.2

~~eSE~~_Sf_EE~~!~2~!~_~f_!~~!2Q~i_~~~S~!~!!27n~_~Q~_!2S~~!S~~_SS~!~sions \Agenda items 2.2 and 2,3I\Docs. Cg-II 28, Addendum 1, Erratum;
32;-33, 35, 63, 84, 88, Addenda 1 and 2, and Docs. Cg-II/34, Addenda
1 and 2; 39, 48, 53, Addendum 1; 67, 71, 82, Addendum 1; and 87)

(See paragraph 25)
This section of the report recommended that the Abridged Final Report
of Regional Association II should be referred to the Executive Committee for
action in the normal way. No action was required by Congress and agenda items
2,2 and 2.3 were, therefore, considered completed.
(See also paragraph 61.4)
51.3
This section of the report required action by Congress on draft resolution P.9 annexed to the report.
After opportunity for discussion, draft resolution P.9 was put to the
vote and was unanimously adopted.

I See

resolution 23 (Cg-II) : International Geophysical Year

51 .. 4

(See paragraph 44)
The report recommended adoption of draft resolution P.lO which
annexed to it.

was

The E~ideD1 asked if there were any objections to this resolution.
There were none and draft resolution P.lO was ~doeted.
See resolution 29 (Cg-II) ; Qualifications and training of meteorological personnel employed in the application of meteorology to aeronautics
(See also paragraph 66)
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51.5

. Units used in coded messages for·ihternational. exchange' (Agenda
Item-5:8yr5ocs;MCg:ii'722-a;;;r6i)------M--M-----------~-

This sectiQn~equired action by Congress on draft resolution P,ll recommending that WI,10 ~houldadopt the use of the metric system. of units for
the evaluation Qf' a. 11 meteorological elements when used in international exchange. In the event of the above resolution being adopted 'by Congress,
delegates representing several Members requested that a record be made in
the minutes to the effect that they wished to enter a reservation regarding
implementation of the resolution pending further study.
The.gele$late'orSouth Mri..£5 made the following statement :
"Mr. President,
i
,".- ".;" - -',
As the original proposer of the draft resolution now before Congress,
may I be allowed, first to make a brief statement of certain facts, and
then to add to these my own convictions concerning this much debated
questi.ol]?
.. ,. "

'(1'V1:n thePr6'granine Committe'eth~re was compiete unanimity concerning' -cliG'des'iriibi'li fyof 'a' sirig'learid uniform system. :of units for use in
meteorology.
.
,.:.' ""
"
,
.

I
I

I

I
I

,~

,

(2) Practically the same degree of tinanimity,was'evident ,for the proposal that the units should be those at present employed by most countries
of• ',_ the
world:
the.
metric ,system •
';"y._,,")
-,-,
'\,"_:'r ,.; ro'-;'\- - ; ; :-,- ~'_;'.',
: ' _'_".
_
.",. ___.. __ : : _ ' , . ' : ' ___ ~
, . \' (3f At one 's't~g'e d~ringthe' dis<cus·S'ions<Tt"Se~;ne~d"itilffiI~~nt<';that a
unanimous draft resolution would be laid before Congress. However, difficu1tie~ "rose, :full accord was not attained, and a number of large and important countries lodged reservations concerning imp'lementatioh of the
requirements contained in the resolution now under discussion.
'(4)lf 'we rega'rd the pr'esent posHioh,' there is an unmistakable movement towards the more general use of the metric system as evidenced by the
fact that S0l1th Africa adopted this system in J951, and that India contemplates doihg thE; same within the next few years. However, this process of
change-over is extremely slow and it must be deplored by everybody that
more general agreement can evidently not be attaJne<:i d\1ring the present sessTorief Cb'ng'Fe'ss.·' ,
.
_..

.

(5) Until such time as a uniform system of units is generally employed,
it is inevitable that future Congresses will struggle with: the same problem,
and much valuable time will be wasted which could be much more fruitfully
utilized.
(6) However, it is my conviction that uniformity will not be achieved
by coercion, and even if WIviO had the maChinery to enforce its decisions I
am sure that it would notwish to do so. Much rather our object should be
realized by mutual ul]derstanding and agreement.
(7) Our failure at thisstage.to reach general agreement must be doub'ly
'deplored because trie' univertii1 effor',t at rationalization would have been of
unbounded 'credit to WMO, arid would have been an event of major significance
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in the field of international co-operation and goodwill.
(8) Although the expressed ideal will probably not be attained at the
present session of Congress, it will inevitably be achieved at some future
date, and in this connexion it is important to take note of some further
cardinal facts.
(g) The adoption by any country, e.g., the USA, of the metric system
only for international exchange of synoptic information, another system being retained for domestic use, must needs remain unsatisfactory. Only a
complete change-over can give ultimate satisfaction.
(10) If the task of introducing a new system of units be regarded as
an onerous and distasteful duty, disillusion and disappointment are sure to·
follow. Success depends entirely upon the attitude of mind in which the problem is approached.
(ll) Thus, e.g., when our colleagues in the United States and Canada
decide that the ideal is not only worthwhile but is also attainable in practice, the difficulties which now loom so large, will prove to be mainly illusory. The effort of previously mobilizing public opinion into acceptance
of the change by means of government agencies, the press, radio, television,
etc., is bound to be an intensely interesting undertaking, and it would be
even more interesting and exciting if the change-over could be effected simultaneously in all countries sHU using the 'imperial' system. It would
be an outstanding example of international co-operation and the task will
undoubtedly prove to be not a distasteful burden but an exhilarating adventure."
The delegat~of Ireland stated that, while he was whole-heartedly in
favour of the resolution, he thought that at the present time he must add the
name of his country to the list of those which have entered a reservation as
regards the actual implementation of the resolution.
The Presioj5!nt directed that the name of Ireland should be added to the
list. He then opened draft resolution P.ll to discussion commenting that it
was a resolution on which everybody. was agreed in principle, but which some
found difficult to implement.
The deleqateofSo~th
draft resolution :

Afri~~

proposed the following amendment to the

(1) That the words "in principle" be inserted after the word "adopt",
under DECIDES,
(2) That the following new paragraph be added to the resolution :
"To request J\'iembers who do not use the Celsius degree and the
metric system for observations, to consider the possibility of
fixing a time-limit for introducing them in reports for international exchange".
The delegate of Poland asked whether the delegate of South Africa was
willing to add a definite time-limit to the proposed amendment.
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The ,gelegate o,LSouth Africa thought that it was not wise to tamper
with the wording of the amendment at this stage since agreement had been
reached in Committee on the W'm:iing he p:r;9poseCl,
The delegate 2,LPoland ~iithdrew his proposed modification.
The delegate of South Africa then stated that tlw importance of this
resolution warr:anted-a-;;-tatement from some of the countries which had placed
a reservation to -ito.

-

Delegates of several countries which had lodged a reservation declared
that they would remove their reservations if the resolution were adopted as
amended.
.
The E~sident put draft resolution P,ll as amended to the vote,
was unanimously adopte.'!.
See resolution 28 (Cg-II)
,

.

It

Units used in coded messages for interna.tional excha~ge •

Th,ePresident thell i~form~d,the delegates from cQuptr;ies who had
ente:r;ed a're?8:r;yiltionas :r;egards the implementation of the resolution :Lnits
o:rigina~, :fo:r;m, ,and \vl,() , J;l),W ~Jl,?h"d to, wi t[1IlFaw ;their;, :r:ese:r;vation,. ,th'i\,t ;tl1ey
could in,f9:r;rn the ,Se9retp:r;~at 9J tl1ei:r: wisl;1.
.j.
!

-,

'w'ith

one exception the names of all these Members were

wit\1,cjF5'~(IJ,

from

the list,
5L6'

FllllCtioris of the technical library of the' Secreta:tiat (Agenda item 5.9)
r5oc:-C9:i:'j'145}----~------.,------

----.,.,:-------:-.,-.,--

This section compdsed the following items :

I

51.6,1 Central collecting and storing of climatological data published by
the meteorological services of the world' (Paragraph 3.4 of document Cg-II/45).

!

51.6.2 Exchange of unpublished historical weather data (Paragraph 4 of document C9-II/45).

I

II
,,

51.6.3 Collection and cataloguing of,basic data from the IGV (Paragraph 5 of
document Cg- II/45) ,
5106.4 DeVelopment of the WMO library into a reference centre for meteorological publications (Paragraph 6 of document Cg-II/45) •
. No action was required by Congress on any, of these items.

The President exp:r;essed the opinion that, unless otherwise p:r;oposed,
the next Congress would meet in Geneva. Since it was not possible to forecast
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the developments during the, next four years with certainty, the President suggested for further consideration that the final decision as to the next meeting of Congress be left to the Exe,cutive Committee.
(See also paragraph 65)

53.1

~!~~!~~_2f_!b~_§~Qb!b_~!~~~EY_~~~!~~~

An amendment was proposed by the delegate of Ireland, the text of
which was distributed to delegates as provisiona~mlnutes-of the Eighth Session" Erratum 1. Congress ~£l£E.£ved the minutes as amended.
53.2

-_

-_

Minutes
of the Ninth Plenary Mee,ting
.... _.... --- ----- ... ----------------- .... ... _...

i,linor corrections and an amendment were proposed and circulated among
delegates as provisional minutes of the Ninth Session, Erratum 1.
Congress ~£oeted the minutes as modified by the provisional minutes
of the Ninth Sess ion, Erratum 1.
54.
'The delegate of South Africa asked to be recognized and to speak on
another subject.-He-statedthat t'h-;-two-thirds majority rule has led to an
imp<:,sse on several occasions. He therefore wished to know ~Ihether there was
still time for the present Congress to study this problem or whether the President could indicate the best procedure which the Executive Committee could
take to consider this question during the next 'year or 'two; so' tflattongress
business would not be unduly delayed.

The fE~ident remarked that the subject could be added to the agenda
if Congress so desired, but since ~ change in 'the rule would require an amendment to the Convention, it should have careful deliberation before action.
The delega!!L,2LEgYE! said he wishedto__ supportth,e, point ,made by
Mr;' Sohumann since 'it had become- evident' during the present Congress that
this provision is too restrictive, His ddegationhad ili-cepdad to bring this
point up when article l3(c) of the Convention was being discussed. The intentio'n was too ask Congress to consider amendments not only to article l3(c} but
also to lO(b).
There being no further discussion of the subject, the meeting rose
at 12;55 p,m.
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MINUTES OF THE FIFTEENTH PLENARY MEETING
12 May 1955, at 11.30 a.m.

President: Mr. F.W. Reichelderfer.
Members of WNIO :
Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, British Caribbean Territories, British East African Territories "nd Indian Ocean Islands, British
MalaJla/BorneoTerritories, Br'itishWest African Territories, Bulgaria,
Burma, 'Byelorussian SSR, Canada, Ceylon, China, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Dominicari Republic, Egypt, Federal Republic of Germany;' Federation
of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, Finland, France, French Cameroons,French Equatorial Africa, French Oceania, .French SOlllaliland, FrenJ::h,j'pgo)i:m!1, French
West Africa, Guatemala, Haiti, Hong Kong, Hungary, Iceland, India, Indo,ne,sia, Iraq, Ireland,' Israel, ltaly;Japan, Lebanon, Madagascar,' Mexico,
Morocco (French Protectorate)', Morocco (Territories ofithe Spanish Protectorate), Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Pakistan, Peru, Philippines,
Polilodj, Portugal,Portuguese' \Vest Afric~,: ,Romah1a,<Spain, 'SUdan, Sweden,
Switzer land, Syria, Tha iland, Tunis ia, Turkey, UnIon of South Africa ,'Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland, United States of America, Uruguay, Venezuela, Viet:-Nam,Yugoslavia •
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Ci~~o~li~~'Joidan'; j::hi~e.
lnte:briatto°rial Orqanizations :
United Nations, International Civil Aviation Organization, World Federation of United Nations Associations.

l

"

i

\

The meetih9 opened at 11.38 a.m.
55.

~1hreport of the chairman of the Programme Committee (Doc.Cg-II/14~
. c

I

I

- -- -Ml'.-~~;'chairman' ofthe'Programme-Cornmittee, presentea 'his report
contained in documentCg-n/14l, ThiS'report'dealt in turn with the partiCipation ofWi\JIO in the United Nations Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance
(agenda item 5.3), the Regular Technical Assistance Programme of WNO (agenda
item 5.4), the International Meteorological Institute (agenda item 5,6), and
the examination of polity concerning the Technical Programme (agenda item 5.1).
At the conclusion of his report, Mr. Barnett stated that this completed all the agenda items which had been referred to the Programme Comrnittee
with the exception of item 3.5.which .dealt. with the WMO Technical Regulations.
There being no questions or discussion on the report as a whole, Congress proceeded to' consider in turn the various proposals in the report which
called for Congress action.
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The President presented draft resolution P.12 to Congress for discussion~

The delegate of Australia stated that his delegation wished to record
its concern ab'(;U'tthe inequitabl-;; allocation of funds to Members in respect
to the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance. On the basis of an equitable distribution of these funds, 50 per cent would hav'e been allocated to
Members in Asia and the Far East, but in fact only 13 per cent had been allocated to these Membel's in 1954, and only 9 per cent in 1955. It was to be
hoped that the Executive Committee would keep the needs of meteorology in
Asia and the Far East continually under review when implementing resolution
P.12, and,that practicable me3t)s would be found for' ensuring a 'more even
distribution of technical 'assistance funds among all Members who were interested.
The delegate of the USSR shared the anxiety expressed by the Australian delegate-;ith regard to the proper distribution of funds contributed by
various countries to the technical assistance fund. In his view this fund was
distributed withciut any guiding policy - anybody who put in a request receivECi
help. The amount of funds allocated to' countries was apparently fixed by only
one or possibly two people in the Organization and even the very modest rules
calling for participation of the regional associations in the distribution of
funds had not been applied.
There were some countries in the world with no meteoro.1ogical service
and WMO should be greatly concerned with the elimination of such blank spaces.
Some countri'es which already have meteorological services had received generous help from the technical assistance fund, for example, the so-called Government of Kuomintang, which had received over ~ 60,000. This bad distribution was because the Executive Committee had withdrawn its control over the
expenditure of technical assistance money.
In the opinion of the Soviet delegation, the Executive Committee must
tackle the problem and apply a definite policy. Technical assistance funds
should be used for the good of the world in the countries where the need was
greatest. 'For these reasons they wished to propose an amendment to draft resolution P.12·in the form of an additional paragraph at the end, to read:
"INSTRUCTS the Executive Committee to review annually the requests of
count:des for technical assistance within the Expanded Programme of
the United Nations, and to submit them to the United Nations with
their conclusions, keepi,ng in mind that technical assistance should
be given in the first place to those countries which have no meteorological service or whose meteorological service is,,in a poor stage
of development."
..... "
The delegate of Can~da considered that, while the distribution of
funds under the Expanded Programme might be improved from the meteorological
point of view, it must be realized that these monies had been given by nations
into a common pool which' was administerGd by the Economic and Social Council
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of the United Nations in accordance with their resolution 532 (XVIII) reproduced:in annex Ito document Cg-,r:tj4. It was clear from this resolution that
allocation of technical assistance 'was on the basis of requests; if ,countries
did not make a request they would receive no assistance. There was 'no way for
WMO to get round this' difficulty.
It Was true that the participating organizations had been called upon
by the Economic and SoCial Council to continue to review the technical aspects
of Uieprogrammes for which they i'!ssumed responsibility, but this review was
made after the money had been spent. It was not possible fcir !"iMO to control
the a1.location of teChnical assistance funds in the way that Members might
pref er.
,
The delegate of Po~ felt that it was the duty of WMO to show that
the, dtstribution of ;technical assistance funds could be dope II}, a¢cordance
with 6th~r criteria than those at presehtadopted. The Organization should
indicate which countries were most in need of assistance and should insist
that funds would not be used for purposes which were harmful to other Members.
On thebasis of this premise, the Polish delegation whole-heartedly supported
the a~endh\?Qtproposedby the USSR.
",' ,
..'"
_-

- 4

-

-

_

,; ",', J?~,Pres identii ta j;e:t ,thi\theha~ k~pt in clo~e tol,lC;p,; ;iith ~l;ie leCh~.
[1!,cal AS$ls,!;ance Programme, 10 meteorology, The queshon had been <hS(;,Ussed 10
'detaIl iii the' Executive CoUimi tteilwi th thosemeIhbers INho wer~' i;';'ter&'sted~' This
was'prOb~J5l:y': toe ifioH miSun'derstbod programme Wl, th ~Ihi.ch WN,lO, had tode~ll. -,
•

-

-
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•

-
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All Members probably were agreed that ideally' it would pc, excellent
irfund$~orT(ete0r.0logic,al projects und:~ ~heExpa~ded Pro'ltamme or T:chnical
ASSlstahce could be allocated on the bans of relatlve need 1n the ,varlOUS
. coUntries; th§se c0tlntries with no mete'oro logica I services would Come first
This ideal was impossible to ach.ieve in many cases because funds could not be
allocated until a country had requested assistance.
'
0

There had been the greatest difficulty in the early days in obtaining
sufficient requests for technical assistance in meteorology, To remedy this
situation and to attempt to allocate funds impartially on the basis of meteorologicalheeds, presidents of regional associations and difect()rs of meteorologica I services had repeatedly be,en urged to examine the.Jleeds of their
neighbours and to encourage them to make requests for technical assistance.
He believed there was no disagreement 'about the desirability of geographical distribution according to needs, but the representative of the United Nations had pointed out sonJe of the administrative difficulties. If those
who were interested in this programme and who questioned its administration
would examirri, the record and read the rules relating to requests for EPTA projects, theirlimitationantl operation, their queries would be answered.
The 'deleqate of the USSR was then called upon to repeat his proposed
amendment to-draft resoluti'Oi1'P:12. Before doing this he stated that he wished
to show by a practical example how WMO could influence the allocation of technical assistance funds to meteorology notwithstanding all the rules and regulations.In Afghanistan there was no meteorological' servic~, and at the first
, session of Regional Association II ,it was recommended, in the presence of the
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chief of the WMO Technical Assistance Unit, that Afghanistan should have a
meteorological service. As a result of this recommendation, the WMO official
concerned visited Afghanistan, talked with the government officials concerned,
and worJeed out a concrete progral11l11e. Afghanistan had subsequently made a request for technical assis,tance, and WMO had taken steps to make sure that the
United Nations would provide the necessary funds. Within two years, it was to
be hoped that there would be a meteorological service in Afghanistan.
This example showed that no difficulties could prevent WMO from taking
action if sufficient 'efforts were made. Similar ass istance to "another country
in the past had now resulted in that country becoming a Member ofWMO.
The USSR amendment to draft resolution P,12 was then put to the vote.
There were 13 votes in favour of the amendment and 28 against, and the amendment was therefore lost.
Draft resolution P.12 was then put to the vote. There were 55 votes
in favour and 5 vo'tes against, and draft resolution P.12 was therefore ado£t8d.
See resolution 31 (Cg-II) ; Participation by the World Meteorological
Organization in the United Nations Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance
for economic development of under-develcped countries,
The delegate of Poland explained that the Polish delegation had voted
against this rE:oolution in view of the exclusion from it of the amendment
stating that technical assistance should be granted to countries that did not
exercise a harmful effect on other countries, and to those countries which

were backward in the field ,of meteorology, He expressed great surprise at the
fact that the majority of delegates voting against the amendment apparently
did not agree that technical assistance should be granted to countries where
meteorology was at a low level of development, as stated in the amendment.
The President stated that the vote wa's understood as a disapproval of
the restrictive administrative effects of the amendment which in practice
might seriously handicap the WMO in its EPTA projec1:s and that the vote did
not repudiate the principies of equitable distribution of EPTA funds and projects both geographically and according to meteorological needs, principles
to which probably all agree.
55.2

International Meteorological In5titute (Agenda item 5.6)

TiS;;c;; ~- C9='[ i725 - and -122)------- ----- --

Congress decided without objection to support the conclusion reached
in res'oluiion 7 (EC-VI), to the effect that the present justifications for an
international meteorological institute did not appear to be sufficiently
strong to require actioh by the Second Congress.

lJ2
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,Draft, resolution P.13 VIa,s put before Congressfordiscussioni
,

~

i~

n

I,

"
iIjr" Davi~, sPeaking a,s chahman of the Administrative and Financial
Committee, stated "that U draft resolution P.13 were adopted in its present
form, there might be some incons istency with a resolution 90 the, budget for
the second financial period which Would come beforeCongresslat,er. He therefore wisn;ed to propose that the final sentence of 'draftresdlution P.13 should
be amended to 1:'ead :
'
'
"

"DIRECTS the' EXecutive CbtJimi ti;ee to take apprdpri~!te 'steps to implement
'these 'projects, in so far as budgetary provision Permits".

I"
j

I

This amendment
yvas adopted,by
Congress
without obje,etion.
, ,
.
.
.' -

'."

, Draft resolution P.13 as ainended was then adopted
out opposition.
,r

I

See

by Congress with-

~esollii}o~: 22,(C<:1~:~:I)"FTeChnical programme of the World ;illeteoro,
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'",

" ' i , G " " , ' ",'

logical Organization for the second financl.al period.

Draftresolutiop P.14, cpncerping the operational and technical developmeritfu'nd! was 'then adopted by Congress' wi tholrtoppos ition;'"
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See resolution,32 (Cg-II),: Operational and
fund.
I. ':;

;

;,' '-,'-'-, '

te~h;'~c~~
~

development
-

'Congress then decided' ~vi thout' opposi tion to refer to the Executive
Committee for further study the proposal by the Netherlands delegation contained in document C9-II!126 'concerning the recording on punch cards of maritime meteorological data.
Congress then decided without opposition to endorse resolution P.3
(EC-VI) which referred to strengthening the establishment of WrVio Secretariat
by the addition of a ti:!lecommunications technologist to look after the interest of meteorology in telecommunications.
The dele~.:!:.§...of Haiti after asking permission to speak on another
agenda item, made the following :statelllent" ref~rrin9tp agenda it~ms 5.3 and
5.4 :
"On the one hand, as regards the possibility of utilizing wind energy,
inwl1ich the Governtilent of Haiti is deep'ly .int"reste.d; it is known
that an 'expert is to be. sent 'to Haiti to ,undertake the setting up of
observat'ion posts for thestudY,pf tl1espeed afthe wind, in order to
determine in what areascentres'ror harnessing the winds could usefully be constructed. This specialist will also deal with the training
of the Haiti technicians who would continue to effect a complete series
of observations.
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In addition, two bursaries for studying tropical meteorology have been
awarded, including one to the chief of meteorology in Haiti.
The Haiti delegation wishes to express the great satisfaction of his
government for the assistance which has thus been accorded by the
World Meteorological Organization."
56,

(See paragraph 22)
Congress agl'eed to deal with these applications for Membership by
roll-call in accordance with Regulation 46. The President explained that 40
affirmative votes would constitute the necessarYlmajority for approval of
the applications.
The application by the United Kingdom of Libya was dealt with first.
The results of the voting by roll-call were as follows
yes
Mexico
Argentina
yes
yes
Australia
Netherlands
yes
yes
Austria
yes
New Zealand
yes
Norway
Belgium
yes
yes
Brazil
Pakistan
yes
yes
Burma
Peru
yes
yes
Canada
Philippines
yes
abstention
Poland
Ceylon
yes
yes
China
Portugal
yes
yes
Cuba
Romania
yes
yes
Spain
Czechos lovakia
yes
yes
Denmark
Sweden
yes
yes
Dominican Republic
Switzerland
yes
yes
Egypt
Syria
yes
yes
Federal Republic of
Thailand
yes
Germany
Turkey
yes
yes
Finland
Union of South Africa
yes
France
yes
Union of Soviet Socialist
Guatemala
yes
yes
Republics
Haiti
yes
United Kingdom of Great
Hungary
Britain and Northern
yes
yes
Iceland
Ireland
yes
India
Uni ted Sta tes of
yes
yes
America
Indones ia
yes
yes
Uruguay
Iraq
yes
yes
Venezuela
Ireland
yes
yes
Israel
abstention
Viet-Nam
yes
Japan
Yugoslavia
yes
Lebanon
yes

f""~'·

I

-~"=-

-~ <"~>---~
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The application by the Hashemite Kingdom of the Jordan was then dealt
wi tho The results of the voting by roll-call were as follows

I
I

Argentina
AUstralia
Austria
Belgium
Brazil
BUrma
Canada
Ceylon
China
Cuba
Czechoslovakia
Denmark
Dominican Republic
Egypt
Federal Republic of
Germany
Finland"
France
Guatemala"
Haiti
Hungary
Iceland India
Indonesia
Iraq
Ireland
Israel
Japan

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes,
yes
yes
'yes
yes
yes'."
yes
yes
yes
yes'
abstention
yes

Lebanon'
Mexico
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
pakistan
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Spain
Sweden
Switzer land
Syria
Thailand
TUrkey
Gnlon of South "AfriCa
Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics
United Kingdom of Great
Bri ta in ". and Northern
Ireland"
United St'>-tes of America
Uruguay
Venezuela
Viet-Nam
Yugoslavia

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
ye~

Y,es
yes
yes
yes
,
yes
yes
'

yes"
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes

The President announced ,that as both applicants had received more
than the necessary 40 votes, they would become Members of the lVMO 30 days
after the deposit of their instruments of accession in accordance with the
Convention. The Congress welcomed by applause, in advance of the completion
of these necessary formalities,these two new Members of the Organization.
The meeting rose at 1.10 p.m.

------
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MINUTES OF THE SIXTEENTH PLENARY MEETING
12 May 1955, at 2.30 p.m.

President: Mr. F.W. Reichelderfer.
Membe,Es of WNIO :
Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgian Congo, Belgium, Brazil, British
Caribbean Territories, British East African Territories and Indian Ocean
Islands, British Ma laya/Borneo Territories , British West African Territories, Burma, Canada, Ceylon, China, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Egypt, Federal Republic of Germany, Federation, of Rhodesia
and Nyasaland, Finland, France, French Cameroons, French Equatorial Africa,
French Oceania, French Somaliland, French Togoland, French West Africa,
Guatemala, Haiti, Hong Kong, Hungary, Iceland, India, Indonesi", Iraq, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Lebanon, Madagascar, Mexico, Morocco (French
Protectorate), MOrOCCO (Territories of the Spanish Protectorate), Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Pakistan, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Portugal,
Portuguese West Africa, Romania, Spain, Sudan, Sweden, Switzerland, Syria,
Thailand, Union of South Africa, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America,
Uruguay, Viet-Nam, Yugoslavia.'
Non-Members of WMO :
Cambodia, Jordan, Chile,
Interna tiolaL9.E..'@ niza !ion§.
United Nations, International Civil Aviation Organization, V,orld Federation
of United Nations Associations.
The meeting opened, at 2,40 p.m.
~1,

E.surtb_,Eepori of tbe L_~.9al COI]!!!!itj;ee (Doc, C9-II/139)
.
(Aqenda,_g2.~l. 7 dP..rlls:atio:!2-L fo!~mbers~ of t~. re,lli.ona 1 .::!.§~££ iaj;ions)
(See paragraph 23)

Toe chairman of the Leqal
the Lega 1 Commi tt~:------

Co~mij;te~

introduced the fourth report

of

57.1
The President invited discussion on draft resolution L4 - Admission
of Portugal to-ReSiional Association ~I.
The deleqate of the USA stated that Congress had adopted new General
Regulations whic'haffordectMembers an automatic right' of m2mhership iri a regional association. The application of Portugal for membership in Regional
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Association II had been submitted under the old General Regulations, and therefore a vote must be taken. He asked for a secret ballot.
The ~egate of the Union of South Africa seconded this request for a
secret ballot.
The President pointed out that, as the issue was one of membership,
voting was restricted to Member States. Article 10 of the Convention did not
contain this as a specific provision as regards membership in regional associations, but he believed tha t i t was implied since the present question involved rights of Members as well as the question of interpretation of the Convention and possibl.y implications' of amendments to the Convention. According
to Convention article 10 amendments or interpretations of the Convention are
open to vote by Member States only. He asked whether there was any objection
on the part of Congress •
.
.There being no. objection, the President appointed the delegates
Canada and Portuguese East Africa as tellers.

of

(D~:ringthe voting Congress studied the second report ofAhe·chairman
of the Administrative and Financial Committee (Doc. Cg-rr/132j, as minuted at
patagriLPh 08 below ).
,. The result 6f the votihg was' as' follows:
For the draft resolution
Against the draft resolution
Abstentions
Inva lid ba llot
The

~~~nt

30
7
7
1

stated that draft resolution 1.4 had

See resolution 7 (Cg-II)

~

been·~£:\:.~.9.
"

.

Admission of Portugal to Regional Association II.

The delegate of the British West African Territories made the following statement-:---------"The British West African Territories withheld objection to your ruling
that in' accordance with article 10 of the Convention, Members which are
not States are not entitled to vote on application for membership of
regional associations. They did so only as article 10 of the Convention
has been referred to the Executive Committee for study, and request
that it should be made clear in the minutes that your present ruling
in no way creates a precedent."
57.2
The President invited discussion on draft resolution L.5 - Admission
of the FederalRepUblic of Germany to Regional Associa,tion VI.
On the request of the delegate of the United States of America and the
dele£2te of th~ United .!5ingdom~ voting ,vas undertaken by secret ballot.
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The delegate of the USSR stated that it was impossible to vote in fa~
vour of draft resolution L.5~ because Western Germany could not represent the
whole of Gez-many in Regional Association VI. the German Democratic Republic
was not being given an opportunity of participating in the work of Regional
Association VI, since it had been denied membership of the Organization. This
was a measure of discrimination against the German Democratic Republic.
The Eresiden! appointed the delegates of India and Spain as tellers.
The result of the voting was as follows
For the draft resolution
Against the draft resolution
Abstentions
Invalid ba llot

43
5
2
1

The Eresident stated that draft resolution L.5 had been

~pted.

See resolution 9 (Cg-II) ; Admission of the Federal Republic of Germany to Regional Association VI.
The delegate of the USSR made the following statement :
"The delegation of the USSR considers that the decision of Congress to
admit Western Germany as a member of Regional Association VI (Europe)
is not justified, since the German Democratic Republic would thereby
be discriminated against. In fact, the German Democratic Republic has
no chance of taking part in the proceedings of Regional Association VI,
and had not even been accepted as a Member of the WMO."
57.3
The President invited discussion on draft resolution· L.6 - Admission
of· China to Regional Association II. A secret ballot was requested as in the
two previous cases.
The delega!e of Yugoslavia made the following statement :
"The Yugoslav delegation wishes to declare that, in our Organization,
as well as in the regional association, China should be represented
only through the representative of the Central Government of the People's Republic of China. We firmly support the standpoint that any
other representativ·e does not represent China."
The delegate of the USSR stated that the Soviet delegation had repeatedly emphasized that the representatives of the Kuomintang Government were illegally occupying their seat in the Viorld Meteorological Organization. This
seat rightly appertained to the People's Republic of China, He would emphasize
once more that the representatives of the Kuomintang could not represent the
People's Republic of China in Regional Association II. He associated himself
fully with the intervention of the delegate of Yugoslavia and moved the rejection of the draft resolution.
The

dele9~~-E91~2

made the following statement

.
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"In connexion with: the proposed discussion of res01ution L.6 (annex 3
to. document C9-II/139) concerning China's admis'sionto Regional Association II, the Polish delegation feels that this question should -he
discussed only when real representative,,; of the Chinese people attend
the meetings of the WMO. '
Our delegation stated i~s opinion on this matter during the, very first
meetings of Congress and OU1~ views have not changed since then."
The President stated that, in an early plenary session,Second Congress
had agreed that the question of the representation of China would not be discussed further in the current session. He therefore ruled that this subject was
out of order.
The President appointed the delegates of Romania and the Union of South
Africa as tellers.
The results of the voting were

¥'i follows

For the draft resolution
: 34
Against the draft resolution
14
-Abstentions'
4
The Pre.§iderlt stilted

'Ske

resolut:lon&

that- draft

resolution ..t;6."had be~n ~dopted.

(e9-II)· :~A:d~is~ion
.-, "

iiQr):n.

of China to Regional Associa-

The delJg~te o'jh~'di~' exp~es,,~d his great concern at the result of the
voting and requested that ,the r~l1owing stateme.nt be.·entered in the minutes of
Congress :
",The Indian delegation wished to place on record its great disappointment at the decision Second Congress of WMO has taken in accepting the application for membership of the regional association for Asia submitted by
the representatives of the Government of Nationalist China at this Congress.
This acceptance, in the view of our delegation, is unwarranted, and wholly
against the spirit of the WNlO Convention, because the only meteorological
service that can fulfil the obligations and responsibilities of WMO in respect of meteorology on the territory ·of China is the meteorological service
under the Government of the People's Republic of China. Therefor,e by adopting this resolution, and thereby accepting the present application, Congress has shown a regrettable disregard of realities, and has imposed a
serious impediment in the way of promoting further international collaboration in the field of meteorology between the countr'ies wh'ich' are Members of
WMO Regional Association II for Asia."
The President announced that action on agenda item 1.7 - Applications
for membership of regional associations - had been completed.
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Fin~cial

."

The ·chairman.oithe Administrative and Financial Committe.2 introduced
his second r~port.
58.1

(See paragraph 10)
The chairman of the Administrative and Financial Committee informed
Congress that in the coursea"f discussion the committee had-r;ot;;;Jthat the
budget for the first financial period, as specified in resolution 26(I), was
not in the same form as was now followed. This was because the system had
been changed during the final financial period to conform to UN practice. It
was thereupon agreed that the final accounts for any financial period should
be submitted to the Members in a form which would enable a direct comparison
to be made between such accounts and the budget as adopted by Congress.
Subject to the alteration of the words "post facto" to "post factum"
on the motion of the delegate of the United Kingdom, Congress ~dopted without a vote draft resolution A.4.
See resolution 13 (Cg-II)

Implementation of the Financial Regulations

oJ

Further action was required before Congress had completed its examination of agenda item 2.4.
(See also paragraph 61.2)
58.2

Review of Financial Regulations (Agenda item 3.3) (Docs. Cg-II/23
~~a-§§y------------------------

The President invited di.scuss.ion on draft resolution A.3 (revised)
which formed annex 2 to document Cg-II/132,
The delegate of l.E§la.!)£ drew the attention of Congress to article 8.2
of the Financial Regulations as it appeared in the appendix to draft resolution A.3 (revised). This article enabled adjustments to be made to the annual
contribution of Members. There were cerhrin factors which 'might lead to a
variation in the annual contribution, which might increase or decrease. Section (e) of the article, which referred to contributions for new Members of
the Organization, might be applied to cause a decrease. There was also the
question of miscellaneous income which, perhaps although relevant, was not
of prime importance at the present juncture. In the view of the delegation
of Ireland, monies deriving from contributions of new Members should be applied to the all-round reduction of contributions, This could be achieved
by the elimination of the words "and (d)" from the final paragraph of article

t"("=O""l'."""''''''''-.><; .. -
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8.2. He would have made this proposal in committee, but as the debate

had

been closed, he would have been out of order in dO'ing so.,
The chairman of the Administrative arid Financial Committee said that
he was unable to present the viewsOTthe ;holecOr;imittee as the matter had
not been discussed therein.
The ~dent then put the amendment, as proposed by the delegate of
Ireland, to the vote.
The result of the voting was as follows:
For the amendment
Against the amendment

I

15
14

The amendment was lost.
The delegate of Canad~ pointed out two minor editorial changes which
were necessary in article 8.1.
Congress thereupon adopted draft resolution A.3 (revised).
U!:e.

res~lution

12 (CgdI) : Review of the Financial Regulations.

The President thanked the delegate of Ireland :for his sauna' financial
adv;Lce Which-Would rece,ive further examination.
The examination of agenda

i,tern

3.3 had now been completed by Congress.

Third reoort of the chairman of the Administrative and Financial Com-

ffiIt~OOC:-C9-III136)
The
his report.
59.1

chair~~-2i-the_Administrative

Review of scale of contributions
and-46y-------------------------

and

Fin~ncial Committe~

introduced

(Agenda item 6.4) (Docs. Cg-II/37

(See paragraph 33)
The chairman of the Administrative and Financial Committee reported,
and it was agreed by Congress, that in considering document Cg-IV46, the committee thought that the income deficit caused by the non-receipt of the 1955
contributions of the assessments for Indochina should be entered in the accounts of the Organization as a debit on the surplus and recommends that a
statement to this effect be included in the minutes of Congress.
(See also paragraph 67.2)
With regard to the repayment of the amount standing to the credit of
Indochina in the working capital fund, on the advice of the Legal Committee,

----------------------------------------------
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it was agreed tb accept the kind ofTer of the delegahon of France to tl'ans~
fer the sUm in ques'tion (,$ T35) as a: free gift to the general fund of the
'Organization under article 10.2 of the Financial ,Regulations.

It

was 'further agreed, on the advice of the Legal Committee, that the

1955 contributions in respect of the new countries, Viet-Nam, Laos and Cambodia, should be regarded as normal unanticipated contributions to the General Fund'.
Draft resolution A.2, which formed annex Ito Cg-II/Doc. 136, was ad-

££:i:.§!2 without objection.
,

'I' See

resolution 37 (Cg-II) : Outstanding contributions to th" International Meteorological Organization.

The ~hair~~ of the Administrative and Financial Committee introduced
his fourth report. ,

was

Draft resolution A.6, which formed the annex to document Cg-n/137,
without objection.

~oEte2

I

See resolution 38 (Cg-II)

Utilization of surplus funds of the International Meteorological Organization. '

This completed action on agenda item 6.5.

The chairman of the Administrative and ,Financial ,Committee introduced
his fifth report. - - ' - - - - - . - - - - - . - - - - - - - - , - ,~--

61.1
The delegBte of"th.§!-YDited~ingdo~ stated that the United Kingdom,
,vhile accepting the principle embodied in draft resolution A.7, which formed
annex 1 tod()cumel}tCg~U/142, coul,l not accept the text of thed.-aft resolu,·ticilf" Which had' be ~n. s'Ubmltt ed"fu' Cong:f'e§.s; TM,' Uti i ted "Kinge:lD"m ac eepted ' the
proposa 1 that an additional annui ty"Of"the"order"(jf'tJS".$"'l',OOCFbe granted to
Mr. Swoboda on retirement, but considered that the proce,5S of ,financial management by which this aim was to be achieved was fund~mentally'uti50und. By adopting resolution 38 (C9-;II) a fewmt.n,ut~sbe,fore; ;C<;lngress.had e,stablished a
,"

'J',""

"',,"'"

",<'/1; ,:;;;.' .... ".

, :,';'Y:."

"'.'

-'l.'

:.:;.
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contingency fund amounting to a sum in excess of US %27,000, According to
the claim made in paragraph 4 of document Cg-II/73, an average yield of 3 t
per cent to 3 t percent per annum might be expected from first class securities, or in other words, something between US %960 and US % 1,037, or about
US f, 1,000 a year. Thus to provide the annuity proposed for Mr~ Swoboda it
would be unnecessary to deplete the contingency fund.
He therefore proposed the following amendment to draft resolution A.7:
"The deletion of all the text subsequent to the word DECIDES, and the
substitution of the following :
(1) That the income arising from time to time from the contingency
fund established by resolution 38 (Cg-II), shall be paid to Mr. Swoboda
for his life; and
(2) That one half of that income be paid to his widow (if any) for
her life or widowhood."
The chairman reported that this view had been expressed in the committee but that the majority favoured the wording of the draft resolution.
The delegate of Switzer lind considered that the amendment proposed by
the delegate~~United Kingdom should be rejected, The solution to be
found should be complete and fair. He invited Congress to c,?nsider the danger
of inflation. If the method of financing were that adopted by the United Nations, a supplementary income would be payable to counteract the evil effect
of inflation. 'He favoured resolution A.7.
The ~e9at~-2f-~!!E~ deeply regretted the necessity for a discussion of the draft resolution. In committee an almost unanimous front had been
displayed. The committee had been of the opinion that a generous gesture should
be made to Mr. Swoboda. Other agencies had been much more generous in this
respect than WMO.
There being no further speakers, the President put the amendment

I

to

the vote.

By show of hands it was determined that less than a majority favoured
the amendment and it was therefore lost.
Congress thereafter
wi thout objection,

~dopted

See resolution 39 (Cg-II)

61.2

draft resolution A.7 by show of hands,
Additional retirement pension for the
first Secretary-General.

Financial renortby the Secretary' -Ge'neral and annroval of the accounts

t§!:!52:~~8!~I6~:t!6~6§I~!:8~!~§~-rAgenda-Item-~~4)r50c:-cg=II764Y---(See paragraph 58.1)

On the proposal of the chairman cif the Administrative and Financial

f~ittee, the following statement was ag~eed by Congress to be-recorded

in
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the minutes of Congress.
"The ADM Committee noted that a small number of Membe:rs ··were seriously
in arrears in payment of their contributions to the Organization. The
Committee recommends that the Secretary-General should continue to
press these Members for payment of their contributions and should report on the matter to each session of the Executive Committee. Action
uncler article 31· of the Convention is not recommended. It is recommended that a statement to this effect should be inserted in the minutes
of Congress."
(See also paragraph 67.1)
61.3

Review of the Staff Regulations (Agenda item 3.4) (Doc. Cg-II/42)
------------------------------~

Draft resolution A.S was adoRj;ed by show of hands, wi.thout objection.
See resolution 14 (Cg-II) : Review of the Staff Regulations.
61,4
(See paragraph 51.2)
The Administrative and Financial Committee had examined the relevant
documents and had found that none of them contained any questions of an administrative or financial character which were not already being considered
under other agenda items.
(See also paragraph 73,2)
62.
The President announced that the Co-ordination Committee had decided
to recommend- that,
the French translation of technical regulations had
only very recently been available to Members, and as certain other documents
had not yet been issued, a fUrther plenary session would be required on the
following day. This session would be open at 9 a.m.

as

63.
The ,2e169a32_0£ Brazil introduced document 123 which had been submitted jointly with the delegate of Spain.
He stressed that the World Meteorological Organization was not only
a specialized agency of the United Nations, but one of the most important, as.
its mission was universal. He believed that its Executive Committee should
hav·e a strength in proportion to the Membership of the Organization in close
relationship with that recommended by the Economic and Social Council. An
increase in the composition of the Executive Committee to eighteen would give
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that wider degree of representation which was highly desirable and would, at
the same time, stimulate
interest in the Organization in
the Regions
.
,'-- , •
-

- ,

--

-

_.

,

.

, The deleqate of S~in supported the position of the delegate of Brazil. According to the Economic arid Social Council principle, membership of
the Executive Committe,e should be up to the level of one-third of the total
¥embership. He pointed out that, since the composition of the Executive Committee had originally been decided, there had been an appreciable gain in
Membership of the Organization. He was anxious that the Executive Committee,
if charged with the examination of this question, might deal with it on an
urgent basis.
The delegate of the Fe~ion of Rhodesia and Nyasaland recalled that
eight years before, when the Convention was being drafted in, Wa,shington, article 13(c} had been so framed as to stip;;iatethat not more <fJiii'n' one-third of
the total memberShip of the Executive ,(:;ommittee should come from one Region.
He
asked
that
it be . rec.orded that interpretation of article 13(c) of
'.'
", _
.
'I..
the Convention be Clarified beyond dispute, particularly so ':If'the proposed
amendment is adopted.
-.

"

The deleqate ;;-f~ca;;ci~di:l 'opp6seithecif'~flresohitIo:il"r:~ Xr'\u'\der discussion which formed the annex to documentCg-U/123.
In the old International MeteorologicalC6r&nittee 'thiiie'had been 30
members <lnd the reduction of ,that number" to ,15 had b"oughtabout an increase

~D:~ni~~~nc¥;cif~pe);<\V~n". T~Wi'e rEi~)l,!~na t;r~p~ ,~fim~~Re,'r~,; of~l;e ~~~cu-

hve COmmJ.ttee to be?ccompanied to sesSJ.ons by aavlsers, and ln hJ.s new
this was a more profitable procedure than an enlargement of the composition
of the Committee.
' '

There being no further discussion, the Pr,is'ident put draft resolution
L.II to the vote.

--

The result of the voting was as follows'
For the draft resolution
Against the draft resolution

44
10

The President declared the draft resolution

~pted.

See resolution 2(Cg~II} : Amendment of article l3(.c}of the Conventibn. '
64.

Voting - Decision of the Congress

'The deleqate of Egy£:!: referred to the difficulties which had arisen
during the session through the operation of article lO(b) of the Convention,
which required that decisions bithe Congress should be by two-thirds of the
votes cast: for and against, witti an exception in the case of elections of individuals. He proposed:a text of aclraft resolution as follows :
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. THE CONGRESS,
OONSLDERING,
(1) Tha~ provisions of article lO(b) of the Convention that decisions
of Congress shall be by two-thirds majority need not be applied in
all decis ions;
(2) The difficulties which were experienced in the past due to that
provision;
(3) The vie~is expressed by some Members that except on major questions; decisions of Congress should be by simple majority,
DIRECTS the Executive Committee,
(1) To examine'· article lOCb) of the Convention on the
siderations;. and.
(2)

above

con-

To prepare a new text for that article.
"

This proposal was taken up after discussion of the status of General
Regulation 96.
The President then made a statement with reference to the question
raised by thecielegate of British West Africa in the thirteenth meeting abcut
the status of old Regulation 96. He said that a regulation remained in force
until it was cancelled. The proposed new General" Regulation 101 had not been
adopted and, at the same time, the prop')sal by the delegate of Spain for an
affirmative draft had also failed. Moreover, a motion by the delegate of
Egypt to cancel the old General Regulation 96 had also failed. When Congress
had adopted'a general resolution whereby the superseded General Regulations
were cancelled, it was understood tlvl.t old Regulation 96hadJ)e:ell 'included
as the new Regulation 101 because Congress had voted against the 'proposal to
cancel it.
He had reviewed the question with the chairman of the Leg'al COrrUnittee
and he had verified this opinion by examining the original verbatim record of
the debate and action of Congress. There seemed to be no doubt that the intent of Congress was to retain the regula tion.
The deleqate of the British West African
following statem~--~

Terri.12~

then

made the

"Sir, Wit.h great respect, I have difficulty in reconciling your ruling
with my recollection of events in the plenary session on 10 May.
,(2) The new General Regulations given in document Cg-II/131 were adopted, with' some amendments, one by one. At no time was the substance
of the old, General Regulation 96 incorporated in document Cg-II/131 by
a two-thirds majority.
(3) At the end of this procedure, there were then two sets of General
Regulations adopted, the 'old and the new, Adoption of resolution 10
(Cg-II) confirmed adoption of the new set and cancelled the old set,
including of course, the old, General Regulation 96 with effect from
the end of Congress.
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(4) I therefore maintain that the old General Regulation 96 will not
be effective after the end of Congress and repeat my request that the
Legal Committee should propose a revised draft for adoption."
The President read extracts from a transcript of the thirteenth meeting of Second Congress held on 10 May 1955 •
. Congress had not adopted new General Regulation 101, nor the amendment proposed by the delegate of Spain, but i t was his ruling that Congress
did not wish to leave this point,undecided and that General Hegulation 96 remained v<;llid. He enquired whether the. delegate of the British West African
Terri tories wished'to appeal against his ruling.
The delegate of the British West African Territories desired to maintain his appeal. The --resolution 10 (Cg-II) adQii'te'd after the discussion during
the thirteenth meeting had specified new General Regulations and had cancelled
all the old General Regulatiorrs which had been adopted by First Congress, in
its resolution 21. He could not accept the President's interpretation and he
queried the President's ruling.
The point of

ord~r

was then put to the vote.

'~1heresultof tM'Voting was as follows
-

-'

:."

't()i~ih¢. poif\tdJci:(der:
Against the parnt, of order'" a cIear
"

ina~()rity

'of votes

-J

~the poin~~of\:;raer was lo:s'ti~f,"

'}hepJ:'eside!2!p~inted ,out that while ,.the delegate of British' West
African Territories had called attention, to the fact that ttleprocedure in
retaining old General ,1egulation 96 had 'not been as expUcit :as niight be deSirable, there appeared no question as to the intent of Congress. It was the
duty of the chairman to proceed in accordance with the clear intent of Congress;
The dele51ate of

I
I

S9.YE!

then presented the following draft resolution

L.12
THE CONGRESS,
CONSIDERING,
(1)

Resolution 10 (C9-II);

(2) The discussions of the Congress during its thirteenth plenary
,meeting held on 10 May 1955 on the text of the r;eneral'Regulation 101
proposed by the Legill Committee and on the text ·of the General Hegulation 96 adopted by the First Congress;
.
. (3) Article 13(c) of the Convention of the WorldIvleteorological Organization;
,
DIRECTS the Executive Committee,
(1)

r -.

To study llegulation 101 of the new General Regulations with

a
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view to preparing.a new text of this regulation which conforms with
the spirit of article 13(c) of the Convention;
(2) To submit tha t text in due time to the Members of the Organization for comments, and
(3)

To report on the matter to the Third Congress.

The delegate of Egypt, continuing, stated that he had shown the above
text to the delegate of Spain who had concurred with him. He pointed out that
his new dl'aft regulation L.12 dealt with old General Regulation 96, and not
with the two-thirds majority.
There being no further discussion, the
of the delegate of Egypt to the vote.

E~iden!:

put the latter draft

The result of the voting was as fo llows :
For the latter draft resolution
of the de lega te of Egypt
Against

42
1

Toe President stated that the draft resolution L.12 of the delegate of
Egypt was adopted.-

I See

r,esolution 11 (Cg-II) ; Study of General Regulation 101.

The ~i93nt then stated that, normally, a proposal objecting to the
two-thirds rule should be the subject of a formal paper. However, the delegate
of Egypt was not the first one to raise this question in Congress. He believed
he was correct in saying that Members would like to have the subject studied.
He enquired whether it might be recorded in the minutes of the meeting that
the Executive Committee was requested to study the subject and attempt to find
a solution or suitable recommendation.
There being no objection, the President declared that this proposal
was agreed.
65.

Place and date of next

Con3~

(Agenda item 8)

(See paragraph 52)
The

~elegate-2i-2~den

quoted article 9 of the Convention as follows :

"Meetings of the Congress shall be convened by decision of the Congress
or of the Executive Committee at intervals not exceeding four years."
He proposed that the Third World Meteorological. Congress should be held
in 1959 in Geneva on a date to be decided in due course by the Executive Committee.
The geleqate of Spain supported the proposal of the delegate of Sweden,
but he proposed an amendment to the effect that the place of meeting should
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only be Geneva if no country offered host facilities which the Executive Committee might accept,
The delegat.§...2f Sweden indicated his acceptance of this amendment to
his proposal.
The delegait-0f Y8SB expressed the view that this question should be
settled without any equivocal provis.ions. In his view, the next.Congress
should be held in. Geneva. Geneva was the headquarters of their Organization,
for it was in Geneva that the Secretariat was located. To Tilove the Secretariat to some other place of meeting would involve an expenditure for which no
item had been included in the budget.
On suggestion by the President, Congress agreed to defer further discussion of this item until the following day,
(See also paragraph 75)
The meeting rose at 6.05 p.m.
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13 May 1955, at 9.00 a.m.

~~~

: Mr. F.Vi. Reichelderfer.

Members of WilD :
Argentina, Australia, Belgian Congo, Belgium, Brazil, British Caribbean
Territories, British East African Territories and Indian Ocean Islands,
British Malaya/Borneo Territories, British West African Territories,
Burma,· Canada, Ceylon, China, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Egypt, Federal Republic of Germimy, Finland, France} French Cameroons, French Equatorial Africa, French Oceania, French Somaliland, French
Togoland, Guatemala, Haiti, Hong Kong, Hungary, Iceland, India, Indonesia,
Iraq, Ireland, Israel, Japan, Madagascar, Mexico, Morocco (Territo:ries: of
the Spanish Protectorate), Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Pakistan,
Philippines, poland, Portugal, Portuguese West Africa, Spain, Sudan, SwEden,
Switzerland, Syria, Thailand, Union of South Africa, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Kingdom
Great Britain and Northern Irela:nd,
United States of America, Uruguay, Venezuela, Viet-Nam.

or

li9..!t:MemEer.L.Qf WM.Q :
Cambodia, Jordan.
Inte.E.!:)ation~l O!9~ni~ti~

United Nations, International Civil Aviation Organization, World Federation of United Nations Associations.
The meeting opened at 9.15 a.m.
66.
The President announced that agenda item 3.5 (Seventh report of the
Programrne Coffimitt~Doc. Cg-II/144) should be added to the order of business, it had been listed in the addendum to the order of business for the
previous day as published in the Journal.
(See also paragraphs 51.4 and 74.1)
§ixth report of th.§ chairman of the Administrative and Financia'l Com~ittee (Doc. Cg-II/146)
67.1
(See paragraph 61;2)
After the

~bai~~

had introduced this section of his report,

the

I

~
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President tabled it for discussion.
The .<:liligate of France stated that he was aware of the opinion of
some delegates to have the surplus arising at ~che end of the first financial
period returned to Members. However, at the last moment, the budget had been
reduced by about 4 per cent. This might result in some difficulties during
the second financial period. He therefore eta ted his preference,for keeping
the surplus money as a fund to be used whenever such a difficulty arose.

I
•

The sjelegates of Pakistan and Spain supported the French point

of

view ..

The delegale of Switzerland also spoke in support of keeping'the'surplus as a~ fund, possibly to help finance meetings of regional associations
and 'technical commissions, or for the purpose 'of providing a building for the
WMO. He was of the opinion that a reserve might make it easy for the Organization to get credit, ani:! suggested that the Executive Committee look into this
matter when examining the question of a building for the Organization.
T.he delegat~..:..2f tho!! United 15ingdom drew the' attention o,f'Member;; to
article 23 of ' the Convention, whiCh he stated, -did hOt auth6iiz~e 'spending
more thah1: the-'rnaxlmufn ~ surna116wed in the budget: spendin<') thesurplusWbUld
therefore require ad8ing~this,suhr~to the budget 'for the-financial period,The sjele9al.L0fJr~f said he interpreted article Z:t,of"thecGonven'tion as governing the maximum expenditures to be covered by contributio.(1sof
Members. He referred to article 10.2 of the Financial R()gulatforls of the WMO
which relates to voluntary contributions to WMO. He ,said that if, article 23~
of the Convention is as rigidly interpreted as the'aei'~§~t§of the' Urli ted
Kingaom wants 'it to be' interpreted, there would be' no' possibility of accepting any contributions.
'
The del~ate of Australia spoke in endorsement of the view-point of
the delegate from the United Kingdom. He said the words of the English text
of article 23 are quite clear and whatever the intention of Financial Regulation 10.2, it had no standing against the words and intention of 'the above
article of ' the Convention. He therefore suggested'that the sum be held in
reserve so that the Third Congress might make appropriate allocations.
The delegat~of France was in full agreement that the surplus should
be used as a reserve fund, and that i t should be used -in case of serious financial difficulties, after consulting Members.
The 2elegate of Canada stated that diversions from Financial Regulations would lead to difficulties. He therefore felt that the only way to deal
with this problem was to apply financial Regulation 7.5 as was recommended in
the chairman!s report.
The chairman of the Administrative and Financial Committee said that
during the discussion he had drafted the following resolution summarizing the
views expressed by the speakers, with the exceptio~' of 'the delegate from Canada :
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"THE CONGRESS,
NOTING that a surplus is likely to exist in the general funds of. WMO
at the end of the first financial period,
DECIDES,
(1) That Financial Regulation 7.5 shall be waived in respect of this
surplus;
(2) That the surplus beLlsed to estabi:i.sh a reserve fund which shall
be used for such purposes as the Executive Committee may recommend,
subject to the approval of Members being obtained by correspondence."
The del,§gate of India spoke in support of the Canadian view-point. He
said that Financial Regulations Sh01.lld not be tampered with and he therefore
recommended that article 7.5 of the Financial Regulations be applied, and
that the surplus be returned to Members.
The delegate of the United Kingdom agreed with the views held by Canada and India, but said that Financial llegulation 7.5 did nbt provide for
the return of the surplus to Members, but rather for it being .. used for the
reduction of arrears of countries who have not paid their contributions in
full, and towards future payments of those who have paid their full contributions.
The delegate of Portuguese West A~ supported the United Kingdom
view-point. He agreed that the spirit of Financial l1egulation 7.5 was that
when there was any surplus i t should be credited to Members.
The dele£!ate of the USSR also supported the application of Financial
Regulation 7.5.
The President put the draft resolution to the vote, explaining that
if carried, rinanciaI Regulation 7.5 will be waived.
The result of the vote was 19 for, and 32 against. The draft resolution was therefore lost and the surplus must therefore be treated in accordance with Financial Regulation 7.5.

The chairman of the Administrative and Financial Committee drew attention to resolution A.12 annexed to his report, and which was recommended
for adoption by Congress, The chairman explained that the table annexed to
the draft resolution was based on the 1955 UN scale. However, three Members
had obtained the agreement of their governments to the assessment based on
the 1954 scale. He therefore asked whether Congress had any objections that
the table annexed to draft resolution A.12 be based on the 1954 scale.
The chairman also stated that questions had arisen concerning the fonn
of the draft resolution. As presented, the table annexed to the draft resolution has three columns showing the method of assessment, Since these details

I

I
I

I
I

I
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appear in the minutes of the ninth plenary meeting (see paragraph 59.1), the
table could be simplified to include only one column showing the assessments
without details.
The Presiden,} asked whether there were any objections to using

the

1954 scale.
The delegate of the United States of America stated that it was his
understanding-that the draft-resolution was designed solely to establish a
scale of contributions for the second financial period without prejudicing
a scale which may be chosen for a future financial period, and that it was
not the intent of the resolution to move gradually towards the UN scale. On
this basis, he stated, the United States of America. would vote for the draft
resolution.
The delegate of Ireland was opposed to using the 1954 scale. He declared that ~e agreement had been reached in committee on the 1955 scale
he saw no r~ason for changing to the 1954 scale at this late hour.
The .s:hairman, in reply to the President's query as to which scale
was used wh'm d.iscussing the assessment, said-that the 1954·scale was used
in the discussion,but the 1955 scale was used in preparing the table an;"
nexed to the reso lution.
The delegate of Ireland enquired that if thediS.GEi5sibn· was based ()n
the 1954 scale why was· the table presented in the anneX of the draft ··resolution based on the 1955 scale.
·The.delegate of the USSR explained that when Congress examined this
question, the 1954 scale was used, but that the Administrative and Financial
Committee during its last meeting used the 1955 scale.
The President after stating that the basic issue was to use the scale
on which the final agreement had been reached in earlier plenary,then put
the problem to the vote. Those in favour of using the 1954 scale were 41,
those· against were 4.
The President then put draft resolution A.12 to the vote and it was
adoEted without opposition.
See resolution 35 (Cg-II) : Assessment of prop~rtional contributions •
. The dele,gate of Portl,!9al made the. followi'1g statement :
"The contribution assessed by First Congress to Portugal for the first
.financial period (15 units) was always considered by our government
as being far from satisfactory •
. The situation has improved, due to the decisions taken by Second Congress, but the delegation of Portugal still considers that the contribution assessed to its country for the second financial period
(11 units) is not satisfactory.
Therefore we request that it should be recorded in the minutes of
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Congress that the Government of Portugal reserves its position
respect to this question."

133

in

The gelegate-2LChina expressed his wish that the following statement
included in the report should be recorded in the minutes :
"The delegation of China is of the opinion that the financial contribution of China to WI'vlO is not in conformity with. the criteria adopted
or considered for the breakdown of the expenditures of the Organization, from the view-point of both the benefit to be derived and the
capacity to pay. China has punctually paid its contributions during
the first financial period, thereby jeopardizing the development of
its national meteorological service. The new contribution assessed
for China increases its difficulties and will require from it still
greater efforts."
The delegate of Poland wished to correct the wording of paragraph 10
of the report to read that Poland was "in agreement to withdraw its appeal
against the assessment ••• ,'. if other countries would do the same".
The !:]elegate of lr.::;land directed the attention of Congress to the
fact that it had voted in favour of using the 1954 scale. Yet the draft resolution which it had just adopted is based on the 1955 scale. He asked that
this be corrected. He also stated that the contribution of his country was
assessed·on the basis of 75 per cent of the scale fot the first financial period, but he considered that the allocation for his country was much too high,
and he therefore regretted that he had to enter a :ceservation on the assessment of hi~. contribution.
The delegate of the Sudan thought that the four units allocatee to
his country, - according to the {ii'ble annexed to resolution 35 (Cg- II), iN S a
mistake.
The President said that if any errors in computation or typing existed
in the table-they wOuld be corrected.
67.2.1 The chairm~n submitted draft resolution A.9 on the question of the
working capital fund, annexed to the report, for consideration by Congress.

The. President put draft resolution A.9 to the vote. It was .!!doEted
by show of hahci~without objection.

I
67.2.2

See

resol~tion

34 (Cg-II) , Working capital fund.

f}Pl2ea ~~.?_9.illns:LC\§~~s_S[]l~fl:t.~_

The delegate of Belgi!:!,@ asked that the following paragraph from the
sixth report of the chairman of the Administrative and Financial Committee
be included·in the minutes:
"The working group considered appeals made in writing during the first
financial period and also had before it letters and other documentation from the following Members : Belgium, Bolivia, Federal Republic
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of Germany, Guatemala, Ireland, Japan, Netherlands, Pakistan, Portugal and Viet-Nam" Certain delegates attended the meeting of the working group and presented their cases personally. After scrutinizing
carefully all the evidence presented, the. group came to the. conclusion that in only four cases could reduction be recornmended. They
were as follows ; Guatemala, 1 unit instead of 2; Pakistan, 16 units
instead of 20, Portugal, 14 units instead of 15; Viet-Nam, 3 units
instead of 4" 11

The President, after glvlng opportunity for discussion, then put the
question of reductions including that of Laos, I unit instead of 2, to the
vote. A clear majority voted in favour of the reductions,
67 •. 2.3 The chairman then presented draft resolution A.I appended to his report as anneX"'3'";in which the revised assessments made by the working group
are incorporated.
The Eresident put the draft resolution A.l to the vote. It was adopiB:!.
See resolution 36 (Cg-II) ; Confirmation of assessment of proportional
contributions of new and prospective Membersduring the first financial period.
67 .3~_ .TermLof __appointment.6L the Secretary-General (Agenda .item 6.6)

tDoc:-Cg:j'i'7I§)------------------:------------

The chairman introduced dNft resolution A.ll and the President tabled
it for discussion.
The delegat£ of the Netherlands made the following statement :
"The· Netherlands delegation deplores that the terms of appointment of
Secretary-General are in discussion after the election. I think it is a
wrong procedure. Reading the draft-contract for the Secretary-General, I
was somewhat surprised to see that a specific date of expiration of the
contract, namely 31 December 1959, .had been inserted.
A few days ago, Sir, Congress decided that the General Regulation 144,
with its restriction regarding a tIme-limit, should be cancelled. Before
this decision by Congress was taken, I had the privilege to explain some
of the difficulties resulting from a limited period of appointment, and
particularly in the case of a period of less than 5 years, insofar as the
possibility for a withdrawal-benefit or retiremeht-benefit was concerned,
I believe there is no need to repeat my argumentation. I cannot see
that it is logical, nor in line with the decision taken, that a period of
approximately 4 years now has been stated in the contract. In the interest
of the Organization and in order to maintain a straight course regarding
the elaboration of a decision by Congress, no date of expiration of the
contract should be inserted in the contract, and therefore paragraph (4)a
ought to be deleted"
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A second point that I want to raise is the amount of the annual salary, mentioned in paragraph (5)a,
Comparing this salary with the functions of Secretary-General in oiller
specialized agencies, I want to give the following figures ';
:2'!~~EY

lLO
WHO
UNESCO
FAO
ICAO

%20,000
20,000
18,000
18,000
16,000

~§eE:;~§!)!'!!~~!)

%10,000
6,500
8,800
10,000
1,600

%

Compared with this list is a salary of
12,000 and a representation
allowance of % 1,000, which in our Organization is an under-payment,
I have heard arguments that salaries of the Secretary-General (and
other offices )shOLild have some"relation to the annual budget of the Organization, I have no confidence in this theory. In a smaller organization,
or at least an organization with a smaller budget, the duties and responsibilities of the Secretary-General are increased. He has only very few
specialists or experts in the great variety of subjects to deal with. Particularly in meteorology, the number of problems of specific character is
enormous, both from the operational and scientific point of view. His contacts with other specialiied agencies are very intense and require a great
diversity of fundamental knowledge. He has to handle all the communications
with the Members and is expected to maintain and to interpret Convention,
re9ulations, agreements with other agencies, even without a legal expert,
I believe we did under-value in the remuneration the excellent services of Mr. Swoboda, our first Secretary-General. But we should not make
the same mistake with regard to his successor to whom this Congress has
given its faith and confidence with such a striking majority.
Therefore,theNGthei lan'ds 'delegatiohprO'pOses to change the annual
salary into % 14,500, and the annual representation allowance into % 1,500.
I strongly appeal to ti)e delegates present, to take a decision which is
genoTous, but also just, justified and justifiable.
Finally, I have to offer my apologies to the principal delegate of
the British East African Territories and to the chairman of the Administrative and Financial Committee for making these proposals without prior informational!
The delegate of the USSR disagreed with the views expressed by the
Netherlands delegate. He stated that a compa'rison with other UN Agencies was
not a right basis for estimating the right salary for a Secretary-General. He
thought that the agencies mentioned by the delegation of the Netherlands overpaid the Secretary-Generals. He said that the criterion to be used was - did
the salary guarantee a decent livelihood? - Besides, the delegate of the
Netherlands did not mentioh UPU, which paid its Secretary";GeneraT% 12,000.
He also declared his view that the thesis not to consider the budget in deciding on the salary of the Secretary-General, was not tenable.
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The President then asked the delegate of the Netherlands whether he
wished his statement to be considered as an amendment to the draft resolution, or as two separate proposals.
The President on being informed that the delegate of the Netherlands
wished his statement to be considered as two separate proposals, put draft
resolution A.ll, which had been proposed first, to the vote. It was car~
by 47 votes to 4 votes.
, See resolution 40 (Cg-II) : Appointment of Secretary-General.
Since adoption of resolution 40 (Cg-II) settled the question and excluded the substance of the proposal by the delegate of the Netherlands, this
latter proposal was dropped.
67.4

Pattern of meetings of the constituent bodies and their working
2ES9E~-(Ag~nda-it~m-6:§H5oc:-cg:II7i3)------------------- -----

The chairman recommended that paragraph 13 of his report be recorded
in the, piinutes. The recommendation ~iasa:pproved.
j;!lftersom<3 discuss,ionon this, item during. which several invitations
,for sessions of :constituent bodies were made by the delegates con,,,~pned, ,;it ,Wg§agree,qthaJ; a.,ll,tbe.avai;1a'i::>l;e~informatiqtj Qn .sl-1ch in- ,
,vitationsshouldbe forwarded,t~th:e Secretary-General with a rEiquest
that he sho111dprcparo El d:r:,~fi;P'ltt,!rnof meetings for the "second financial pe;:'iod. It is re.commended that this draft, when prepared,
should be circulated to all Members. It was stressed that the draft
, should contain approximate dates of 'sessions, as well as the places
where they would be held,"
67.5
The ,fhairmansubmi tted draft resolution A.5 for approval by Congress
and suggested some editorial corrections to the text submitted in document
Cg-II/146, addendum 2.

The Presid.§.!2! submitted the resolution as corrected to the vote.
It was

~dopted

by show of hands without objection.

See resolution 30 (Cg-II)

67.6

I

Review of general policy concerning the
publications of the World Meteorological
Organization.

Revision of resolutions of First Congress (Agenda i te,m 3.6)

rOoc:-Cg:II776Y--------------------------

The chairman of the Administrative and Financial Committee stated
that his committee had considered this item at request of the chaIrman of
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the Legal Committee and that resolution 1.7 would be considered by Congress,
completing the item.
(See also paragraph 73.1)

The chairman recommended to recorrl in the minutes the opinion of the
Committee that it was desirable to have a legal consultant available to WMO
for the purpose of the presentation of appeals to administrative tribunals,
etc., and that it was considered that the cost of such a consultant would be
relatively small, and could be taken from the contingency item in the budget.
68.

Seventh re 0rt o.f the chai:rm~n ()f the Administrative and Financial
Commi!tee Doc. Cg-n!l45)

68.1

~E£E£§.~!§._f£E_!h~ .. ~§'!~~!~§'~~~!}!_2f_!h~_I~My~_§~~E~!~E!7a!_s!:!E!!}\Ly!h~
§'~::2!}~_f~!}~!}~!~U?~E!2~ \Agenda item 6,1. ,Docs. Cg-II 3 and 122

1

This item required action by Congress on draft resolution A.B, attached to the repcrt. The President, after tabling the item for liiscussion,
put the above draft resolution to-the vote. It was adoEt&.2 by show of hands
without opposition.
See res()lution 41 (Cg-II)

68.2

Establishment of Secretariat for second
financial period.

Review of grades and salary sca"les of staff of the Secretariat
\Agenda-Iteiri-6:2I\i5C;c.s:~cg;::II752-and-8iT--------------~-------

This item recommended action by Congress on draft resolution A.14 annexed to the report. The draft resolution was ado]2ted by show of hands without obj ection.
See resolution 42 (Cg-II) : Salary scales of staff of Secretariat.
The chairman of the commJJ,tef requested that the following paragraph,
contained in the seventh report, be included in the minutes, and the Congress
so decided ;
Dependency allowanoe (Doc. Cg-II/8l)
The Administrative and Financial Committee considered the question of
the payment of a dependency allowance to eligible WiVlO staff members,
which had been referred to Congress by the fifth session of the Executive Committee.
After ascertaining that approval for the payment of dependency allowance to eligible WNiO staff members would not give such staff any financial advantage over UN staff members, it was agreed that it should
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be recommended to Congress that the payment of dependency allowance
should be granted to WiIlO staff with effect from 1 January 1956.
It was noted that the estimated annual expenditure, if Congress
should approve this recommendation was US
2,620, ahd suitable pro~
V1Slon has been made under part II C.(3) of the estimates of maximum
expenditure for the second financial period.

t

68.3

The chairman presented this section of his report and the Presid'ent
tabled it for d~sion.
The del~ate of British West Africa suggested that the last sentence
of part IV of this section be amended as follows ; the words "other than under
part IV(c)" be inserted after ,the word "provision".
The chairman stated that he had no objection to the amendment.
The ,gelegate01theUnited kingdom sa id he agreed :br6~<.\ly .With the
proposed budget, 'but he thought that the original Hgor€' 'Oft 11775,900 pre~
sentedby the;,l'ipri<ipg g,01)p. wa,silJ1'eady s.ufficiently reduced.,Jj1e,. 'vni ted
Ki:,gd00h\l,d~greedto tJ~e, fur;tl18r reduction and wUl now, support it,
but
would. at~.tlt!'lS"ine_, til)l" li~e to enter-a reservo. ti.o n.
',,::: "
~

!.'

\ ,-,"_

.,_ ,_ ,'-',L_,,'

-

>.

The delegate of Fr~nce stated that his position was' the'same a:;' that
of the United Kingdom, and proposed an increase of 2 t per .cent on the! figure
of )'f 1,700,000 't~ ;;:d,ns the figure to %1,742,000.
.
The gelegate of the Netherlands stated that he thought the final figure presented by the working group was too moderate and con$$rvativi? and in
his opinion represented a bare minimum.' He thought that the present proposition was far below the minimum he would accept. So he proposed that the original figure of
l,775,9OObeaccepted.

t

The President in summing up said that there are two amendments, the
first by France, proposing a 2 t per cent increase, and the second by the
Netherlands which proposed that the original figure presented by the working
group be accepted.
The delegate of the USSR disagreed with the views expressed by, the"
delegate of the Netherlands. He said that the figure presented was actually
more than that arrived at by the Secretariat and the Executive Committee,
after careful study of the programme. He said, moreover, that increasing the
figure would require increasing the contributions, and that some Members were
already objecting to the fact that their assessed contributions were too high.
He therefore ·opposed both France and the Netherlands.
The delegate of f.<21and stated that he could not agree to'
of the budget.

~an

'increase

The delegate of Canada stated that some Members have instructions to
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adhere to the estimate of the Executive Committee. Countries had unlimited
scope for making further contributions in the form of international projects,
and he encouraged Members. to initiate one or more of those projects with international implications, but declared that he must support the figure presented in the document.
There being no further.discussion, the Ef£sident put the first amendment to the vote.
It was lost by 13 for and 26 against.

The President then put the second amendment to the vote, and it
lost by 22 for and 23 against.

was

Finally, the President put draft resolution A.15 to the vote. It was
£!l.!Eies! by show of hands with no opposing votes.
See resolution 33 (Cg-II) : Maximum expenditure during the second
financial period.
69.

Eighth.~port of the chairman of the Administrative and Financial Committee - ~ssistance by-Secretariat ~!inq and between sessioD~of ££Dstituent bodies (Agenda item 6.9)(Docs. Cg-II/79 and 112)

The chairman had no further recommendations on this item since the
relevant section had already been adopted by Congress in dealing with the budget for the second financial period.
!:Jintb....report of the chahman of j:.b2....Admini~trative and Financial Com!f.1ittee - Secretariat b!;!j,ldin2 (Agenda item 6.7) (Doc. cg-n/124)
The

Ehairm~

presented his report and the

E~sidenj:

tabled it for dis-

Gussion"

The delegate of the United Kingdom said that he had been informed that
the Administra~Committee ~ITUha-;tmet on V,ednesday, 11 May, to discuss
the question of building, and wanted to know whether the Secretary-General had
any information on the result of the meeting before taking action on draft resolution A,lO.
The chairman of the Administrative and Financial Committee said that
the Secretary-Genera 1 had recei ;jed inf;ITmationto theeff ectilia t - ITU decided
that 6,000 square metres rather than 7,200 sq. metres of space would be needed.
This reduction in the ITU requirements made the plan and estimate, presented
by UN, no longer applicable. Furthermore, they had received an offer from the
Canton of Geneva which appeared more suitable to their requirements. The chairman therefore thought that action by Congress on draft resolution A.lO was in
order.

i!'...~;~'

!
,
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The above resolution was put to the vote and was adopted by show of
hands, without obj ection.

I

See resolution 43 (Cg-II) : Permanent headquarters building.

The de1egat~~f Fr~~ explained why his delegation had abstained
from voting on the question of maximum expenditure. This, he said, ·was due
to the fact that the fourth item under expenditure annexed to resolution 33
(Cg-II), giving
188,000, differed from that proposed in the Executive Committee, i.e., this estimate was about
70,000 below the amount which the
Executive Committee had considered necessary for support of staff of the Secretariat.

%

%

The meeting rose at 12.30 p.m •

..

'.

- ""'-.
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13 May 1955, at 2,30 p.m.

President: Mr. F.W. Reichelderfer.
!'!lembers...2i.!!MO :
Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Brazil, British Caribbean Territories,
British East African Territories and Indian Ocean Islands, British West
African Territories, Canada, Ceylon, China, Denmark, Dominican Republic,
Egypt, Federal Republic of Germany, Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland,
Finland, France, ·French Cameroons, French Somaliland, French Togoland,
Guatemala, Haiti, Hong Kong, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Ireland,
Israel, Italy, Japan, Madagascar, Mexico, Jilorocco (Territories of the
Spanish Protectorate), Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Pakistan, Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Portuguese West Africa, Spain, Sudan, Sweden,
Switzerland, Syria, Thailand, Union of South Africa, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland,
United States of America; Uruguay, Venezuela, Viet-Nam.
IQternatioEal-2rganiz2ti~

:

United Nations, International Civil Aviation Organization, World Federation of United Nations Associations.
The meeting opened at 2.40 p.m.
71.
The EI.§..Sjdent opened the meenng in light vein with a resolution vhich
had been submitted by the delegate of the United Kingdom ;
"THE CONGRESS,
NOTING with approval the fine wea:ther provided during Second Congress,
INVITES the Executive Committee to make similar arrangements for Third
Congress." (Laughter.)
He then announced that the only items on the agenda which had not been
disposed of were items 3.5, 3.6 and 8.

1'?:.•

Sixth and seventh reports of the chairman of the Administrative
Financial ££~mitte.€ (Docs. Cg- II7I45 and 146)

and

Mr. Davies, chairman of the Administrative and. Financial Committee,
recalled thr~-Points, related to his sixth and seventh reports as discussed
at the seventeenth plenary me·eting, which he wished to mention so as to avoid
any possible confusion in the future.
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The first point related to doc\lment Cg-1I/14~, under the heading "Review of grades and salary scales of staff of the Secretariat" (agenda item
6,2). The record of the decision~reachedwith regaJ;'Q to the salary of the deputy Secretary-General, Le. US t 10,000, should be noted in the minutes.
The second point, which also related to this document, came under the
heading "Estimates of maximum expenditure for the second financial period,
part II". The decision that the working capital fund might be utilizecifor
the production of the International Bibliography, provided that it could be
shown that the demand for the bibliography was sufficiently great to·make.it
a self-supporting project, should be recorded in the minutes.
The third point related to document cg-II/r46 in the annex to rEi-solution 35 (Cg-II). The assessments glven in column 1 of this annex confirmed
several Executive comm'itt.ee decisions 0Jth regard to non-Members of WMO;' and
the decisions relating t6 Korea and Nepal should be inser'ted in Tabl'e I1'of
this annex.
The' above proposa Is were a.9reedto by Congress without objection.

Mr. Ferreira, chairman of the Legal Committee,presented his report
contained in document C9-II/143. In connexion wi th'~h82p:t&p'6·sa:l;'.:.tnaLth$~lCEi,.~.
solutions bfthe ,First Qongl1ess sho\l+d bll:reV+sed, ~he,P\'iil1t~d,Qutthat,thJ.s
same procedure had been adopted by regiona1,assQQiations ,and.:I;e<;;hnica,lcOlllmissions with useful results. The proposals of the Legal Committee with regard to the revision of resolutions of First C;;ongress were contained in draft
resolution 1.7.
The other subjects dealt with in this report were the reports of presidents of regional asspciations and technical commissions? these had been :.
examined by the Legal Committee and no questions had been found requiring any
action to be recommended to Congress.
73.1

B§~~~~~~_~f_~~~_E~~~1~~~2~~_~f_s~E~~_~~~~~~~~ (Agenda item 3.6)

(See

paragraph

67.6)

The report of the chairman of the Legal Committee was placed before
the meeting for discussion as a whole.
The delegate of France pointed out that, in the new General Regulations adoptedbyCongl'ess, there was at present no annex, and he therefore
queried therecommeridation of the Lega 1 Commi tiee to cancel resolutions 32;
33 and 34 of First Congress.
Mr. Dirreha pointed out that the new Regulation 117 was fol19wed by
,1n asterisk which referred to a footnote stating that annex 1 to the General
Regulations was not attached to the present,draft, but woulc;l be identical to
annex I of the General Regulations adopted by resolution 21 of First Congress.
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He therefore did not consider that there was any need to make a special
ference to this annex in draft resolution L.7.

re~

The delegate of f~!l£2 stated that it was because First Congress had
a special resolution on this subject that he had made his proposal. On the
understanding that it would be noted in the minutes that the new General Regulations, with annex, had been adopted by Congress, he agreed that there was
no need for any further action.
There being no further general discussion, the Congress turned
draft resolution L.7, which was then adopted without opposition.

ISee resolution 44 (Cg-II)

to

: Revision of resolutions of the First Congress,

In connexion with draft resolution L.8, Mr. Ferreira pointed out that
the representative of the United Nations had worked in close collaboration
with the Legal Committee in approving the res·olution. Draft resolution 1,8
was then adopted by the Congress without opposition.

I See

resolution 4 (Cg-II)

Draft resolution L.9 was
See resolution 5 (Cg-II)

Agreement between the United Nations and
the World Meteorological Organization.
~~

by Congress without opposition.

Convention on the privileges and immunities

of the specialized agencies.
Draft resolution 1,10 was .:;dopte,Si by Congress without opposition.
See resolution 6 (Cg-II) : Relationship between the WMO and other
specialized agencies and international organizations.
The President remarked that this completed the work of the Legal Committee and, on behalf of delegates, he wished to thank Mr. Ferreira very much
for his patient and tactful guidance of the work of the committee.
At the suggestion of the .221egate of France, the Congress agreed that
the French texts of the above resolutions should be revised to bring them into full agreement with the Eng lish text.
73.2

Reports of the presidents of regional associations and technical com-

~~~~~~6~-\Ag~nda-Items-2:2-and-2:3)------------------- --------------

(See paragraph 6104)
The President pointed out that in accordance with paragraphs (i) and
(j) of article 7 of the Convention, Congress should consider the recommendations of regional associations and technical commissions. All these recommendations had in fact been considered by the Executive Committee and the resulting
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Executive Committee resolutions had been examined by Congress.

i

Congress agreed that a note should be made in the minutes that all
recommendations of regiona 1 associations and technical comrnis,siQns had been
considered.

Mr. Barnett, chairman of the Programme Committee, presented his report contained indocument Cg-n/144, which referred to adoption of the
Technical Regulations, disposal of liVIO resolutions and notice of deviations
from standard meteorological practices and procedures.
74.1

~~;~e!~~!:!_~L'I~sI:!Q!:~~1_!:!~2~l~!~£!:!~ (Agend)a item 3.5) (Docs. Cg-II/6,

70,

as,

86, 90, 92, 93, 96, 108 and 113

(See paragraph 66)
, .t~f;Presiden,t,F9ip]:".c:I5)~~.t ,t11iJot, lNhHe the lrllnslation' and reprqduction sections had worked extremely well, there had hot been sufficient time
to compl",]:j,
the, rW9~.~s.aryreyi,sJ5Inijcndce,?:itgri? 1 work. ", ,
Under the Circumstances, Congress agreed that the appendix to d,raft
resolutiilhlX;lo should De ac6eptei:1' as' Cqntainlng th.§! subStilricio Of the Technical Recju1ations'and decided'to'authoiize the Secretary-General to complete
the necessary editorial work before publication. Congress further agreed to
accept 'the English text as definitive,.with a view to enabling the translation of the French version to be. revised after Congress.

"v

The delegate of USSR emphasized the apparent temporary nature of the
Technical Regulations under discussion. In the first place the Secretariat
had been entrusted with immediate revision and in the second place. the draft
resolutions only proposed that they should be introduced for a short period
of time, Le.j the second financial period. The r.egulations hadmany shortcomings and were not even properly drafted.
.
For these reasons the Soviet delegation.wished to propose an amendment whereby paragraph (l)under DECIDES of draft resolution P.lS. would read
"to adopt as the j;ernpo!ary Technical Regulations ... ". This proposal referred
to chapters 1 to 11 of the Technical Regulations, chapter 12 could not be accepted by the Soviet delegation even as temporary.
The President cc;nsidered that, i f a review date were indicated in
the resolution finally adopted, it would automatically mean that the Technical Regulations were temporary and the proposal to insist oh the word
"temporary" seemed to be a duplication. He interpreted the latter part.of
the statement· by the delegate of USSR as a reservation with regard to chapter 12.
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The delegate of India stated that there had been considerable debate
in the programmecOOmitteea-;; to whether the Technical Regulations should be
described as "Technical Regulations" or "Provisional Technical Regulations".
If they were adopted as provisional it would not be incumbent on Members to
notify deviations, whereas, if they were Technical Regulations, Members would
have to file their deviations on the standard practices.
The Indian delegation had been consistently in favour of adopting
the Technical Regulations as provisional, but it had not been their intention to raise the matter again in plenary. In view of the remarks of the delegate of the USSR, however, he wished to state that India would support the
introduction of the word "provisional". If Congress did not decide to adopt
the Technical Regulations as provisional, their implementation should not be
limited to the second financial period.
Mr. Barnett outlined the reasons for the inclusion of the words "for
the second financial pedod" under DECIDES (1) of draft resolution P .15. In
the first place this would emphasize that the regulations were not considered
to be a document that would not be altered by Third Congress. Secondly, on
account of the two-thirds majority required for adopting decisions by Congress, it might prove to be very difficult to alter regulations alr'eady in
force. This had already been the case with the General Regulations; one of
these had continued to be in force, although only a minority of Members
wished to retain it.
The deleqate of Portuguese Vest Africa did not agree with the introduction of the W;;rd-"[irovlSional"o;:'--;;tE;iiiporary", but supported the proposal
implied by the delegate of India to delete the phrase "for the second financial period". He pointed out that, at First Congress, General and Financial
Regulations had been adopted and it had proved possible to change these during Second Congress although they had not been called provisional or temporary_

After some discussion on the meaning of the words "temporary" and
"provisional", it was agreed that there were three amendments to draft resolution P.15 before the meetin,=! :

(i)

To introduce the word "temporary" before the words Techhical

Regulations,
(ii)

To intl'oduce the word "provisional" before the words Technical Regulations,

(iii) To delete the words IIfar the second financial period" 0

The ~el~~te-"i the_feder~!io'!}-.2i...B1122.£_sia_andJ':l.l@salan~ said that
in the Programme Committee there had been a feeling that much of the material in the proposed Technical Regulations was immature. The standard practices ,recommended were quite brief and would receive general support, but it
was questionable if some of the recommended practices were really desirable.
Amongst the latter there were sGveral which referred to subjects which were
at present being studied by working groups, and it was to be hoped that in
some cases thesE' groups would make different recommendationso In his view
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these recommended practices should not be "enshrined" as ollrUnal views.
If the Technical Regulations were adopted as provisio~al, they would
probably not be tr:ied out. The almsh,Duld be to put them inrull force for a
trial period to give the Executive 'Committee a chance to see how they worked
out in practice. To Overcome the difficulties involved by the two-thirds ma~
jority rule, it was, however, desirable that the Technical Regulations should
be adopted for only a limited period, and this had been agreed by a' majority
in the working committee as the mast acceptable compromise between the strongly. divergent views.
Summing up, it was considered;

I
I
~

~

(i)

That the Technical Regulations were not mature far final adoption,

(il)

That, i f they were adopt.ed provisionally, it would not be possible to' have a real test) and
.

(iii) That the second financial period should be adopted as a trial
-period as. a ,compromise to ensure a proper trial and yet not make
it difficult to effect a change. at Third C6ngress.
'.' . JheP-l'8-s.Jid.el:)t, sc'tll,tJ)dJhatthe::draH resolUttor1.was:.'the·reslilf of: 10n:g
dis cussiC?Iil.and coutefu} thoug:ht 0: Although. the:Technical Re-gulati'ons were aclmi'ttedly not all in the form that would eventually be found mbst"satisfactotji,
the only way to findollt what was l'eallybest was to pUt them into effect and
to.benef~i?;- frOl)l: thee .expe;denCe JI,a;itieictft_'
"
. ;;- ._:"

~

OJ:"

.">- -

,,,.,-". __ :;

"'c-'

the amendment to insert the wo,rd "temporary" was then l'ej ected by Congress by a large majority.
The amendment to insert the word "provisional" was then rejected by
Congress by a large majority.
The amendment to delete the words "for the second financial period"
was.§!dopted by Congress by 27 votes to lO.
The draft resolution P.15, as amended, was then
by 37 votes to 9.

ISee resolution 19 (Cg-II)

adopt~

by Congress

Technical Regulations of the World Meteorological Organization.

The delegate of the USSR then made. the following statement
"The Soviet delegation, in connexion with the refusal on the part of
Congress to adopt the WMO Technical Regulations as temporary, and
taking into account the previous statements of the Soviet delegation
on the subject of chapter 12 of the Technical Regulations, declares
its disagreement with the decision taken, and, by virtue of article 8
of the WMO Convention, officially informs the Secretary-General of
its refusal to accept them as .Technical Regulations."
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The Qe1egat~_2i_~he_federatioD_of Rhode~ia~nd ~~s~}an3 regretted
being in the position eif either having to express a general reservation for
the whole of the Technical Regulations or to oppose the contents of the annex, item by item'. He thought it best to enter a general reservation 'On behalf of the Fe'deration of Rhodesia and Nyasalahd.
Th,e Congress then decided that the following points should be kept
in mind when proposing amendments to the Technical Regulations for the consideration of Third Congress ;

( i)

To fill the gaps in the Technical Regulations,

( ii)

To transfer certain regulations to guides,ormanuals;

(iii) To obtain a better balance between the various chapters; and
,

(iV) To improve the style and the gerieralappearance of the regulatiririsg

I

.

.

Draft resolution P.16 was then ad2E!ed by Congress without opposi-:tiono

,I ~ee ~esolution

,

Disposal of the resolutions of ,the International Meteorological Orga,nization.

21 (Cg-II)

Draft resolution P.l7 was then

~do!?ted

by Congress without opposi-

tion.
See resolution 20' (Cg-II)

~

Notification of deviations from standard
meteorological practices and proced\,res
(t'stan0~rdsfl) a

The President then announced that this completed the work of th", Programme Committe;:: He felt'sure that he was, expressing the sentiments of all
delegates in saying that Congress was deeply indebted to Mr. Barnett for presenting the work of the Pl'ogramme Committee in such clear and comprehensive
reports;
The.President suggested that, as little time had been available for
studying all the documents, it might be better not to consider at this stage
the apPl'ovalof :the minutes of the tenth and eleventh plenary meetings. Congress agreed that they should be left to be dealt ,vi th in the same' manner as
the minutes· for the twelfth and later meotings which were still in process of
production; .
.
, He also stated that it was doubtless understood bY,all delegates that
the Secretariat would edit all minutes, decisions and resolutions to correct
errors in wording, spelli.ng and form without making any changes in substance.

(See paragraph 65)
The Preside!.!:!: referred to the discussion which had taken place in the
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sixtge,nth plena.ryrne,eting, when a proposal had peen made Oil, this, ii;em and an
ameh,dment pu£forWaiCl~: It 'flO\'{ appeared that ,the at!1endment,w,a,s 'FPv,er;ad ,by, GEl:"'
naral .Reglllation,8}, anq on this understaflding, it would ,be"itl, order to ,pro:' :,
cead wHhdiscussingthe proposa 1 itseif, if,the,proposeis 'ag;reed., By),gree:;'
ment the original proposal by the d"legateo{ Sv,ieden to the ,effect that' the,
next session of Congress should be held in Geneva in 1959 at a time to be' decidedby,the Executive COmmittee was opened for discussion,
'.;.

This

prop~sal was agreed by cong;ess 'without obj~cti9ri.
"

76.
",

~

,

Address by Mr.
l[nited Nations
-

.: . r. "

,"'.

In ',intro.ducirw ,Jvt.r. Pi\ 1they , "the Pres ident "express ed the indebtedness
of Congress to theUnit'eci Nations f~r th;-fa~iiitiesarid co:.,operation which
had been provided. Mr. Ealthey then made the following addr'ess
, "0 i

"NIr.

Pre~ ident, L~die~'andGerit1efu~h

~,

:

.

);v'rry congr~ss or general conferenCE) marks astage in the lif~ of an
- it1te~~ationafqi'~an±:qation, Tl}ey;~;Ho'rd aft lopp'drtunIty if'<;)r'men ~'inthested
irrtl\~;;~ar\iEi~:p'rtifll!efuS"tQ0c6'me\ together. they provide the occasion t6 review
the work carried out and to decide on the work to be done, but above all
ti'\iiy"Gi'e"1'lfr c expr@s'ifi8iJOF"a"co"ffilllb:-n wnitto' acnievea ~'coliini0li t~&k;

Scarcely four weeks ago, from this same tribunal, I bade you weic~~i
Sey()ndG~n~:('esir ,~gjW"l tWQ;rldl Me.teIJ,,'rO~Qgical;Qrganization comes "to its "close. In this short time, Congress
has not failed in its m:i$Si9Q::arid'ha~ once mOre proved the vitality of the
Wor ld lVleteorologica 1 Organization.
'

" to tM:,P<JJa ~S~~§ilJ-'l~iqns;F5t9cl§y. r.,.bh"

,

i

I
I

I
f

I:
0<,

Ybutiabours'have been p~iticularly rruiiful.'Althougli'J, amnot qualifiee:!' to give an opinion on~the scientific work;'accomplisheil, "Ihalle', at
'least) !.leen able tS '; fdllow with 'much interest your activities 1nthesphere
of"organization and administration. The structure of your'Secretariat has
now been strengthened and confirmed by the decision of your assembly. Your
Congress, has succeec;led, for the, greater part in takingdeci,sions ,adapted to
,presel1t Gondi ti()ns, while, at the ,same time laying' the founaatioris for fu,ture.progress. Not everyquestipn that you had t9 :de,alwithh~s, b"en saiYed.
In ",pa,rticular, ,no final solution has been fou(ld to the, problem of a 'perma[lent h!?adquart~rsfor y~ur Secretariat. However"y.our Execu'tive.Comffiit.;tee will very' soon be' able to take the most approprlate decision' about the
,Secretariat building and Lcan assure you that to the best of o\ii ability,
and.' i f your Exe'cutive Committee so wishes, ~ie shall' be entirely at your
dispos!il to askist in arriving at the solution most 'clos'ely meeting' the
'h~eds' 01' your 'Orgatlization.
Uhile these periodic meetings of your Congress are the clearest demonstration qf ;the a,ctivities of the,Organization, they alpo bring about,
changes which spring dhec'tlyftom 11£ei tself ;Tti's 'wi th:~cons'iderable '
regret that we see men such as Dr. Reichelderfer aod Dr. ~woboda relinquishing the high posts that they have held in the·Orgariization.
'!

-';'.

1
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Dr. Reichelderfer has guided the work of Congress and the Executive
Committee with great authority and competence. The part that he played as
first President of the WMO Congress accorded well with his career as a
meteorologist and an administrator. Pis chief of a most important service
in his own country he succeeded, til' his personal authority, in surmounting
the difficulties of a period which saw the birth and organization of a new
international institution. As a dist'inguished meteorologist he set the
scientific course at present followed by "fMO and which in future it will
certainly maintain. Above all, however, in realizing this international
task, he drew powerful support from his deep a.vareness of the international community. He has been able to give to this technical Organization
the collective spirit which is the distinctive featur::> of any joint undertaking.
In this duty he was greatly aided by Dr. Swoboda. It is not without
some personal regret that I witness Dr. Swoboda! s withdrawal from the international family, During the few months that I have been in Geneva I
soon came to understand the esteem and friendship felt for him by his
colleagues in other international institutions. It would not now be appropriate to recall his personal qualities, which are known to all, especia ill' to all present here today.
.
The post of Secretary-General of WMO which he has filled since 1951,
represents merely the conclusion of an international career of great
brilliance, which has been entirely devoted to international collaboration. His first task was to create and to organize an international secretariat and in so doing he has carried us through what was perhaps the
most difficult period. In addition to facing the difficui ties that surround the creation and initial operation of an important apparatus, he
had what is perhaps an even more difficult task to overcome, namely, to
ensure harmonious co-operation among men and women of different nationalities, beliefs and education and backgrounds. Today, Dr. Swoboda is on the
threshold of retirement but he may draw satisfaction from the successful
conclusion of his mission. It was he who gave the first impulse to the Secretariat and endowed it with the spirit of co-operation which it will undoubtedly continue to preserve.
While we may entertain regrets at the departure of Dr. Reichelderfer
and Dr. Swoboda, any apprehension that we might have had about the fate
of the Organization has been entirely dispersed by the qualities of their
chosen successors.

In the name of the Secretary-General of the United Nations I have
pleasure in· congratulating Mr. Viaut, new Pr.esident of Congress, and Mr.
Davies, new Secretary-General of the World Meteorological. Organization,
on their nomination. I should also like to congratulate Congress on having
placed management of the Organization in such good hands.
Mr. Davies has demonstrated his competence in directing a technical
secretariat by a brilliant scientific career both at the University and
as head of the East African Meteorological Department. In the four years
during which he was president of the Regional Association for Africa of
!MMO, he has demonstrated his skill in handling problems extending beyond
national frontiers. I undoubtedly speak for all my colleagues among the

i
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inte).'national institutions when I bid him welcome to the' international
life of Geneva and to the family of the United Nations.
'To turn tOM~;r Vikut, if fOr per~()hh' reasons I have' even greater
pleasu\:e in cong:tatulating him on behalf of the Uni te,f Nations, I am yet
linabie to wlsh him welcome amqngus since for many years he has been a
weli-kno~m personality in the world of the international organizations.
ConsiderablY before the' creation of WMO he made his influence ''felt in
internationa 1 meteorological circles. Already a membel' of several IrAO
Technical Commissions and Vice-President of IMO, his career simply led
him into' the new Or'ganization - jiHvIO. But his' i.nternational activities,
however'important they may be; constitute only one part
h1S life.,Indeed, on a nationai level, his r81e of pioneer Elha innovator has been no
less important than in the international field and, while continuing to
d.evote.• himself to important' scientific activities, he 'has for many years
'bo;rne,.heilvyadministrativeburdens arising from his responsibilities as
dir,ec'tor :of. the ,French 'Meteorological Services.
'

or

Gentl~mel1' the dL\h",~ that you have &otr{lstedtoyour.President and
you} Secretary-General are b6th welghtyafld delicat~ ,Theiife Of an International organization is a coritint:ting one) it i~<;jn 'unending battl~. i~n a
,. scientific oJlganization likeyoyrs, His. thedut¥of tHese tworneri to keep
.it'l9Qr)9 tilOt'f:i;9\iPfliMi th the'iIe\ieJ.ePlUents'of.c·:a "s o:i:el1c e~that. ,~h, osrffi nua 11 y
ijQyqf\Cit;lg.:t@,"'/£lhave,d;oj)ile,:08, rllha i'.lQQk~0t\Lfol?,:newc·diS'0E>vel'ieS' 'artd "to ·grasp
,:tl}EUR:I'5ic;tiQql;,tlSEh :t"~Whi clJ .. tMs e',/oan,;' b<2' put ·tn:-drde.t-tebila':rve :.tM ',il'l'terna.HQ@"1,it1te)l'~sj)<i:J2ut,§.t"ct;he:'$ artIe :,time :tlJey have ,:alse"to lXe ap uaiiv ",.'the pr e. oiQhl~liQqr)ce.pt - oCih;;-QQ(jl[l\Q;:;cg()~'Lo£':,;;ll-.niH:ione. ~a9d .:1;0 . .coinbai__tfio ~pe);mal1ent
forces ordis-int"grat1ori~-Tney-must daily- campaign 'co expand and preserve
this work, theellP1;'E"".s,ionofyoul' joint will. Such, a combatis:a noble one
indeed - it is, the very ess'ence of 'life, There can be no progress',without
tr1<31s and difficulties and the obstaclesencoun.tered by international institutions are the very proQf of ,the'ir vitality and the' need for their existence, In this field, more than in any other, there can be no perfection;
I may even· say, woe betide the international ,organization that believes itself to have, obtained ,its summit, for then it must already be'stagnating
and on the eve of its decline,
'
Such universal combat is the fate of ,those who devote themselves to
developing the concept of international collaboration; nevertheless in so
doing they are contributing to the cause of peace; and the resuUs achievEd
by your Second Congress give ample proof, within the family of the United
Nations, that the ilorld Meteorological Organization is making ,a significant
contribution to that caus,e of 'peace which is the aim of everyone of us."
77 ,

Abridged fina 1 r'eport of the SesSion

After ,thanking Mr. Palthey, the President said tMt it had been hoped
to have copies of the abridged final ,report of the Second Session of Congress
available for distributi.on by the close of the session. The pressure of work
during' the last few days of the session had however rendered this impo'ssible.
The"abridged final report. would be available within a few days and would be
maileci to all delegates"
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The President then stated that all agenda items of Second Congress
had been carefully checked to see that they had been completed and asked Congress if anyaelegates or the Secretary-General knew of any further business
to come before Congress before proceeding with the closing remarks. There
being no further-discussion the regular business of Second Congress was declared completed.

The Eresident then made the following remarks
"The Second Congress has been in session since Thursday, April 14 - a
total of 30 days. During that period, the delegates have acquired a reputation for hard work among the good people of Geneva and our neighbours in
the Palais, because of the long hours and the night meetings of some of
our working groups. The WMO has also acquired a reputatiGn for bringing
fine weather. We have enjoyed four weeks of almost uninterrupted clear
ski.es, pleasant temperatures and unprecedented frequency of view of maj estic Mont-Blanc. For several reasons, it is time for us to close the
session and return to our homes. We have completed the scheduled agenda
for which we assembled. We should rest on our laurels for hard work and
not overdo a good thing. Moreover, we should not remain until the weather
turns less favourable and thus risk our good reputations as producers of
clear skies !
It is customary in closing remarks on occasi.ons
count the achievements of the assembly. This I shall
ly in the concluding paragraphs but I should like to
first give thanks to those who have made the Vlork of
Geneva both possible and convenient.

such as this to reendeavour to do briefreverse the order and
the Congress herein

For the spacious and luxurious facilities of the Palais des Nations
we are indebted to the United Nations authorities and especially to Mr.
Pel t, Director of the European Office of the United Nations and Mr. Palthey,
Deputy Director whose constant interest and co-operation have given us the
common services and. halls and offices in which to work. We are indeed gmteful to them and we shall remember their cordial interest in our- welfare and
the efficient manner in which the facilities of the Palais, the attendants,
messengers and othel' workers have carried out their parts in assisting Congress

g

To the officials of the Swiss Confederation and to the Geneva cantonal and communal authorities whose hospi tali ty we have enjoyed and who have
been solicitous of our comfort Vie desire also to express our gratitude,
The beauties and conveniences of Geneva are never forgotten and the reception given in the Museum of Arts on behalf of the Swiss delegation was one
of the major soci.al events of the Congress. And to the "Interets de Geneve"
who have arranged many interesting excursions we are also grateful for
thEir thoughtfulness and their many courtesies.
We have had the benefits of association with representatives and observers from the United Nations and other agencies and we acknowledge the
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honour they have implied by their interest and collaboration in the work
of Congress.
In every internatiohal conference of this kind, the inembers of the~
supporting staff who \jl/ork behind the-·scenes are essential? just

as

the

principal actors are essentiaL I am sure that all delegates have been
impressed many times by the knowledge, the patience Gnd the technical skill
of the interpreters. Without them, our work would have been impossible,
and to Mr. Abaza, chief of the interpreters and to all of his associates
we express our sincere appreciation and thanks.
There are others who work behind the scenes to make .it possible for
the Congress to function. The past four weeks have placed an extremely
heavy load on the Secretariat. These-few words cannot adequately picture
the magnitude of the tasks they have performed in working long hours day and night - and sometimes all night, to record, transcribe, translate
and reproduce the huge volumes of documents that Congress has required.
Much will remain for them to do after we have gone because the work of
gathering and publishing the results and carrying out their parts of the
programme is enormous. The entire Secretariat merit" our sincere appreciation and I am sure- that all delegates join me in express.ing our genuine
-thanks ±Q.sl:'u-of the ~Qecreiwria-~-~~Administr9tive,Technioal; ~ and al1 ..
The)1-havedoM ,1;hell:' w0lo'kextrEllllel)1 well.

Mqktof the ~j(:iik ofde-tega:tes'!.s ac6btnpHshBd in workibg <;omlltitj;e<;>s
aria itl-'their smaini'r"\vol?kl.ng groups.' Sorneol' the'se have to;i.le9,'noj:, 0)11y
during the day, but "Hen far into the night. I wish it wej,epossiblG tor
me"l:b-thahlcea'Cly;~(}ne'-ih(j-ividua-l-ly.-:rothem'be'10rTg$-~much ':of"thEf credit for
what the Congress has achieved. In:-naming the chairmen of committees may
I ask that all of the delegates who have served in special capacities regard these words as an expression of thanks to each one personally. Mr.
Dwyer as chairman of the Credentials Committee, Mr. Davies, chairman of
the Committee on Administrative and Financial ivlatters,Pro:ressor Ferreira,
chairman of the Legal Committee and Dr. Barnett, chairman of the Technical
Programme Committee, - all have carried on their tasks Cheerfully and with
tireless co-operation. I am especially indebted to them for their willingness to pilot these committees through the difficulties of their' many items
and problems. Dr. Hesselberg as chairman of the Nominations Committee carried on in his usual exemplary manner through the closing moments of his
long official association with the Organization. Without repeating in full
the words of respect and admiration for Dr. Hesselberg contained in my
opening address at the beginning of Congress, I shall only say that his
devotion to the aims of world meteorology and his unselfish services over
these many decades stand as an everlasting example of outstanding leadership and finest personal integrity. I am sure that we all wish Dr. Hesselberg the very best of health and happiness in his future years. He will
always be with us in thought and spirit.
There are others here with whom we may not have the pleasure of meeting in future assemblies of the WMO. Again i t would be a pleasure to express regards and best wishes -for each one personally, if that were pos'sible. Our Vice-President, Mr. Sellick, -plans to turn to more leisurely
pursuits before the Third Congress assembles and I want to thank him

1
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especially for his patient co-operation and ·assistance as an officer during the past four years. The counsel and advice of the Vice-Presidents
have been essential features of the Organization and I am much indebted
to them for their constant support and their effective work in their respective offices.
After a man has given many years - the best years of his life - to
one organization there are no words adequate to express his feelings when
the time comes to turn the duties and responsibilities of office over to
someone else. Certainly these few words cannot adequately express the recognition due to the retiring Secretary-General for his many years of devoted service to the interests of the International Meteorological Organization and the riMO. ·After twenty-two years in meteorological work,
eighteen of them with the Meteorological Bureau of Czechoslovakia, he went
to de Bilt in 1938 to become Chief of the Secl'etariat of IMO. In 1939 he
moved with the Secretariat to Lausanne. During the war years when the
future was uncertain, he fostered the Organization and kept its activities alive as well as he could. During the ten years since 1945, he has
been in the midst of the growing Secretariat and the expanding activities
in world meteorology and he has worked long hours and long months often
without holidays. In 1953 his work was recognized in the award of the
Buys Eallot Medal. His devotion to the Organization and his loyalty to
its purposes and its officers are truly worthy of your recognition and
deepest appreciation. In asking you for a round of applause as a token of
the appreciation of WIilO I would like to express also the wish which I am
sure all of you share, that the provision which the Congress has made will
enable Dr. Swoboda to enjoy the fruits of his labours for many years to
come. Thank you, Dr. Swoboda, far more than these brief words can convey."
After long applause, Mr. Swoboda then made the following response :

The Acti.!lli..§'§£E..eta!.y-Ge~~Mr. ~§:!!oboda, in reply said that he
was most deeply moved by the extremely kind words of appreciation which had
been expressed and by the reaction of delegates to Congress. Four years ago
the Congress had given him the great honour of nominating him SecretaryGeneral of WMO. In returning his credentials to Congress in due form and
order, he wished to say how h.,ppy he had been to have the opportunity of
helping, as the "charge d'affaires", in the development of this new Organization in its initial phase. If he had been able, during the last four year:s,
to contribute to this development, he was fully aware that this had only been
possible due to the encouraging understanding and the beneficial help which
he had received from directors of mGteorological services, members of the
EXecutive Committee, presidents of constituent bodies, and all others who
collaborated with WMO. He wished to take this OPPol'tuni ty of expressing his
gratitude to all those who had thus made his work easier, more efficient and
more pleasant, and he wished to include, very sincerely, the staff of the
Secretariat, who had never ceased to provide an example of devotion to duty.
He wished to express special thanks to the President, with whom he had had
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closeand'fruitful co-operation in spite of the distance which separated
them. He was very grateful for all the advice and suggestions which he had
rece.ive<:L.from the President,and for the rich experience which he had gained
during the four years of their collaboration. In conclusi()n, Mr. Swoboda eXpressed his most sincere wishes to his successor. Vfnen he thought of his outstanding professional qualities and his great ability for hard work, on the
one hand, and of the character of the work to be carried out by the Secretary-General, on the other, he was convinced that Mr. Davies would be active
in a way which would benefit the Organization. (Applause.)
80.
After the remarks by Mr. Swoboda, the President'res1,1med his closing
speech and expressed the appreciation of the delegates-for the social events
and e'ntertainment arranged by the Ladies Hospitality Committee. These events
were important features of a World Congress and he paid tribute in particular
to Mrs, Swoboda for her c~nstant thoughtfulness ahd courtesies as the wife of
the Secretary-General and to Mrs. Reichelderfer for her patience and understanding during the four years of his Presidency when the work of the office
and the frequent absences took most of his time. He then continued as follows:
"Whehwe stop to thihkofthe meeting~.of ah asseml:>J,ylikethg C"n:PGa sQI'):.to,i1lq~veJ:thatmo"e :::than 200::mernmd womerFfrom,;a 1..
mQS f~06diHerent courihiescaQrmeet together' andworkin'co-operat:l:6n
tQW$tg.QOWfiQl} ,p~jttl"0se~.'l\YilJ r\qt; i:]§.mj,ze theq.c;C9mp).i;.sbmEirf:t@6£ . th_<;1'$8ctmd.ll>lJn9l/eSs ),tl'd&ta il.They",ar€J indicated in th-e agerida .. d'ilany of yOU
wiJLf;i)l(;j WW;rlcsatis£actiotlc,:in,'wha t.GqngressMsdonel' some:wi 1Lf.ind . dis~
.. ~capPQj,ntm\'nt$;.·tBut~] ,p\11ieve,'wEl'WH1',<;rH"agree'thaiJ'Ooflgl"ess has,·;l61ved
some very,difficult 'administrative and fiscal situations and that it has
laid the foundation for an enlarged technical programme that should bring
some real progress in the future. Even more important are the intangible
things which lay the groundwork for'further progress - the better understanding of our mutual problems and the ability to work together more effectively and to get through incidental obstacles; the exchange of ideas
about technical developments and the approach to future achievements with
the common purpose of advancing the field of meteorology. All of these together may be far more helpful for future progress in meteorology than the
tangible items shown on the agenda.
.9reSSi;:~/~:hgv,"

For these achievements Congress and the delegates who compose it, are
of course the ones to whom credit in the last analysis is due. It is a
pleasure as a President who is about to retire from office, to express to
you most sincerely my.gratitude· for the goodwill and kindness that you have
shown me. While there have been heavy duties and exacting responsibilities
of office there hav" also been pleasant aspects. There have been personal
associations and working relationships that I value very greatly, and I
thank'yolj for them. Friends have spoken about the work-load relating to
the office. This is not a 'good reason for relinquishing a position of responsibility and distinction; the real reasons have been stated in a letter
to the Nominations Committee which you have already heard. And now you
look to new officers and to a new "administration", They will bring new
ideas,' new methods of working, improvements and progress. They deserve your
loyalty and your constant support and co-operation.

••
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Meteorology has a very important and, I believe, a very promising
future. A few eminent scientists have said that meteorology may be on the
threshold of a new era of progress based on more advanced technology and
the assistance of electronic methods of numerical computation. Even while
we have been in session during these four weeks there have been results
which are more optimistic than was originally expected, Certainly the WMO
has promising possibilities in the years ahead. The increase in technical
projects of the Organization in the programme for the second financial
period implies many of the important things that are to be done.
F'fith warmest appreciation to all who have contributed to the progress
of WMO during my term of office - to the officers, the Committee chairman
and all - it is our wish that each and everyone of you will have a pleasant return journey to your homes and will enjoy a full measure of success
in the years to come.
The Second Congress is now adjourned."
81.

Vote of thanks

The delegate of France, Mr. Viaut, President-elect, requested to
speak, he wished firsttothank Mr. Palthey for his words of praise and to
express his gratitude to the Secretary-General of the United Nations. The
present cordial relations with the United Nations would be maintained to
the greatest extent possible.
His second duty was to the President, Dr. Reichelderfer. All present
knew the responsibilities which he had to assume and the time and conscientiousness which he had devoted to his tasks. He did not wish to enter into
details, but simply wished to propose a final resolution of Congress.
"Congress acknowledges that the achievements of the session and the
conclusions, on the whole favourable ones, at which it has arrived,
are very largely due to the competence, experience and smiling perseverance of our President, and to his careful preparation of the
work to be carried out." (Applause.)
Adoption of this resolution was indicated by acclamation.
In response the Presisl.~'! stated that he himself knew the success of
Congress was due to the co-operation of all delegates and not to anyone persong

The Second Session of Congress closed at 4.55 p.m.

